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SUMMARY

For the accurate design of a system in which a transfer 
process such as drying is taking place, the effects of the 
dominant variables in the system must either be determined 
experimentally or predicted from reliable empirical or 
theoretical correlations. Reliable predictions may be made 
when m e  transfer process is occurring under steady state 
conditions, as in the constant rate period of drying. When 
the transfer rate varies and depends on the system being 
investigated as in the falling rate period of drying, the 
effect of the controlling factors should be determined 
experimentally.

In the present work, drying tests have been conducted 
using two systems wnich are distinguished by the type of 
design procedure necessary for each system.

The two series of drying tests were designed:
(1) to permit the prediction of heat and mass 

transfer rates during the constant rate period 
of drying of spheroidal Celite pellets arranged 
in a packed bed

(2) to apply the "factorial" method of experimentation 
to the drying of barley in a rotary dryer.



1. racned Bed Tests.
Tests have been carried out to determine the effect of 

air flow, air temperature, depth of pellet hed and size of 
pellet on the constant drying rate of Celite pellets arranged 
in a pached bed. The ranges of the factors studied were: 

air flow 300 - 873 lb/h ft^ dryer area
air temperature 35 - 60°C
hed depth 1 - 2 in
oize of pellet 0*312 - 0*500 in diameter
From the dr,,inb rates, heat and mass transfer coefficients 

and j factors have been computed to develop transfer 
relationships winch have compared favourably with those of 
previous workers. The general correlations derived from 
the results were:

= 0-900 Ke_0 ' 35

0d = 0-678 ite" 0 ' 34

The average deviation of the experimental values from 
the above expressions was 6fa.

a shape factor $ , which may be used in conjunction witn
35a general correlation derived by Gupta and Thodos , has oeen 

evaluated for the Celite pellets, by substituting the test 
data in the general correlation of Gupta and Thodos.



Table 1
Values of j1

Tarticle Chape
operoidal rellets 
hpheres
uegular Cylinders 
Cubes
Tartition Rings 
haschi0 Rings 
berl oaddles

0* 872 
1- 000 
0* 865
0- 825
1-24 
1-34 
1-36

rhe values of j- given in Table 1 show that the average 
v.'Iuc of the spheroidal pellets lies between the valo.es 
_:iven by Gupta and Thodos for cylindrical and spherical 
particles.

xl comparison of the shape of the spheroidal pellets wits 
regular and irregular cylindrical particles lias indicated 
tnat the experimental shape factor for the pellets conforms 
with tne pattern set by the shape factors for the cylindrical 
and spheric. 1 particles.

a • ico t ni y nry er x e s t s
In most dryer systems, includin0 the rotary carper, tne 

effects of the dominant factors in the system must be 
determinea experimentally before the dryer can ue assigned 
accurately. These tests are usually conducted by vargin,^ 
each factor in turn wnile the rest are kept constant at



arcitrarily fixed, levels. This "Classical” method of 
experimentation of studying each factor in turn assumes that 
each factor acts independently of the other factors. This is 
frequently untrue, and interactions may occur between the 
effects of rhe two or more variables.

ouch interactions may be detected by using the '’Factorial” 
method of experimentation in which each factor is studied over 
a range of values of the other factors. This method is applied 
in the present work, to the drying of barley in a rotary dryer. 
The factors studied were air flow, air temperature, dryer 
rotational speed and the feed rate of the barley. The 
approximate ranges over which the factors were studied were:

xiir flow 600 - 800 lb/h ft^ dryer area
Air temperature 100 - 110°C
Dryer speed 8 - 1 3  rev/min
Feed rate 3*0 - 5*8 lb B.D.b./h
a two level factorial experiment, consisting of 32 

drying rests covering all combinations of the various factor 
levels, was carried out. The drying behaviour of the 
material in the dryer was characterised by the variation in 
the moisture content of the material as it progressed along 
the dryer. The moisture content variation was found bo have 
a linear profile, tne slope being designated as the moisture 
content profile coefficient, b^. A statistical analysis of 
the coefficients indicated that the effect of each factor 
was dependent on the value of the other three factors. This



infers tnat the mechanism of drying in a rotary dryer is very 
complicated and emphasises the necessity for experimental 
ciryirn, tests to ue _ erxormed over a wide range of 
operating conditions oefore an attempt is made to predict the 
dryiup oensviour of a material in a rotary dryer.

xx study of the material hold-up values and retention 
times obtained in the tests indicated that they conformed to 
the mechanism proposed by oaeman and hitchell^ for the 
transport of material chrough a rotary dryer.



i-i.uGiu-Jii-iR OF WORK

when this work started, it had been intended to 
oevote the whole time to the application of the factorial 
method of experimentation to the rotary drying system, 
xiowever, the results of preliminary tests described in 
xart III of the thesis indicated that complex interactions 
existed between the effects of various factors and prevented 
a lucid interpretation of the results. although these 
interactions may have been caused by the small scale of the 
dryer, there was not sufficient time available for the 
uesipU chid construction of a larger dryer.

Consequently, the research work was transferred to a 
tnruugh-circulation dryer which already existeu in the 
department enu a study was undertaken to evaluate the heat 
ana mass transfer characteristics of spheroidal pellets 
arran0ed in a packed on. This work is described in 
xart II of the thesis.



PART I
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1. GmhimuiL 1li ThODU C rJl Oil

x'iie uii.it: operation of drying consists of the removal 
of a liquid (usually water) fi’om a soild by thermal means. 
Inis ^eneral definition of drying distinguishes it from 
mecnanical methods of dewatering solids such as filtration 
ana centrifuging. Drying differs from evaporation in the 
tjpe of equipment used and also in the amount of water 
removed, evaporation processes removing greater quantities, 
in audition, drjin^ generally involves the removal of water 
at a i.o-mperature below its boiling point whereas evaporation 
uouuiiy means the removal of water by boilin^ a solution.

uryinu of a material may be required in a process for 
one or more of the following reasons:

(1) to facilitate handling of the material in further 
stages of the' process

(a) to increase the capacity of other equipment in
the process

(j>) to £;ermit satisfactory use of the final product
(h; to preserve a product during storage
(p; to increase the value and usefulness of waste

or by-proaucts
(b) to reduce transport costs.
iiany types of industrial dryers may he distinctxished

by the method of sypplying heat to dry the matei.i of end of 
removing water vapour from the surface of the muteri al •
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Dryers may be classified according to whether the heat 
is supplied directly or indirectly and may be operated 
as batch or continuous units.

The selection of a dryer for a given application 
depends mainly on the kind of material to be dried. Slurries 
are usually dried in drum*spray or flash dryers while granular 
materials are dried in rotary, through-circulation or tray 
dryers. The suitability of a dryer is influenced by the 
handling properties of the material and by the usefulness 
and saleability of the dried material. The operating 
conditions of a dryer are controlled by the temperature 
wnich the material can stand without decomposition and by the 
liability of the material to dusting during drying.

For the accurate design of a dryer, the effects of the 
controlling factors must be determined either from pilot 
plant tests or from reliable correlations. In most instances, 
the complexity of the drying action necessitates a programme 
of small-scale experiments from which the drying rate of the 
material in the full-scale dryer may be estimated precisely. 
This is particularly so, when the drying rate is dependent 
on the moisture content of the material and is governed by the 
movement of moisture within the material. However, reliable 
predictions may be made when the drying rate of the material 
is constant and controlled by the conditions in the drying 
medium.



This thesis describes two sets of drying experiments 
designed to produce information which may be used by each 
of the dryer design procedures outlined above.

In Part II, the drying of Celite pellets during the 
constant rate period in a through-circulation dryer is discussed 
in heat and mass transfer.terms and the development of a 
shape factor, which compares the drying characteristics of 
the pellets with other particle shapes, is also described.

Part III of the thesis discusses the limitations of the 
normal classical method of experimentation and describes the 
application of the factorial method of experimentation to 
the drying of barley in a rotary dryer.
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2. rHHOHY QP DmYING

when a material, saturated with water, is exposed to a 
stream of hot air, drying generally occurs for a time at a 
constant rate after which the drying rate falls off 
continuously until drying is complete.
2.1 Constant Drying hate Period.

Drying tames place by diffusion of vapour from the 
saturated surface of the material through an air film into 
the hot airstream. The movement of moisture within the 
material is sufficiently rapid to maintain a saturated 
condition on the surface and the rate of drying is controlled 
by rhe rate of heat transfer to the evaporating surface.
Inis heat transfer rate is balanced by the rate of mass 
transferred from saturated surface so that the temperature of 
the surface remains constant. As the saturated surface 
behaves essentially qs a free water surface, the mechanism 
of moisture removal is equivalent to the evaporation from a 
water surface and is dependent only on the air conditions. 
However, different materials dry at slightly different rates 
because of tne differences in the amount of surface area 
exposed to the air-stream.

Although the surface temperature remains constant 
during this period of drying, its level depends on the type 
of heat transfer occurring. If convection is the only mode 
of heat transfer, the surface temperature approaches the wet
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bulb temperature of the air—stream. However, if beat is 
also transferred. by conduction and radiation, tbe surface 
temperature exceeds tne wet bulb temperature and higher 
rates of transfer and drying are obtained.

The relationship between the drying and heat and mass 
transfer may be described.as:

N = k AU a “ ta) • • • • • ( 2 • )

k A(ps - pa)  (2.2)

where M = drying rate (lb/h)
h = heat transfer coefficient (Chu/h ft^ °C)

pA = drying surface available (ft )
t = air temperature- (°0)
t = surface temperature (°C)

= latent heat of water at t (Chu/lb)
mass transfer coefficient

lit partial
aif j. orence

p(lb/h ft unit partial pressure

p = vapour pressure of water on material3
surface (atm)
partial press 
stream (atm)

p = partial pressure of water vapour in air a

2.2 galling hate Period of Drying.
As the drying of a material progresses, a critical 

moisture content is reached when the rate of moisture 
movement within the material does not maintain saturated 
conditions on the surface and the drying rate consequently



decreases. during this st^ge of drying, the area of the 
saturated surface diminishes and the drying rate is sometimes 
a linear function of the moisture content of the material, 
mvenuually, however, the surface of the material is 
completely unsaturated and evaporation takes place within the 
material, the vapour reaching the surface by diffusion through 
the material.

Consequently, during the falling rate period, the drying 
rate is governed by the rate of internal moisture movement 
and depends not only on the air conditions but also on the 
mechanism by which the internal moisture is transferred to 
trie surface.

beveral controlling mechanisms have been postulated to 
explain the movement of internal moisture; the more 
significant ones are outlined below.

2.2.1 diffusion fheory.
diffusion of moisture may be produced by a concentration 

gradient between the depths and surface of the material.
Under these conditions, the rate of moisture movement may be 
described by the following expression, which is analogous to 
the Fourier heat conduction equation:

e
9
, - 2̂ D.e (7T/2d)2 ..U.1 e. 1

29 J

where W moisture content of materials (lb/lb



w

d
0

W
c
e

critical moisture content (lb/lb B.D.S.) 
equilibrium moisture content (lb/lb B.D.B.) 
diffusivity of liquid (ft2/h) 
time from start of falling rate period (h) 
one-half the thickness of layer through 
which diffusion occurs (ft)

This method of moisture transport is probably limited to solid 
systems such as soap, gelatin and glue and to the removal of 
bound water in the xLrying of materials such as paper, 
textiles and wood.

2.2.2 Capillary Theory.
In porous or granular solids, moisture may move from a 

region of high to low concentration by means of capillary 
forces acting on the water in the network of interconnecting 
pores and channels in the interior of the solid.

as drying proceeds, the water surface recedes into the 
pores and channels forming menisci which establish the 
capillary forces by the interfacial tension between the 
water and solid.

This type of moisture movement occurs in coarse 
granular materials such as clays, paint pigments and sand.



part
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DRYING IN A rACKED BED

3. INTRODUCTION

In the chemical industry, numerous processes such as 
catalyst regeneration, adsorption, drying, solution and many 
exchange processes involve heat and mass transfer between 
solid particles arranged in fixed beds and fluid streams.
The importance of the evaluation of heat and mass transfer 
rates in fixed beds to their design and successful operation 
is generally recognised and widely discussed.

Development in this field of chemical engineering has 
been based primarily on the empirical treatment of pertinent 
factors during steady state conditions in which resistance to 
heat and mass transfer resides in one phase only. This 
phenomenon offers a means of describing the characteristics 
of a system in terms of transfer coefficients, j factors and 
heights of transfer unit (fi.T.U.)

One of the important factors in the packed bed is the 
shape of individual particles in the bed. liost of the 
previous experimenters investigated systems of either 
spherical or cylindrical particles which are comparatively 
regular in shape. however, the use of other shaped 
particles is increasing and knowledge of the effect of 
particle, shape on heat and mass transfer rates in a packed 
bed is becoming more necessary.



In this work, the through-circulation drying of spheroidal 
particles, described in detail in Section 5.2, is studied 
with a view to incorporating a shape factor for this type 
of particles in general equations derived by previous workers.

5.1 Heat and liass Transfer Theory.
Although the current theories of heat and mass transfer

have been developed from both empirical and theoretical
considerations, they are all based on the fact that the rate
of neat and mass transfer between a moving fluid and boundary
surface depends both on the molecular transport of the fluid
and on the dynamic characteristics of the flow.

The development of heat and mass transfer relationships
1 2  5from basic principals is described in standard text books ’ 

and is only briefly summarised here. Firstly, however, the 
general theories postulated for mass transfer, are outlined.

5*1.1 The Two Film Theory.
The hasis of most theoretical equations is the "two

Zj_film" tneory due to Whitman , who postulated that a laminar 
film existed on each side of a phase boundary and that, 
assuming equilibrium at the interface, the only resistance 
to mass transfer resided in these films. It was assumed 
tnat Fick's first law applied, i.e. the rate of mass transfer 
is proportional to the concentration difference and the 
molecular diffusivity, and inversely proportional to the
film thickness.
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From this, the rate at which one component A of a 
baseous mixture a and B is transferred across a phase 
boundary may be written as:

“a -7^  (y - y±)  (3.1)f 1

where N = mass transfer rate of diffusing component
A (lb mol/h ft2)

■°aB = diffusivity of A through B (ft/h)
Z = thickness of laminar film (ft)
y = concentration of diffusing component

in bulk gas phase (lb mol/ft^)
and y. = concentration of diffusing component1 yin gas film at phase boundary (lb mol/ft^) 

This mey also be expressed as:
I\lA kc ~ yi^  (3*2)

where k • = the gas film transfer coefficient (ft/h)c
If the concentration of the diffusing gas is defined in 

terms of its partial pressure, equation (3«2) becomes:

- kp (Pa - pi}  (3-5)
where p = partial pressure of diffusing componenta

in bulk of gas phase (atm)
p^ = partial pressure of diffusing component 

at interface (atm)
2and k = mass transfer coefficient (lb mol/h ft atm;P

An analogous expression may be derived to describe the 
flow of heat from a fluid to a boundary surface. Tnis may 
be writuen as:



wnere xcioc ujl j.it:cLu ox-ansxer ^unu/n it j  
heat transfer coefficient (Chu/h ft2 °G) 
temperature of the hulk fluid (°C) 
temperature of the boundary surface (°C)

'6
ta
ts

3»1«2 i'he Penetration Theory.
The two film theory of Whitman predicts that the rate 

of mass transfer should be directly proportional to the

coefficients, measured in wetted wall columns, varied with 
bne diffusivity raised to a power ranging from 0*4 to 0*5« 
obudies of liquid controlled mass transfer also showed that 
uhe liquid phase mass transfer coefficient k was not directly

co describe mass transfer in gas absorption, predicts that 
the mass transfer coefficient is proportional to the square 
root of the diffusivity. This model proposes that the 
laminar liquid film is systematically renewed and that each 
element of liquid surface is exposed to the bas for the same 
limited period of time. According to the theory, the 
relation between the mass transfer coefficient and diffusivity

diffusivity. several workers^’ *' found that gas film transfer

proportional to the diffusivity, D 
a 0-5hoo-Youngy proposed k^Jlr

10The penetration theory, first postulated by Higbie

is:
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where B = the period of exposure.
The conventional picture of a laminar boundary layer was

11refuted by Danckwerts who suggested that turbulence extends 
to the liquid surface and that the period of gas liquid contact 
during which molecular transfer takes place, is dependent on 
the rate of renewal of the surface. The relation between 
the mass transfer coefficient and diffusivity becomes: 

v 1 v a
where a = the rate of surface renewal.

12kishmevskii proposed that during the period of contact,
the aosorbed gas molecules move into the volume of the liquid
mainly by turbulent or convective diffusion while molecular
diffusion plays a secondary part.

The importance of ascertaining the hydrodynamic conditions
for' the computation of mass transfer coefficients was

15emphasised by kishinevskii and Iiochalova ' who pointed out 
that while molecular diffusion is predominant under the 
gentler conditions of bubbling, eddy diffusion becomes of 
increasing importance in other regimes.

Although experimental data conforms more with the
14-penetration theory than the two-film theory, Danckwerts

hast shown that neither is completely valid for a packed column
but Hanratty^ found that at high values of the bchmidt number,
results fitted the penetration theory.

This latter fact is in accordance with a model, postulated
16by Toor and Marchello , which conformed with the penetration
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theory for short periods of contact and with the film theory 
for long contact periods.

In a novel interpretation of mass transfer in packed beds, 
17Garberry ' postulated that the mass transfer coefficient is 

proportional to the ochmidt number raised to the power 0 *67. 
This agrees with the experimental data from a wide range of 
various packed bed systems and moreover it leads to the same 
general framework of dimensionless groups as the conventional 
mass transfer theory. These groups are now discussed.

3.2 Heat and hass Transfer Factors.
The procedure of describing a transfer process in terms 

of a transfer coefficient has the disadvantage of requiring 
a nurnoer of units for the definition of the coefficient. 
However, the incorporation of the coefficients in dimensionless 
factors facilitates the application of data from one system 
to another.

The prediction of heat and mass transfer characteristics
from the dynamic properties of a system has led to the
derivation of dimensionless factors which have been
universally employed to describe and correlate the transfer
properties of the system.

In order to compute heat transfer data from the
established fi’iction factor correlation for pressure drop

18 19in flow through pipes, Chilton and Colburn ’ introduced 
the factor defined as!
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. P ' 6?
>UP

where h = heat transfer coefficient (Chu/h ft2 °C)
Cp = specific heat of fluid (Chu/lb)
p = density of fluid (lb/ft5)
u = velocity of fluid (ft/h)
Pr = Prandtl number (dimensionless)

By applying a similar analogy to mass transfer, Chilton
19and Colburn ' proposed the mass transfer factor which

they expressed in the form:
, = Sc0'6?
^d up

pwhere k = mass transfer coefficient (lb/h ft atm)
P-ĝ  = logarithmic ratio of the partial pressure

of the inert component (atm)
P = total pressure (atm)
Sc = Bchmidt number (dimensionless)

experimental studies in various systems have been
performed to substantiate the direct analogy between heat and
mass transfer. In 19^3» the analogy was applied to a packed

20bed by Gamson et al. , who studied the steady state 
evaporation of water from the surface of particles in a bed 
into a stream of air passing through the bed. They 
concluded that a direct correspondence exists between heat and 
mass transfer in a packed bed and obtained a value of 1«0r/6  

for the ratio
Much information has since been reported on the flow 

of fluids through beds of particles with values of the ratio
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ranging from 0*86 to 1«31 21,22# However, Gupta and. Thodos^ 
proposed that Tor a direct analogy between heat and mass 
transfer, the following conditions should be fulfilled:

(,1) the physical properties of the system should 
remain constant

(2) the rate of mass transfer should be very small, 
since for high rates of mass transfer, the 
velocity profile across the gas film becomes 
distorted and the mass transfer coefficient is 
dependent on the rate of mass transfer

(3; there should be no chemical reaction 
(4) there should be no viscous dissipation
(3) radiant energy should he neither emit ted nor 

absorbed
(b) there should be no pressure, thermal or forced 

diffusion.

3.2.1 -application of ,j factors to a Packed Bed.
The factor was used by Chilton and Colburn to 

describe the heat transferred by convection to a fluid 
flowing through a pipe by an expression of the form:

= a ne^ ••••(3*7)
where He = Heynolds number (dimensionless)

* —el!
h

d * characteristic dimension of system (ft)
. 2'G = mass velocity of fluid (lb/h ft )

jjl = viscosity of fluid (lb/h ft)
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and a and b are empirical constants.
a similar relationship may be applied to packed bed

systems in which heat and mass are being transferred provided
that steaay state conditions exist in the bed and that the
only resistance to mass transfer resides in the fluid phase.
These stipulations are met in systems such as the drying
of particles during the constant rate of drying and the
solution and sublimation of particles into a fluid.

This method of describing heat and mass transfer was
20introduced to packed bed systems by Gamson et al. who 

studied the evaporation of water from the surfaces of 
spherical and cylindrical particles into an air stream, 
bince then, correlations with j factors have been derived 
Tor a wide range of packed bed systems and have been used 
in the present work to describe heat and mass transfer in 
tne drying of Gelite ^ellets in a through-circulation dryer.

3.3 if feet of Process Variable on ,j Factors.
The variables influencing heat and mass transfer in a 

packed bed may be classified as follows:
(a) operating variables e.g. gas or liquid rate, 

temperature, pressure
(b) properties of the bed e.g. shape and size of 

particles, depth and porosity of bed
(c) fluid properties e.g. viscosity, density, 

diffusivity.
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The effects of the most important variables are 
outlined below.

fluid hate.
Although an increase in fluid velocity produces higher 

transfer rates, the values of the j factors are reduced.
It has been found, however, that the extent by which the
factors are affected is decreased when the fluid rate is

25 24- 25 26 27 increased, ’ ’ ’ and also when particles other
than spheres or cylinders are used in the bed^.

Temperature and Pressure.
The effects of temperature and pressure on the j 

factors are relayed through their effects on the properties 
of the fluid.

Particle «ahape.
The shape of the particles appears to be ineffective

provided that the particles are approximately spherical or
symmetrical. However, in systems of irregularly shaped
particles, the values of the j factors are reduced by the
inaccessibility of parts of the particle surface to the
fluid stream^. Values are also reduced if the surface of

26the particles is very smooth

Particle Size.
-ahthough the effect of the size of the particles is 

generally accounted for by the characteristic dimension of
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the Reynolds number in equation (3*7), additional effects, 
reducing the value of the j factors, have been experienced 
for systems of particles with diameter less than 0*125 in2^ ’̂ 0 ’̂ .

Bed bepth.
If the proper driving force is used in the computation of 

the heat and mass transfer coefficients, the depth of the 
bed nas no effect on the transfer factors 32,33 >34-̂

aVoidage of Bed. jI
1'he j factors are reduced by increasing the voidage of 

the oed and nave been shown to be inversely proportional 
to the voidage^ .

.b'luid Properties.
1'he effects of the physical properties of the fluid i.e. 

density, diffusivity, heat capacity, thermal conductivity 
and viscosity are relayed through the dimensionless Brandtl 
and nchmidt numbers used in the calculations of the J factors. i

it is generally accepted that the Bchmidt number raised to |
the power 0*67 should be used when calculating although j

26 'the power 0*58 has also been recommended • j
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4 . PiuhDiUTIQN OF THiUMbFER FaCTQBo.

fhe application of equation (3.7) to a packed bed
system requires a definition of the characteristic dimension
and the fluid velocity for that system. Studies of packed
beds containing irregularly shaped particles have utilised
several varied forms of the characteristic dimension d •

P
For beds of spherical particles, d is simply the diameter of

P
one particle, wnile for other shapes of particle, d^ is 
usually defined as trie diameter of a sphere having the same 
surface area as the earticle.

i - c - dP = J n  ...........

0 .567' \ J P  ...(4 .2)
where = surface area of particle (ft)

Inis concept is difficult to visualise for irregular 
commercial packings such as Haschig rings and Berl saddles, 
io overcome inis, Taemer and Hougen^ suggested bhaty^T 
alone be used as the characteristic dimension and this was 
subsequently used by Gupta end fhodos^ in their development 
of a general relationsuip applicable to all shapes of 
particles.

The hydraulic diameter, defined as D e/(1 - £) where
sr

D is the particle diameter and £ is the voidage of the bed,P
has also been employed as the characteristic dimension^- ,£“ . 
In these studies, the superficial fluid velocity was replaced
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by tne interstitial velocity, uje , thus defining Re as
i) G

 -
/TTT^TJ.

however, Gupta and Thodos-^ pointed out that this form 
of Re is only of limited application since it cannot be used 
uo describe the behaviour of single particles for which E. = 1. 

In the present work, the Reynolds number is defined as
[Z G
I p , which was n ntroduc ,d by Taecker and Hougen and used by 
/*Gupta ana Thodos ix± their general correlation.

4.1 Prediction of ,j Factors for Gas - bolid Oystems.
One of the earliest studies of gas-solid systems was

20carried out by Gamson et al. who studied the evaporation 
of water from the surface of spherical and cylindrical 
Oelite particles in a packed bed into an airstream flowing 
through the bed. In their tests, which were conducted in 
heds 12 in square and 1 . to 2-5 ih in depth, air inlet
temperature ranged from 80 to 160°R and the air mass

2velocity from 400 to 2,300 lb/h ft . Their results were 
presented by the correlations:

for h G
L/*

>  350,

and for rBpGJ<40,

4

4

4

4

,1-0-41 

-0*41

-1
18*1

-1‘D G
16*8

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.3)

(4.6)



additional data for low Reynolds numbers were obtained
39by rtilke and Hougen who derived the following expression

(4.7)
In a more recent scudy of the evaporation of water from 

oeds of similarly shaped particles ranging from 1 in to 5 in

ficients ana factors were independent of the depth of the bed 
provided that axial mixing is accounted for in the computation 
of the transfer driving force; otherwise, the coefficients 
were found to decrease as the bed depth increased. They 
considered the logarithmic driving force to be satisfactory 
for determining coefficients when the ratio of inlet driving 
force to outlet driving force is less tuan 6. Their results 
were described by the equation:

on the sublimation of naphthalene pellets arranged in a 
packed Ded into an airstream. The following expressions 
were derived from the results of tests conducted with beds

33in depth, bradshaw and flyers*^ found that the transfer coef-

(4.6)

oimilar observations were made by Bradsnaw and Bermet



In equation (4.10), the values of were derived from 
coefficients which, were corrected for axial diffusion. Axial 
mixing may be reduced by inserting inert particles in the 
inlet section of t,ie bed, thereby minimising the bed entrance

liie influence which the accessibility of the particle
surface for heat and mass transfer exerts on the exchange
process nas been investigated in beds of irregularly shaped
particles. In a study of the evaporation of water from
Deds of haschi6 rings, partition rings and Berl saddles,

25faecker and hougen  ̂found that the inaccessibility of the
inner surface of the rings caused the values of for the
rinbs to be about 19'/<> lower than the values previously

20established by Gamson for spherical and cylindrical 
particles. The results for the rings were expressed as:

correlations for
oimilar studies were carried out by ohulman and he Gouff 

who were, however, primarily interested in the effect of 
diffusivity and interfacial area on mass transfer in ..rcs.cd

columns.

(4.11)

The corresponding equation for the Berl saddles was:

The ratio = .1*076, calculated from the data
of Gamson^, was used by faecker to compute the corresponding



In a comprehensive study of gas phase mass transfer in 
packed columns using napthalene packings, bhulman et al.
/J.''! Zfg l\.~A i\i\’ 1 found th^t mass transfer rates could be predicted
from a general correlation provided that the surface 
temperature of packings is used to evaluate the proper 
driving force.

although it is generally assumed that, for the 
evaporation of water from particles, the surface ttmperature
of the particles is equal to the wet-bulb temperature of the

23air, kradshaw and hyers found that the temperatures are
onij identical if the air velocity exceeds 4- ft/s. bimilar

22observations were made oy he Acetis and fhodos who studied 
trie evaporation of water from the surface of Gelite spheres 
randomly interspersed with solid spheres to’ produce an 
extended bed arrangement. They found that the introduction 
of inactive spheres did not affect the transfer 
characteristics of the oed hut that the particle surface 
temperature onuy equals the wet-bulb temperature of the air 
at high air velocities. This probably accounts for their 
Jh/Jh value wnich is abnormally high. Their results
were described by the equations:
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0--.7250*41ru mi * Jt i \-£_ ....(4.14)L M J -0*15M J -0*15

In an extension of this study, iicConnachie and Thodos^8 
determined j factors ior distended beds of spherical particles 
which were separated and held in place by short lengths of 
fine rigid wire. Similar expressions, given below for 
packed and distanded beds were obtained when the transfer
factors were correlated with the modified Keynolds number
D G 
JL

1.192
=  (4 .15)

f

l) U “I
-1*52 

1-192______
Jd = r V  iQ,Z|~1  (4.16)

[/H 1-e;J -1*62
This agreed with the work of Chu, Kalil and Wetteroth^b 

who studied the sublimation of naphthalene from the surface 
of cylindrical and spherical particles in fixed and
fluidised oeds. Their results were correlated by:

r'D G P
dd = V77

-O’ 44
 (4.17)

Using the results of TicConnacnie^8, Gupta and Thodos^
re-examined the effect of bed voidage on the transfer factors
and found that if the j factors are correlated with the

n r1conventional itejnolds number x> , they decrease as the 
void fraction increases and that the product £J is constant. 
Data from heat and mass transfer studies in fixed and 
fluiaised beds of spherical beds reported in the literature,
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were re-correlated in terms of this product to give the 
expressions:

0-929______
eih - 0-018 + 0-^8  (4-18)

L h J -o-485
0-863edd = 0-01 + |-DpG -[0-58

L ju J -0-483 (4.19)

4.2 Prediction of Factors for Liquid-6olid Systems.
Relationships, similar in form to those describing 

^as-solid transfer systems, have been used satisfactorily to 
correlate mass transfer data from liquid-solid packed bed 
systems in which the sole resistance to mass transfer resided 
in m e  liquid phase. This similarity is somewhat striking 
in view of the very nibh ochmidt numbers occurring in liquid 
systems and furthermore, it stresses the applicability of 
the j factors to describe the transfer properties of packed 
oeds.

One of the first reported studies using liquid systems
46was conducted by nobson and fhodos who measured the rale 

of transfer of methyl ethyl ketone and isobutyl alcohol from 
the surface of spherical particles arranged in a packed bed 
into a stream of water. oteady state coefficients were 
computed by extrapolating the concentration of alcohol in 
the exit stream back to zero time and assuming that the 
surface was completely wetted. Their results were 
represented by the equation:
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Li-°-57

d* = 0*537
md  L /1 J  (4.20)

The following generalised equation, correlating also 
bne data of Gamson et al. and Wilke and Hougen^ was 
recommended by nobsijn and Thodos.

rDLi
log jd = 0-7683 - 0-9*175 logL"yu”_[ +

rD Li2
0-0617 log[-^-J  (4.21)

further work in liquid-solid systems was carried out by
24ricCune and Wilhelm who measured the rate of solution 

of 2-naphthol flakes and spheres into a stream of water, 
iiie,} concluded that the mass transfer characteristics of 
iixeci eeds and single particles at rest are similar, provided 
that due consideration is given for the average velocity 
around individual ^articles. 'Their results were represented 
oy the equation:

rD L T ° - 5 ° 7[¥H20’ h = 1,625[¥] ...(^2)
rD L l  rD L i - 0 '527

and f o r  [ - U - J > 1 2 0 ,  j d  = 0 -6 8 7  [U U J  (4.25)
26oimilar studies were conducted by Gaffney and brew

who investigated tne solution of salicylic acid pellets
into a stream of benzene and succinic acid pellets into
streams of acetone and n-butyl alcohol. itlthough their
results were’ originally expressed in terms of heights of a

37transfer unit, the same were later re-arranged by mrguin' 
in the form of the conventional J factors to give the 
equations:
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r V l  r ^ f 0613for *<200, j* = 1*97 -2_L/*eJ d ' L/uij  (4.14)

rDpLT rD L i ~<>234'and for [UUj > 200, j- „ 0 -29o[-^J
^  '............. (4.25)

(in the bchmidt number is raised to the power 0 *58) 
Hesults have also been reported for the solution of 

benzoic acid pellets into water^*^ and into water and 
propylene glycol solution3^. The data, collected by Evans 
ana uerald^, were obtained for values of ̂ p^j less than 80 
and were correlated by the equation: ^

r, t “°*52jd = V 4 8   (4>2o)

. ZlLm  line investigations of Wilson and Geankoplis , a 'wider
ran6e of hejnolds numbers was studied and the following
equations were derivea:

rD L-i • rD In ~Q'52
for [-E.J < 55, 0d - 1-09 m

P  J 1 ̂  J  (4.27)
rD In rD In

and for 55 <  -£_ <i,b00, j, = 0*2^0 M MJ a .L/* -1  (4.28)

4.$ Prediction of Factors for Electrically Heated 
Packed Beds.___________________________________

0-ĵ Factors have also been used to describe the steaay 
state transfer of heat from metallic particles arranged in 
packed bed into an air stream, the heat being generated
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either by passing an electric current through the 
49particles ' or by surrounding the particles with a high

SOfrequency induction coil^ •
from a comprehensive study of heat transfer from beds

of spheres, cubes and cylinders, Glaser and Thodos^
concluded that the value of the factor, evaluated from
the average of tne local heat transfer coefficients was
influenced by the shape and size of the particles. Their
results were presented in terms of a j^o factor which was
calculated by extrapolating a plot of against the ratio

/ r/bc C-Dc being tne bed diameter) to a value of J a  /D P p c

equal to zero. The values of j^o were correlated by the 
equation:

Jh° r/A G -I 
J .

0-35
/ ' O - O ? -1-6  (4.29)

where = fraction of surface taking part in transfer 
process.

gobaumeister and Bennet^ found that the average test 
transfer coefficient was dependent on the ratio of tube to 
particle diameter, for a given keynolds number. The effect 
was quite significant for ratios less than 18 but diminished 
as tne ratio increased. Their results were described by 
the equation.

• «  [£]I  G -  -°-52
(4. -}0)



4.4 Prediction of ,j factors for bingle Particles.
21 91 92 93Several studies have shown that the heat

and mass transfer properties of a single particle in a 
fluid stream are similar to those of a packed bed under 
the same conditions and that expressions, relating the 
j factors to the Reynolds number may be used also to 
describe them.

4.3 General Correlation of Heat and Hass Transfer Results 
in a hacked Bed.

The increasing use of irregularly shaped particles in 
industrial pacued bed systems, has created a need for a 
general heat and mass transfer relationship, from which 
tne oehaviour of any particle system may be reliably 
predicted.

20 56 39 40In several investigations ’ ̂ ’ the selection of
a proper equivalent diameter or characteristic dimension 
in the neynolds number has enabled the results from systems 
consisting of regular geometrical configurations to be 
correlated satisfactorily. However, difficulty is 
encountered in establishing an equivalent diameter for 
commercial packings in which a portion of the surface area
is inaccessible and not used in the transfer process.

3 3To circumvent this problem, Gupta and fhodos 
introduced an. area availability factor, f . whuch they define 
as the x'ntio of the surface of particle available to



transfer to the surface area of sphere having the same
volume as the particle. a s  a result, §  is not necessarily
a constant for a particular packing since it also depends
on the state of aggregation of the bed.

Gupta and ihodos evaluated values of £  from results
published in the literature by dividing the relationship
for each particle shape by £  such that the new correlation
coincided with that for spherical particles. Good
agreement was obtained between the values of and those
calculated from a consideration of the geometrical
orientations in tne bed.

'i'ne general expressions derived by Gupta and Thodos
contain the heynolds number introduced by Taecker and 

25riouben and ai*e given below:
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4.6 Shape factors.
.although Gupta and Thodos based their shape factor on 

the area available for transfer in their attempt to correlate 
heat and mass transfer data for packed beds of spheres, 
cylinders, Haschig rings and Berl saddles, a considerable 
amount of work has previously been carried out on the use of 
shape factors to correlate fluid flow through packed beds.

In any system, however, the numerical value of the shape 
factor depends on the characteristic dimension or equivalent 
diameter chosen to represent tne particles in the bed. One 
of the earliest characteristic dimensions used was called the 
"nominal diameter" and was defined as the diameter of the 
sphere having the same volume as the particle. Similar to
this were the "degrees of sphericity and circularity" adopted

8Q . .by Wadell J who found that a measure of sphericity or
circularity could be obtained by dividing the mominal diameter
by the diameter of the smallest sphere circumscribing the
particle.

The sphericity factor, defined as the ratio of surface 
area of the equivalent volume sphere Ag, to the surface 
area of the particle itself was introduced as a shape 
factor by Leva^ in his analysis of flow through packed and 
fluidised beds of regular geometrical particles.

i.e. shape factor
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for irregularly shaped granular particles Leva^ suggested 

the alternative factor

where V = Volume of particle. ~Jr
In his sedimentation studies, Dallavalle-^ derived another 

characteristic dimension which he called tne "effective 
diameter" and defined as the diameter of a sjahere which takes 
the same length of time to fall between two fixed points in 
a medium as does the irregular particle. The "effective 
diameter" is influenced, however, not only by the density and 
size of the particle but also by its configuration and 
surface condition.

93 94- 93In similar studies, Heywood'^’' introduced a shape 
factor in order to calculate the terminal velocities of 
irregularly shaped particles. As the size of such particles 
is frequently determined by microscopical methods, Heywood 
used the mean projected diameter as the characteristic 
dimension of the particle and defined his shape factor <P 
by the equation:

volume of particle = cPm x d^
It is apparent, however, that the value of cP m which Heywood 
found to vary from tt/6 for spheres to 0• 'I or less for very 
flat particles, is a measure of the degree of flatness of 
the particle.

•Shape factors based on tne same form of equation but on 
different characteristic dimensions to those of Heywood were

2/3
0•205A
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developed by Daliavalle^2 using the work of Green^6 and 
• 97nartm" who showed that for irregularly shaped particles

having a statistical diameter d and volume V , the ratio
3 s PVp/dg was constant, the constant J v, being termed the

"volumetric shape factor". a corresponding "surface shape
factor" was derived by Dallavalle^2.

Pair and Hatch^ showed that the ratio, j- / gives a
useful measure of particle shape as it ranges from 6*0 for
spheres to 7*0 for sharp particles. Values of 6*1 and 6*4-
were obtained for rounded and worn particles respectively.

Although the shape factors of Wadell, Heywood and
Hallavalle are useful for comparing the performance of
individual particles, they have limitations when applied to
packed beds in which the porosity and form of packin0 affect
the performance of the particles.

99In a study of the porosity effect, Blake treated a
random packed bed as a bundle of parallel capillaries and
applied a mean hydraulic radius equal to £/S, where £ is
the porosity and b is the particle surface per unit volume of

1 GObed,to the fluid flow correlations of ^chiller • This 
treatment led to the introduction of a factor, k, which 
combined the effects of flow path, and particle shape on the 
flow of a fluid through a packed bed.

1CAn identical factor was derived independently by Kozeny 
who assumed that the pore space was equivalent to a bundle oi
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parallel capillaries with, a common hydraulic radius and a
cross-sectional shape representative of the average shape
of a pore cross-section* By considering the tortuous path
followed by the fluid as it passed through the bed, kozeny
suggested that the factor k consisted of a tortuosity factor
and a second factor associated with the shape of the particle.

102 103 104Several studies » using beds of spheres have
reported values of k ranging from 4*1 to 5*5 with no apparent
trend with either size or porosity. However, for flat
sided particles, Coulson^^ and ^yllie^^^ both found that the
value of k depended on the porosity of the bed. This
appeared to have been caused by the flat sided particles
tending to give planes instead of points of contact and
emphasises the importance of determining accurately the amount
of particle surface area actually being used in the operation
when assessing the performance of a packed bed.

The effect of shape on packing depends on the procedure
107 108by Wiiich the bed is formed. Evans and Ilillman and Orr

reported that in beds formed by simple deposition, spherical
particles pack to higher densities than irregular ones.
However, irregular particles pack more closely than spherical
ones if the bed is subjected to vibration or compaction at
moderate pressures. This factor together with other dominant
factors influencing the packing of particles is discussed

 ̂ ,, 109comprehensively in a recent text by uray •
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It is apparent, therefore, that in randomly packed beds 

of irregular particles, it is very difficult to determine 
precisely the porosity of the bed and the particle surface 
area taking an active part in the operation of the bed. In 
these circumstances, the properties of the bed are determined 
empirically.

Consequently, in the present work in which randomly
packed beds of tabloid pellets are used, the empirical shape

35factor, introduced by Gupta and Thodos^ to represent the 
particle surface area taking part in the process, is used 
to compare the performance of the tabloid pellets with 
spherical and cylindrical particles.
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5. aPi-aRa'TUS AND iROCEDURE

y.1 Description of Through-Circulation Dryer.
The dryer, used in the tests and shown in Figures 5.1 

p.2 and rlate No. 5*1, consisted essentially of a drying 
cnamoer in which a steady stream of air at a desired 
temperature passed, upwards through of a bed of wet material 
held in a basket with a wire mesh bottom. The progress of 
drying was followed by removing the basket from the dryer 
at intervals and weighing it.

The air flow, which was supplied by a forced draught 
Tan driven by a variable speed 0*5 hp motor, was metered 
tnrough a 5 in diameter orifice plate in a 5 in diameter 
pipe on the suction side of the fan, the orifice tappings 
being connected to a differential pressure gauge on the 
control panel. A "stardrive" control unit fitted to the 
motor enabled air flows from 500 to 900 lb air/ft"1 basket 
area h to be achieved in the test section.

The air was-heated as it passed through a chamber 
containing twenty-one 1 kW electric bar heaters which were 
wired to give ei&ht 2 kw heaters, one 1 kW heater and two 
0-5 kW heaters; one of the 0»5 kW heaters was controlled 
by a thermistor-relay system which could maintain a given 
temperature within +0 *25°C.

The humidity of the air could be raised by 
injecting low pressure steam through jets in a copper tube

and
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extending across tne dryer duct. This facility of the 
dryer was not used in tne present investigation as the 
required humidity control could not be attained.

The long rising section of the dryer enabled 
uisturDances in the air flow, caused by obstructions such 
as heater bars, injection pipe etc., to even-out before 
the air stream reached the test section. • The wire mesh 
on the base of the test basket also helped to give uniform 
air flow through the bed of material.

The humidity of the air entering the test section 
corresponded to atmospheric humidity and was measured by 
a psychrometer situated at the mouth of the inlet air 
duct. The psychrometer consisted of a small fan which 
sucxed air along a glass tube containing wet and dry bulb 
thermometers. The temperature and humidity of the air 
leaving the test section were measured in the outlet duct 
by dry and wet copper-constantan thermocouples, wired to 
a honeyw^eil temperature recorder, which also recorded the 
temperature, measured by another copper-constantan 
thermocouple, of the hot air entering the test section.
The calibration of the recorder was checked periodically 
by measuring the outlet humidity of the air with the 
psychrometer.

during a drying test, the wet material was contained 
in a 12 in square aluminium basket with 12 in sides and a 
bottom of copper gauze supported by 0*25 in mesh steel neb.
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Tne basket sat on top of the test section.
Thu air ducts consisted of welded galvanised steel 

insulated with 1 in lay of magnesia lagging. The heating 
chamber was 0-373 in thick "fciindanyo" asbestos-cement 
insulating board lagged with asbestos pads.

The fan controls, differential pressure gauge, heater 
switches, and the temperature control unit were mounted on 
a central control panel.

p.2 description of Celite Pellets.
The pellets, used in the drying tests, consisted

i.jainiy of Celite which is used widely in the chemical 
industry as a filter aid and a mineral filler. The 
highly porous character of Celite makes it very absorbent and 
ideal as test material.

Celite consists essentially of pure amorphous 
diatomaceous silica with small amounts of aluminium, iron, 
calcium ana magnesium, usually combined as silicates. The 
Celite was obtained from John Walker <T Company, bugar 
refiners, Creenock.

The pellets were prepared by compressing a mixture 
of 73m Celite and 23% ethyl cellulose N22 in a rotary 
ixonesty tableting machine. The diameter of the pellets 
wa^ determined by the punches and dies used in the machine 
and their thickness by the compressibility of the machine.

The dimensions of the various sizes of the pellets,
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used in the tests, are given in Table 5.1 and were the 
average dimensions of 100 pellets of each type. The 
pellets are shown in Plates 3*2 and 3*3.

Table 3»1 
Dimension of Pellets.

Series A
in B

in
C
in

Ourface 
area of 
1
tablet
in^

Volume 
of 1 
tablet in^

Bone
dry
weight
of 1
tablet
gm

Voidage 
of bed

£

1 0-406 0-075 0-161 0- 386 0-0154 0-324 0*442
2 0-500 0-093 0-238 0-555 0-284 0-470 0-458
3 0-312 0-054 0-125 0-217 0-00714 0-154 0-450
4 0-406 0-102 0-210 0-436 0-0220 0-298 0-467

t
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fne calculation o±‘ the surface area and the volume of 
pellet is given in appendix V together with the method of
compering the tea void age.

a.3 x.xperimental procedure.

ihe u.r;yer was energised by switching on the air fan 
a.iid tne desired air flow was set by adjusting the fan speed 
sufficient heaters were switched on to heat the air stream 
uo just below the required temperature and the automaticall; 
controlled heater was set to make the final temperature
•. j US '_jiieX 'U «

..u.ile tne dryer was heating up, the basket was filled 
to the regia red depth with pellets, and immersed in a tank 
of distillea water for thirty minutes. When the pellets 
were saturated, die oaslet. was allowed to drain for ten 
min.,t<-ju, dried with a cloth and weighed. soon as the
air conditions in the uryer nad stabilised the bac.net was 
placed in tne dryer and the drying test com ..enced.

'ihe progress of drying was followed by removing the 
basnet ac regular intervals and weighing it to determine 
tue loss in moisture due to drying. fhe time iii.tervuj.s
wTere dependent on the conditions in the chamber, varying
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Iron one minute nulling very fast drying conditions to five 
minutes auring slow drying conditions. Drying was
continued until the mo i st ur e content of the pellets was 
estimated to be dess tuan 0*05 lb water/lb B.D.b.

due weight of bone dry solid (13.D.S.) in the basket 
Wc s evaluated by sampling the bed of pellets at the end 
of a test ana determining the moisture content of the 
samples by drying overnight in an oven with a temperature
of 1nu°0.

p.4- x-resentation of the Results of a Drying lest.

specimen of the data collected in a drying test is 
^iveu in appendix I.

the wei^ut of bone dry solid (B.D.Jb.)in the bed of
pellets used in tne test was determined from its final
weî x-t ana residual moisture content. i'ne weigut of
water in tne bed ana hence its moisture content, w (lb
water/lo b.o.o./ was calculated by subtracting the wreight
of n . u . o . ,  »v 5from tne total weight of material, s

ihe drying curve for the experimental conditions
was drawn by plottin0 w against drying time (min)• ibo
constant drying rate h', ( lb water/lb B.D.o. hj wasc
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calculated from, the linear portion of the drying curve.
liie constant drying rate N , (lb water/h), obtained by
iimltiplying h' by W , was used in the evaluation of c s
the transfer coefficients and j factors.
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6. RLoULTS

b.d beries 1 Pellets.
The dimensions and physical properties of the pellets 

are given in Table 3*1 on page 3.4-

drying tests were carried out in the 12 in square
basket using the following values of bed loading,

2Wg(lb B.d.b./ft dryer area) and inlet air temperature 
t(°o).

Table 6.1 .
Values of V/T, and t for beries 1 Pellets.

WB t I
3-80 33

(1 in layer) 42-3
30
60

3*70 42-3
(1*3 in layer) 30

60
7*38 42*3

(2 in layer) 50
60

At each level of and t, tests were performed using 
the following values of G(lb/h ft^ dryer area):

300 : 390 : 450 : 333 : 630 : 720 : 783 : 873
duplicate tests were performed with the i in layer and
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a temperature of ^0°C to determine whether the drying 
characteristics of the pellets altered with use.

6.1.1 Constant Drying hates.
Values of IT' were calculated as described in Section 5.4 

and are given in fable 6.2 for the 1 in bed of pellets and 
in fable 6.5 for the 1-5 in and 2 in pellet beds.

fable 6.2
Values of IV for 1 in Bed of Series 1 Pellets.

1
G 35 42-5 50 50

(Duplicated)
60

500 0-418 0- 560 0-695 0-632 0- 845
590 0-529 0-679 0-822 0-803 1-058
450 0-618 0-774 0-921 0-884 1-252
333 0-687 0 • 950 1-122 1-042 1*575
650 0-805 1-058 1-510 1-232 1-664
720 0 • 892 1-169 1-421 1-405 1*873
785 1-027 1-265 1-562 1-518 2-052

875 1-106 1-405 1-756 1-72 2-164
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Table 6.5
Values of for 1*5 in and 2 in Beds of Series 1 Pellets.

t
G 42 •5 50 60

1*3 in 2 in 1- 5 in 2 in 1- 5 in 2 in
bed bed bed bed bed bed

$00 0*373 0-295 0-465 0- 358 0- 605 0-468
390 0* 446 0-379. 0- 579 0- 379 0- 746 0- 600
430 0* 588 0-422 0- 681 0-512 0-842 0-679
333. 0-684 o- 502 0-779 0- 612 1-021 0- 829
630 0-776 0*553 0- 948 0- 741 1-158 0- 94-8
720 0- 812 0- 655 1-052 0-809 1-331 1-066
783 0- 886 o* 702 1-148 0-884 1-432 1- 209
873 1- 003 0- 789 1-263 0- 963 1- 580 1- 311

The duration <t>f the constant drying Eate period varied 
from 30 min under slow drying conditions i.e. obtained in 
the deep bed with low air rates and temperature..., to 5 rilin 
under fast drying conditions experienced in the 1 in bed with 
high air rates and temperatures.

The drying rates, obtained with the used pellets, were 
on average 6/o higher than the rates with the fresh pellets, 
but were achieved with air of slightly lower humidity, the 
inlet driving force being 3% greater. Consequently the 
alteration in the drying characteristics of the pellets witn 
use was considered to be negligible.
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The drying rates conformed with established drying 
theory in that they increased with the rate and temperature 
of the air but decreased as the pellet bed deepened.

The drying characteristics of the pellets were 
investigated further by determining the effect of the air 
flow rate on the constant drying rate of the pellets.

Variation of N' with G.-------------- c--------
The relationship between N* and G may be expressed inc

the form:

Ip = a1 Gb1 ....(6.1)

The constants â  and b^ may be determined either graphically 
by measuring the gradient and the intercept on the abscissae 
of the plot of log 1\M against log G, or statistically by 
subjecting values of log N 1 and log G to a regression analysis 
as described in Appendix VII. Because of its greater 
accuracy, the latter method was used and values, of â  and 
b^ for the different combinations of bed depth, n(in), and 
air temperature, are given in Table 6.4-.
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Table 6.4
Values of and b  ̂for Series 1 Pellets.

2i t a1 *1
39 - 0*00244 0-90
42-9 0*00412 0-86

1 90 0-00307 0-93
90. 0-00447 0-88
60 0*00489 0-90

av. 0*90

42*9 0-00362 0-91
1-9 90 0*00206 0-99

60 0*00328 0-91
av. 0*92

42-9 0-00169 0-91
2 90 0-00160 0-99

60 . 0-00184 0-97
av. 0*94

The results, shown graphically in Fig. 6.1,reveal that 
uhe value of b^ was independent of temperature but increased 
as the bed depth increased from an average of 0*90 at the 
1 in bed depth to an average of 0*94 at the h in bed depth, 
oince the constant â  is calculated from the corresponding 
value of b^, the values of a^ have there!ore little 
significance.
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6 .1.2 Heat and iiass Transfer Coefficients.
pThe heat transfer coefficient,h , (Chu/h ft deg C)-6 ' pand mass transfer coefficient, k^, (lh/h ft unit humidityo

driving force), were calculated, for each of the test 
conditions as described in Appendix II.

h_i£
The values of h , given in Table 6.5 for the 1 in bedo

tests and in Table 6 .6 for the 1*5 in and 2 in bed tests, 
indicate that the coefficients were independent of the air 
temperature, increased with the air rate but decreased as 
tne bed depth increased.

Table 6.5
Values of h for 1 in Bed of Series 1 Pellets.   g_   ---------------------------

G
t

55 42- 5 50 50 50
500 10-8 9-83 8- 94 11*4 9* 80
590 12*4 10.7 11.1 11.4 11.6
450 14-6 12-5 11-6 12-2 13*4
535 15-7 15*9 13-3 14-8 14*0
630 17*5 16-8 15*7 17*6 17-4
720 18-9 17*2 17-6 18-3 19*0

785 22-2 18*6 18-8 19*8 20 * 6
875 ■ 23-8 20-8 21-5 22*3 20*9
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Table 6.6
Values of h for 1»3 in and 2 in Beds of Series 1 Pellets.o

€r
1* 5 in bed 2 in bed

t t
42- 5 50 ' 60 42* 5 50 60

300 7-25 7- 26 7- 39 5- 68 5. 96 6- 80
390 7- 96 8- 32 8- 94 7- 29 7* 15 8- 40
430 10.3 10.1 4. 67 7- 52 7- 54 9« 61
335 10-8 10-8 11-9 9- 06 8- 90 11. 8
630 12-4 14-3 12-9 9-07 10*2 13*0
720 14-1 14*7 14*3 11 -3 11 *7 13*6
785 15*3 15*9 15*6 12‘4 12 *5 17*0
875 17*0 17-5 16-8 13*7 13*7 18.1

Variation of h with G.-------------- g -------
bince h v/as independent of t, all the values of h^ at &

each bed depth were grouped together for analysi IS • 11 iD VJ ith
. the constant drying rate data, the effect of G on h_ is mostO
efficiently described by an expression of the form:

h = a0 G ^ •••••(6.2)
6 ^

The values of the constants a2 and b2 were determined 
for each bed depth by subjecting the values of h„. at eachb
bed depth to a regression analysis, as described in Appendix 
\/Ti. The results of the analyses are given in Taole 6.7*
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Table 6.7
Values of and b^ for Series 1 Pellets.

z a2 b2
1 0*139 0*73
1-5 0*064 0*83
2 0*048 0*85

The analyses indicated that the value of b^ increased 
from 0-75 for the 1 in bed to 0*85 for the 2 in bed and 
consequently an interaction existed between the air rate 
and bed depth.

Variation of h with a.---------------  g--------
The reduction in the value of the transfer coefficient

as the bed depth increased has been reported in previous
studies ^a,33,34^ &0me of these workers, Bradshaw and 

33nyers ^, considered the possioility of an error m  tne 
driving force and discovered that the profile of a curve, 
constructed for the log mean driving force in a deep bed 
usin^ tne inlet and outlet temps, was different from the 
curve drawn through measured outlet temperatures of beds at 
intermediate heights, the values of the log mean curve being 
high. Bradshaw and hyers modified their values by 
aPPljing a correction factor consisting of the ratio of the 
area under the log mean curve for each bed height uo the
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area under the curve drawn through the measured outlet 
temperatures. The modified coefficients were independent 
of bed depth.

in the present work, the possibility of an error in the 
driving forces for the 1*5 in and 2 in beds was investigated 
by drawing curves as described above. ' Two such curves for 
tust conditions are shown in Fig. 6.2.

It was found that, in every case, the log mean curve 
lay above the curve drawn through the measured outlet 
temperatures at intermediate bed depths and consequently 
since the area under such a curve is a measure of the 
corresponding driving force, the log mean driving force was 
greater than the actual driving force. This discrepancy 
in the .riving forces in the deeper beds produced a reduction 
in the heat transfer coefficient for these beds.

The values of h at the in and 2 in beds given in 
Table b.6 were corrected for bed depth effect by dividing 
tiuaa by the ratio of the areas under the log mean and actual 
driving force curves. a s  this factor was compiled from 
experimental conditions and not based on theoretical 
assumptions, its value did not remain constant but varied for 
each individual drying test. The method, by which the 
correction factor was computed and applied, is described 
in appendix III.

Table 6.8 gives the values of hT. for the in and 2 n
oeds which have been modified for bed depth efiect.
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Table 6.8

Values of h* lor 1*5 in and 2 in Beds of Series 1 Pellets.O

1*3 in bed 2 in bed
G t t

4-2*3 30 60 4-2*3 50 60
30Q 11-0 10-3 11*8 8*61 10*1 11*5
390 11*4 11-9 12*4 9- 96 11-6 12* 3
4-30 13-4 12-8 14-3 11-3 11*5 13-9
333 16*4 14-7 13-0 14-8 13-3 15-4
630 17-7 16* 9 18-4 13-2 16*9 17-7
720 18-2 19*2 20*1 13*9 17-6 19*0
763 17*6 19-9 21*6 16*7 19*1 21*5
873 24 • 3 23*3 22*0 18-4- kD•CVl 20*8

The values of h' for the 1*5 in and 2 in beds were also 
subjected to a regression analysis to investigate their 
variation with G. Values of ^  and \>2 calculated in the 
analysis are given in Table 6.9*

Table 6.9
hesults of degression Analysis for Values of

h a2 b2
1-3 0*230 0*6 7
2 0*183 0* 69



.H.lthough it; appeared that the values of h' obtained6
in the 1*3 in and 2 in beds and the values of h . for the 18>
in oeds were similar and independent of the bed depth, the
eiieec oi oed ae_.., bh on these coefficients was examined by
ueteimining whetner bhe values of for each bed death
varied ai0nificantly and by comparinb the average values of
the coefficients at each bed depth.

'ihe possibility of differences existing among the
vaJ ues of bp was tested by subjecting the values of h andS
ng co ,an l̂llalysis of Variance as described in AppendixVIIl. 
due results of tue analysis, given in Table b.10, show that 
unere was no significant difference in the values of bn.

Table 6.10
analysis of Variance for Testing Differences 

in Values of bp for oeries 1 Pellets.

•source of 
Variance

Degrees of 
freedom

Cum of 
•squares

hean ^um 
of •_• quarts

Combined regression 1 1•004794- 1 • 001-794
difference of regression 2 0-002028 0-001014
Combined residual 82 0-085155 0-001014
Toto.l with groups 85 1-089955
V ratio = V O
Values of F for significane at 5̂° level of probability

5*1
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Tiie average values of the coefficients for each "bed 
depth were very sim.Iar being 13.3 Chu/h ft2 °C for the 1 in
bed, 19*9 Chu/h ft2 °C for the 1*5 in bed and 14»7 Chu/h ft2 

°G Tor the 2 in oed.
Consequently, the values of h for the 1 in beds and6

h 1 for the 1*3 in bed and" 2 in bed were considered to beg
independent of the pellet bed and were grouped together and 
correlated with the values of G to give the expression shown
in J'i0. 6.3 of :

h 1 = 0-1736 G0 *71g
k_£

The values of the mass transfer coefficient, k.,., 
calculated from the 1 in bed tests are given in fable 6.11, 
while the. coefficients obtained in the 1*5 in and 2 in beds 
are given in fable 6 .12.
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Table 6.11

Values of k for 1 in Bed of Series 1 Pellets.O

G t
35 42- 5 50 50 60

300 41- 6 ‘ 36* 8 33.9 44. 9 36-9
390 46* 5 40* 7 42* 1 43* 8 43. 9
450 55*9 47*4 44* 4 46.8 51.7
535 60* 4 60-6 50.4 58-8 53-5
630 67- 2 62 -7 59-6 68.9 66* 8
720 70-6 66-4 68-8 71-4 72-8
765 67* 1 70.1 72.5 77-5 79-0
675 51-0 78-9 81* 5 86-8 •0CO

Table 6.12
Values of k for 1*5 in and 2 in beds of oeries 1 Pellets. ---------- b'  ^--- ---------------------------------

1.5 in 2 in
G t t

42-5 50 60 42* 5 50 oC
300 27* 6 27-8 29-3 21*7 23* 0 23* O
390 30* 6 32-2 34.5 28-1 27-5 32* 0
450 40.1 39.0 37-i 29*0 29* 3 36* 6
535 44.1 41.7 46-1 34-• 7 34.1 45-4
630 47.4 54.5 49-7 35-2 39* 4 30* 3
720 54.2 56*3 57-5 43*4 43 • 0 52-3
765 39.4 61*7 59.6 45. y S 3 (A * 4
875 65-6 66*6 64- 3 52*3 53. 3
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In this type of transfer system, heat and mass are being
simultaneously excnanged between the air and the pellets,
so shat the value of k is related to the corresponding
value of h and one behaviour of k closely follows that of b S
h... Consequently, it was found that the value of the ratio
6

of the coefficients h.„/k was approximately constant forb &
each drying test , the average value being 0*260, and the
values of k... benaved similarly to those of h ?> in that they b g
cere independent of the air temperature, increased with the 
uir rate and decreased as the bed cbpth increased.

Variation of k with G.S
ii.s with the heat transfer coefficient, the variation

of the mass transfer coefficient with air flow rate was
investigated by correlating the data in the form:

k = a- G ^   (6.3)b a
fhe values of a-, and b-, for each oed depth, commuteda a

from the regression analyses, are given in Table 6.1y.

Table 6.13
Values oi a-/ and b -2 ior *series 1 r e h G o u . ----------- 3  5---- ------------------

Lr a3 ■oja
1 0 .32b 0.75
1-5 0*260 0* 62
2 0*190 0 • 64
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Trie analyses indicated that the value of b^ depended 
on tne bed depth i.e.. an interaction existed between G and

Variation of k with a. --------------g--------
Because the driving forces present in a simultaneous

heat cmd mass transfer system are related to each other, the
error in the driving force responsible for the reduction in
the values of h r in tne deeper beds is also present in the
driving forces used in the calculation of k for the deeoerS
beds. mince the ratio of h /k was independent of the bed6 S
dentil, it may be assumed that the errors in the driving
forces used in the computation of k r for the 1*5 in and 2 in§
beds will oe identical to those in the driving forces for
the corresponding h, values. Consequently the values of kk 6
in the 1*5 in nnd 2 in oeds may be modified for the error in
the driving force by applying the same correction factor as
was used for uhe modification of the corresponding value of
h . fable 6.14 gives the values of k' which nave been S G
modified for bed depth effect.
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Table 6.14- 
Values of k ' for Series 1 Pellets.O " .

1* 5 in bed 2 in bed
G t t

4-2* 3 50 60 42*5 50 60
300 4-1*1 40*0 45*1 32.9 38*9 43-7
390 44- 0 46* 1 4 7-7 38*5 44* 8 46* 1
4p0 52*1 49*4 55-4 44* 5 44* 8 53-1
535 66* 9 56*7 58*3 57-7 51* 0 57-6
630 67*5 64* 7 70.5 59. 3 65-4 68* 4
720 70* 1 73-8 77-4 61*4 68*0 73-0
785 75*3 77-0 82* 5 63- 8 73-8 81*8
875 81*7 89-3 84*2 70-5 83- 9 78*7

The modified coefficients were correlated with the air 
rate to give the following expressions: 0*69for the 1*5 in bed k 1 = 0*774 G8 O* 70and for the 2 in bed k 1 = 0*694- 0B

oince the values of for the 1 in oed tests and ofS
h_. for the 1*5 in and 2 in oed tests were found to beB
independent of tne depth of the pellet bed, the corresponding
values of k and k,\ were also assumed to oe independent of B 6
the oed depth* hence tne mass transfer coefficients weie
grouped together and correlated with the air rate to give
the following relationship which is shown in fig* 6.4-:

n ,.0. .0*72 k: = 0*b21 GS
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b.1.3 Heat and nass Transfer Factors.
The 3^ and <ĵ factors were derived from the 

corresp ending heat ..ad mass transfer coefficients as 
described in appendix II.

Ah Factor.
fhe value of calculated from the 1 in bed tests are 

biven in Table 6.15 while the factors from 1-5 in and
2 in oed tests are shown in Table 6.16.

Table 6.15 .
Values of rĵ  for 1 in Bed of oeries 1 Pellets.

t |
55 4-2* 5 50 50 60

500 0-1227 0-1120 0-1019 0-1298 0-116
590 0-1088 0- 094-1 0-0975 0-0997 0-1017
4-50 0*1111 0-0955 0-0890 o - 0954 0-1024
555 0-0995 0-1010 0-0959 0-0959 0-0891
650 0-0950 0-0916 0-0851 0-0956 0-0946
720 0-0898 0-0818 0-0858 0-0870 0-0905

785 0-0965 0-0810 0-0819 0-0862 0-0896
875 0-0951 0-0812 0-0840 0-0872 0-0818
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fable 6.16
values of :Cor 1»; in and 2 in Beds of Qeries 1 Pellets.

1- 5 in oed 2 in bed
G t t

42- 5 50 60 4-2*5 50 60
500 0 -057o o- 1195 o* 154-6 0* 0785 0*114-7 o * 1507
ppG 0- 1000 0- 104-2 0-1065 0* 0875 0* 1021 0* 1060
-,-pO 0- 1026 o* 0976 0 .1105 0* 0878 0* 0890 0* 1062
555 0* 104-4- o* 0954- 0*094-9 0* 0959 0* 084-5 o* 095^
650 0* w960 o* 0917 0* 0999 0* 0829 o* 0919 0* 0961
720 0* Cobb 0-0914- 0*0957 o* 0758 0*0357 0* 0902

?g 5 o* 0705 0-0662 0* 095s o* 0725 0* 0829 0 * 0955

6/5 0*0050 0 -op09 0«>0861 0 * 0721 0* 064-5 0*0815

fhe Vulues of j, conformed to the pattern followed by °h 1
the corresponding heat; transfer coefficients in that they were 
independent of the- depth of the pellet bed and the air inlet 
temperature. however, the factors decreased as the air 
rate increased whereas the coefficients increased with the 
air rate.

the general heat transfer relationsnip for the aeries 1 
pellets was derived by correlating the values of for
each drying test with the value of the Reynolds nui-toer, we, 
for tnat test as described in appendix VII. fhe met.uod of 
computing the heynolds number is given in appendix IV.

fhe following expression, which is shown in x'ig. 0.5* 
was obtained:
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ah = 0-729 Re-0'32
fhe average deviation of the experimental values of 
from this equation was 6*2/u.

factor.
It can be seen from fables 6.17 and. 6.18 that the 

values of followed the same pattern as the corresponding
values of It was found that the ratio of varied
from 1*17 to 1*29, the average value being 1*2 5.

fable 6.17
Values of for 1 in bed of Series 1 reflets.

G t
33 4-2- 5 30 30 60

300 0 -0991 0-0876 0-0808 0-1070 0-0861
390 0* 0868 o- 074-6 o - 0772 0-0803 0-0603
4-30 0-0891 0-0736 0-0710 o- 07-: 7 0-0823
333 0-0803 0-0807 0-0672 0-0783 0-0713
630 :\jLA[>.o•o 0-0712 0-0676 0-0784 0•0760
720 0-0704- 0•0660 0 • 0b84 0-0710 0-0723
783 o - 0790 0•0636 0-06f9 0-0703 0-0718
873 0-07^3 0-0632 0-0667 0-0709 0•0633
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Table 6.18
Values of tj^ for the 1-5 in and 2 in Beds of series 1 Pellets.

1- 5 in beds 2 in beds
G t t

42* 5 50 60 42- 8 . 50 60
600 o- 0978 o* 0955 o- 1075 0- 0785 0- 0928 0- 1042
5f0 0- 0805 0- 0846 0- 0875 o- 0705 0- 0822 0- 0845
450 0*0815 0- 0789 0-0885 o- 0709 0- 0716 0- 0848
555 0-0891 0-0756 o- 0778 0-0769 0-0681 o- 0709
650 0-0766 0-0756 0-0802 0-0675 0-0745 0-0778
720 0•0696 0-0754 0-0770 0-0610 0-0676 0»0726
785 0-0685 0-0700 0-0750 0-0579 0-0671 0-0743
875 0-0667 0-0750 0-0688 0-0575 0•0686 0-0643

rne general mass transfer relationship for the oeries 
1 pellets was obtained by correlating the values of with 
ue as described on a.age 55 to give the expression:

id = 0-4^0 xte-0’29
The experimental values of deviated on average by 6-1'T
from the above correlation. The correlation is shown in
fig. 6.6.
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6.2 iaeries 2 Pellets.
The dimensions and physical properties of the pellets 

are uiven in Table 5*1 on page 54-*
Drying tests were conducted in the 12 in square basket 

using the following conditions of Wg and t:

Table 6.19
Values of Wg and t for Series 2 Pellets.

WB t

3-2 35
(1 in layer) 42 • 5

50
60

6 • 4 50
(2 in layer) 60

jit each level of Wg and t, tests were carried out 
using the values of G given in nection 6.1 on page 38.

The effect of repeated use of the pellets on their 
drying chai'act eristics was determined by performing duplicate 
tests in the 1 in Dod using an air temperature of pO°C.

6.2.1 Constant Drying Rates.
Values of derived according to the procedure 

described in bection 5*4- ar© given for the 1 in oed tests 
in Table 6.20 while Table 6.21 contains the values of 
from the 2 in bed tests. In these tests, inlet temperatures
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were restricted to ;;0oC and 60°C as the air leaving the
oed approached saturation at the lower temperature levels.

In the 1 in oed tests, drying occurred so rapidly
when usinb the highest air rate and temperature that the
value of could not be determined accurately. The
length of the constant drying rate period in the other tests
varied from approximately 3 minutes to 30 minutes.

m.s the corresponding values of N* obtained in thec
uuplicate series of tests were very similar it was considered 
cnat tne drying characteristics of the pellets did not 
alter with use.

Trie drying rates showed the same characteristics as 
oeries 1 pellets and conformed with the accepted drying theories

Table 6.20
Values of h ' for 1 in Bed of Series 2 Pellets. ----------- c-----------------------------------

t
b

b5 4-2* 5 50 50 60
300 0*4-35 0*550 0*754 0*718 1*000
390 0*4-94- 0*674- o* 925 0* 84-3 1* 109
4-30 0* 622 0* 781 1*038 0* 976 1*305
335 0* 678 0*695 1-153 1*14-6 1*562
630 0*84-4- 1*000 1-385 1-323 1*746
720 0*932 1-137 1-537 1*528 1*980
765 • 0*938 1*199 1-599 1*670 2*132

875 1*066 1 * 330 1*828 1-767
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Variation of i\l1 with 0.-----------  c--------
The effect of G on h' was expressed in the form of\-/

equation 6.1 and determined by the procedure described in 
oection 6.1.1. the values of the constants and b^ given 
in i'abie o.22 show tnat the exponent of G, b^ , was 
independent of the air temperature but increased with the 
oed depth. Hence, an interaction exists between the effects 
of G and h on H ' , _.,uicli are shown in fig. 6.7*

Table 6.21
Values of N f for 2 in Beds of Series 2 Pellets.

G
t

50 60

oofO\ 0.395 0.530
3q0 0-539 0.6?0
4-pO 0.58? 0.733

0.687 0.888
630 0.758 1.007
720 0.906 1.092
785 0.996 ' 1.269
875 1.142 1.000
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Table 6.22
Values of and b  ̂ for Series 2 Pellets.

a t a1 b1
33 0* 00300 • 0-87
42-3 0-00320 0-82

1 30 0-00733 0-81
30 0-00482 0-87
60 0-00898 0-82

av. 0-84
2 30 0-00170 0-94

60 0-00323 0-90

av. 0*92

6.2.2 Heat and nass Transfer Coefficients.
The calculation o! the heat and mass transfer 

coefficients from the data collected in the drying teats 
is described in ^^enuix II.

It can oe seen ihom tiie values of h , ^iven in 
Table 6.23, Tor the 1 in bed tests and in Table o.24 for u 
2 in bed tests, that the coefficients showed the same 
cuaracteristics as txiose of the Oeries 1 pellets in that 
they were independent of t, increased with G but decreased 
as u increased.
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Table 6.25
Values of for 1 in bed of Series 2 Pellets.

(1
t

VJ
33 42- 3 30 50 60

300 10-4 9.4 10* 6 10*6 11*4
390 10-3 10*4 12* 0 10- 6 10*3
430 13*4 12-0 13-0 12-3 12*9
303 14-0 13-8 13-7 14-2 13*1
630 1b-7 14-5 16*6 15-6 16*0
720 17-4 16-2 17-7 17-6 18-6
763 18-1 17-0 00 • VN 20-2 19-0

873 20 • 7 18-6 21-4 20-3

Table 6.24
Values of h for 2 in bed of beries 2 ±;ellets.  6 -

G
t

f0 bO
300 6* 37 7-29
39O 9.42 8- 33
430 9*81 8-51
333 11*2 10* 6
630 11*1 11-1

720 13*7 10-9
783 13*4 13*9
873 17*0 13*1
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Varri a riou of h  witn u.  g --------

The effect of air rate on the coefficients was
determined, as described in bection 6.1,2. fhe values of
constants and of equation (6.2) are given in 1 •• ole
0.29 and show that the effect of G on h defended on theS
level of u.

fable 6.23
Values of and b^ for Series 2 Pellets.

r~7/j b2

1
2

0-232
0*108

0* 66 
0-73

V. riution of h with /_•.-------------- b--------
a s mentioned in section 6.1.2, the reductions in fhe 

values of h . in tne 2 in bed tests were produced by errorsb
in the driving forces used in the calculations of the 
coefficients. The values of h , which were ..modified forb
the bed death effect as described in -appendix 111, ire 
i_iven in fable 6.26.
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Table 6.26 
Value a of hi. liodified for Bed Depth.

G
t

50 60
300 10-6 11-1
390 11-3 10-7
450 12-9 12-2
533 14-1 14-7
630 15-6 14-4
720 16-6 15-8
785 18-4 17-5
875 20-5

Tne modified coefficients were related uo tne -dr 
laue by tne equation:

tL.V = 0-394 G°*57g
although ohe values of h 1 appeared to be similar to thoseSof h„. obtained in the 1 in ued tests, an analysis of variance 6was carried out to find out if a difference existed between 

the regressions relating tne air rat© and coefficients at 
each ued depth. The results of the analysis given in 
Table 6.27 indicate tnat there was no significant difference 
between the values of b0. furthermore, the mean values of 
tne coefficients for tne 1 in and 2 in oed oepths were almost 
identical being 14 • 9 Chu/h ft^ °C and 15*1 Chu/h ft^ °C 
respectively. nence the coefficients were independent of 
the oed depth and may therefore be grouped together to give 
the general expression:

fa.* = 0-264 G0'646‘
The correlation is shown in fig. 6.8.
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Table 6.27
.analysis of Variance for Testing; Differences 

in Value of b  ̂lor Series 2 Pellets.

Source of Variance Degrees of 
Freedom

Sum of 
Squares

I'ie an oum 
of Squares

Combined xtegression 1 0-475801 0-475801
Difference of xtegression 1 0-001570 0-001570
Conioined hesidual 50 0-057559 0•000747
Total liinin groups 52 0*514750
1 ratio = 2*10
Value of F for significance at 5>olevel of probability = 4*0

Values of k calculated from the tests with the series S
2 pellets are given in Table 6.28 and 6.29.

Table 6.28
Values of k.. lor the 1 in Bed of oeries 2 -reliefs.

t
\J

'j’j 42-5 90 >0 60

500 'jcj *8 55 -8 41 -1 59 -8 44 *5
580 59 -9 59 -7 46 *2 41 -1 40 -4
450 51 -6 45 -o 49 -8 46 *5 48 *6
555 52 -1 55 -5 52 -8 54 «6 9 7 -9
650 62 «5 55 -5 64 *0 60 -2 61 -5
720 71 -5 62 »4 68 -2 68 *0 70 *8
785 69 -6 64 «6 69 -9 78 -4 75 -5
875 80 .9 71 -o 00•CO 81 -7
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Table 6.29
Values of k for the 2 in Bed of beries 2 Pellets.------------------------- g---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

G
t '

$0 60
$00 25- 1 27-9
$90 $6*0 $2-9
450 $$•6 $2-$
$95 42 • 6 40*6
6$0 • 42-5 42-8
720 $2-2 41- $
765 $9-0 $$•2
67$ 6$* 6 $7-$

ri comparison of the values of h o, and k for the oeries 2£> o
pellets snowed that k exhibited the same characteristicsS
as h and that the ratio of h /k for each set of conditions g - S B
was approximately constant, the average value beinp 0»260.

Effect of G on k •------------------- g
Tne mass transfer coefficients calculates, from the 

1 in oed tests were correlated by the equatron:

k = 0-817 G°‘67S
while those from the 2 in bed tests were correlates by the 
equation:

k  = 0 • $ 6 4  G^ ^
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effect; of u on k «
fhe values of k. for the 2 in bed tests, correctedb ’

for t.iie oed deptu effect by applying the same factor as 
was used in the modification of the corresponding values of 
i i  ru'fe ^iven in f a b l e  o .p O  and were correlated with G byb
the equation:

k 1 = G0 '^6b

fable 6.50 
Values of k * for the oeries 2 Pellets.b 1

G
t

50 60
pOO 40*7 42 • 6
p9 0 44-0 41 • p
4p0 49 • 0 ^7*5
p p5 55-7 p6» 2
6p0 59-5 55-2
720 63* p 59*0
7 bp 70-0 69-2
oyp 79 * 5

oince tne values of ii... for the 1 in oed tests andb
h\ for the 2 in ued tests were independent of oed depth,b
it may oe assumed that the corresponding values of k . andL>
k ‘, will behave similarly* hence, these coefficients wereb
grouped together and correlated with G to qive the fo.lowrn^
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relationship wnich is shown in Fig. 6 .9:

k'„ = 0-982 G0’646

u.h.3 Heat and hass 1'ransi‘er Factors.
ine values of ^  and were derived as described in 

.appendix IX#

Ah Factor.
Values of are given in Table 6 .31 for the 1 in bed

tests and in Table 6.32 for the 2 in bed tests. The 
factors for tne 2 in bed were calculated from the modified 
coefficients.

The factors we re independent of the bed deptn and 
air in±et temperature but decreased as the air rate increased.

Table 6 .31
Values of ^  for the 1 in Bed of oeries 2 Pellets.

(1
t

Or
...OP 42. 3 30 30 60

300 0-1181 0-1073 0-1211 0 -120o 0-1301
390 0-0919 0-9913 0-1038 o - 0916 0-0916
430 0-1023 0-0912 0-0988 0-0936 0-0981
333 0-0883 0-0873 0•0866 0-0900 0-0958
630 0-0903 0-0790 0-0904 0•0648 0-0868
720 0-0829 0-0771 0-0843 0-0838 0-0882
783 0-0784 0-0737 0-0793 0-0873 0-0827
873 0-0809 0-0726 0*0837 0-0813
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Table 6.52
Value a of Tor the 2 in .bed of Series 2 Reliefs.

0 t
30 60

300 0-1211 0-1264
390 0*9944 0-0937
430 0-0963 0-0934
333 0-0892 0-0933
630 0•0847 0-0782
720 0-0792 0-0730
763 0-0799 0-0761
673 0-0602

The general heat transfer jelationship for this Series 
of pellets was obtained by correlating the values of 
against the Reynolds numoer as described in bection 6.1.p. 
ihe resulting correlation shown in Rig* oflO was:

= 1-017 Re 0 ^
ine average deviation of the experimental values of from 
the above expression was 5*9%•

d ^  o ^ c t o r •

Tiie values of for the Series 2 pellets are shown 
in Tables 6.$3 and 6.34. The factors given for the 2. in 
bed were calculated from the coefficients corrected xor 
bed depth effect.
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Table 6,55
Values of rid ior 1 in Bed of Series 2 Pellets.

t

33 42* b 50 50 60
bbo 0* 0548 0- 0852 0- 0979 o* 0950 o* 1057
330 c«0751 0-0726 0. 0847 0.0754 0.0742
45c o*Cobb 0*0717 0* 0796 0* 0745 o* 0775
333 G* C694 0*0715 0*0705 0*0729 0*0775
bpO G•07C9 0*0628 0*0728 0* 0685 0* 0699
720 0* C/Go 0*0619 0*0678 0* 0676 o* 0705
785 C•Gbp2 0* Oabb 0* 0655 0*0715 0*C672
87b u•G6cG 0* 0580 0* 0668 0* 06b7

'Table 6.54
Values of j , for 2 in Bed of beries 2 Pellets,   .-------------------------------------------------

t
Gr 50 60

b©0 o* 0971 o* 1015
590 0*0807 0*0758
4^0 0*0782 0*0/58
555 0*0716 o* 0750
050 0* 0o76 0* 0628
720 0* OofO 0 * 0907

735 0•0656 0*0611
875 0•0648
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'^e -^CT;or6 conformed to the same pattern as the 
factors.

The value of uue ratio J^/^d calculated from each 
set of drying conditions ranged from 1*17 to 1*28 the 
average value being 1 *2 5-

Tne values of were correlated with He to give the 
following general mass transfer relationship for the oeries 
2 pellets:

0d = 0-783 Re-0'56
fiie experimental values of deviated by an average of

from the above correlation which is shown in Fig. 6.11.
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O • oGX*J.GS ^ X G-L J. b u •

The dimensions and physical properties of the pellets 
are given in fable p.1 on jjage 34. Drying tests were 
carried out in one 12 in square basket using the following 
levels of W-g and t :

Table 6.33
Values of Wp and t for Series 3 Pellets.

WB t

3-78 35
(1 in layer) 42-5

50
60

5 • SO 50
(1-5 in layer) 60

7-86 60
(2 in layer)

The values of 0 used at each ^evel of and b are 
listed in section o.1. In the tests with tho 1.5 in sen, idie 

minimum level of t was restricted to pO°C as tne air 
leaving the bed was approaching saturation at lower levels 
of t. i'ox* a similar reason, the value of t used in one 
tests with the 2 in oed was 60°C.



i

v..'» ̂ »1 ooiiS bant ruing nates •
fhe values of x V , which, were calculated from the 

e^oerimenbul darn as described in Section 3 *̂ ? are given
a.or bx_e 1 in of pellets in fable b.$6. fable 6.3V
snows the races obt.rlneu with the 1*5 in .and 2 in oeds.

fable 6 .$6

Values of b' for 1 in Bed of oeries 3 Pellets. ----------- c ----------------------------------

1;
0

35 42-5 50 60
300 o* 54-2 0-561 0-772 0- 868
390 0-619 0-735 0-881 1-093
d-30 0*735 0-839 1-011 1-209
535 0 • 641 1-008 1-156 1-300

63O 0 • 9 34 1-135 1-378 1-667
720 1 -098 1-262 1-569 1 • 832
785 1-146 1-304 1-726 1 -9oo
875 1 • 294 1 -469 1 -810 2-1-5
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Table 6.57
Values of 1m  ̂ for 1-3 in and 2 in Beds of series 3 Pellets.

G
t

.30 60
1* 5 in
bed 1* 3 in

bed
2 in
bed

300 0- 466 0- 366 o- 475
3.0 0* 372 o- 701 0- 578
430 0-662 0-798 0-681
333 0-730 1-003 0-342
630 0-900 1-126 O .929

0C\J 1-030 1-210 1-028
703 1-132 1-421 1-198
673 1-237 1-538 00KA•

The results indicate that the values of I\P followed 
the sane pattern as uiose of the L;.revious tppes of uefiets.

Variation of s' with G.—------------- c--------
The relationship between h' and G was represented b;y 

the sane equation (6.1) as was used for tne results of uhe 
series 1 and 2 pellets.

Tne constants a^ and b^ of the equation were calculated 
as described in section 6.1.2, and are given in facie b.po.



Table 6.58
Values of a  ̂ and b  ̂ for Series 3 Pellets.

u t a1 b1
35 0-00467 0* 83

1 42-5 o* 00371 0*88
50 0*00561 0*85
60 0*00680 0*85

uT av. 0*85
1-5 50 0*00201 0*95

60 0*00256 0*94
2 60 0*00205 0*95

The constant b^ was independent of t but increased from an 
average value of 0*85 at the 1 in bed of 0*95 at the 2 in 
bed. The variation of N' with G is expressed graphicallyv
in Fig. 6.12.

6.3»2 Heat and Ilass Transfer Coefficients.
The coefficients h and k were computed for each of6 6

the drying tests using the procedure described in Appendix II.

h_ Coefficient.&  ------------
The values of h , given in Table 6.39 for the 1 in bedS

tesbs and in Table 6.40 for the 1*5 in 2 in bed tests, 
show that whereas the coefficients were independent of the 
inlet air temperature, they increased with the air rate but
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decreased as brie ued depth, increased. Similar trends 
were i'ollowed by che neat transfer coefficients derived 
from tne tests camied out with the Series 1 and Series
j,.'ej.xets.

Table 6.59
Values of h,„ for 1 in Bed of Series 3 Pellets.o

G
t 1

33 42 3 30 60
300 10-8 9-73 11.3 11.4
3a0 12-4 12- 1 12. 7 12. 9
4p0 13* 0 14* b 14. 8 13-2
333 13-6 16- 1 13-2 1b* 1
630 18* 3 1b-0 19*0 18. 7
720 19-7 18-7 20.6 19-1
703 21-1 19*4 22-8 19*7
673 2i • 8 21.3 23-1 19.9
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Table b.40
Values of h for 1-5 in and 2 in Beds of Series 5 telle ----------- b  — --------------------------- -------

G
t

30 60
1*3 inbed 1*3 in bed

2 in 
bed

300 7*20 6-93 5-60
360 8-13 8-40 6-32
4p0 9*23 9-73 7*43
333 11*3 12-2 8*43
6pu 13*1 12-6 9* 82
720 14*0 13-6 11*6
703 13*1 13*1 12-1
873 17-2 17*3 12-8

Variation of h with 0.b
Because of their index>endence of t,.uhe values of

h.. at eacii revel of zj were grouped to0etner and subjected S
with the values of u- so regression analyses to give 
egressions of tne form of equation (b.2). Tne values uf 
the constants a^ anr b,-̂ in this equation obtained at eacn 
bed depth are given in Table 6.41.

■4-U O •
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I1 able 6.4-1
Values of and bp lor 6eri.es 3 Pellets

z b 2

1

1-5
2

o* 225 

. 0 *069 
0*062

0*68
0*81
0-82

Variation of h with Z.-----------------g --------

ihe decrease in the value of h as the bed depths *
increased was also experienced by the coefficients evaluated 
from the experimental data obtained in the tests with the 
aeries 1 said aeries 2 pellets. However, when the thermal 
driving forces, used in the derivation of the coefficients 
for she tests carried out in she 1*5 in and 2 in oeds of 

pellets, were corrected as described in Section 6.1.2, on 
j-.aue 4-5 , it was foioid that the new coefficients were very
similar to those obtained in tne 1 in bed. i'he values of
the modified coefficients, h'y, are given in fable 6.42.

fhe modified coefficients were correlated with the 
air rate to give the following expression;

For the 1*5 in bed,
and for the 2 in bed,

h'S
h'

0-369 g°'d0
0-260 G, 0 • 65
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Table 6.42
Values of h'. for the 1*5 in and 2 in Beds

o  ' — —— — — — — — — — — --------------

of oeries 5 Pellets.

t
G -50 60

1*5 in oed 1*5 in
bed

2 in 
bed

300 • 6 11-5 11.0
330 14-8 I3.9 13-6
150 15-5 14. .9 15-9
d35 17*0 16* 8 16-2
bp'O 18-8 18. 9 18- 8
720 20*3 21*0 19.9

763 20- 3 21 • 2 21. 3
675 22* 9 21-5 22-5

^lunou^h uhe values of h!, obtained in the 1*5 in anao
2 in bed tests were similar to she values of h_ from the 
1 in oed tests, the apparent independence of the coefficients 
on the oed depth was checked bp determining whether the 
exponents of G, i.e.. she values of b2 > obtained in ti.e 
correlations of the coefficients at each oed depth varied 
significantly ahu up comparing the mean value of hr. at each

o

oed depth. The differences between the exponents were 
tested by carrying out an analysis of Variance as described 
in appendix-VI11• The results of the analysis, 0iven m  

Table 6.43, indicated that there was no significant differencc- 
among the exponents.



‘Table 6.45
.unalysis of Variance for Testing Differences 

in Vallies of for Series 5 Pellets.

oource of Variance Degrees of 
 ̂freedom

Hum of 
squares

lie an sum 
of squares

Combined regression 1 0-558828 0* 558828
Difference of degression 2 0-001898 0-000949
Combined residual 50 0*018466 0-000369
Total oitiiin ^roups 53 0*559292
F m.tio = 2*6
Value of F for significance at 5% level of probability =

p-u

The mean values of the coefficients for each oed depth 
were very similar, beinb 16*3 Chu/h ft C for the 1 in bed, 
17*a Chu/h ft^ °G for the 1*5 in bed and 17*0 Ghu/h ft^ °C 
for the 2 in oed* Hence the coefficients were independent 
of the depth of the pelret bed and were, consequently, 
grouped together anu correlated with the air rate to. L..:ve 
the following relationship, which is shown in Tig. 6.15:

h ’ = 0-270 G°’658

k Coefficient.-fe ------------
The values of k are given in Table 6.44 for the dryingg

te^ts conducted in the 1 in bed while the coefficients 
obtained in the 1*5 ih and 2 in bed tests are listed in 
Table 6.45* ^  a ■ . '
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Table 6,44
Values of k for 1 in Bed of Series 3 Pellets.o

tu
35 42*5 50 60

300 41-5 37-5 43*9 42* 2
390 48*2 47-2 49-1 49-2
430 52-8 56*0 56-7 50-1
335 60* 3 62*3 58-5 61-6
630 70-5 69-9 72-6 71-5
720 75w+ 72-0 79-7 74-0
785 81-3 72*6 88*7 76-5
873 83-7 82-9 89*8 76-7

Table 6.45
Values of k„ for 1*5 in and 2 in Beds of Oeries 3 Pellets, 8>

G
t

50 60
1*5 in bed

1*5 in bed
2 in 
bed

300 29-0 26*6 21*8

390 31*5 32*4 25*4
450 35-1 38*2 28 *7

535 44*2 46*7 32*4
630 51*0 49 *4 38*5
720 53-8 52*6 44*6
785 57-9 58*7 47*6
875 66*9 67-5 49-7
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The direct relationship, between the heat and mass
transfer coefficients obtained with the Series 1 and
Series 2 pellets, existed also between the coefficients
derived from the tests with the Series 3 pellets so that
the values of k behaved similarly to those of h . In 8> 6
these tests, the average value of the ratio h /k was 0-260.6 g
Variation of k with G.-------------- g--------

The variation of the mass transfer coefficients with 
the air rate was studied by grouping together the
coefficients at each bed depth and correlating the grouped
aata with the values of G in the form of equation (6.3)- 
The values of the constants a^ and b^ for each bed depth 
are given in Table 6.46.

Table 6.46
Values of a7 and b^ for Series 3 Pellets. 3 -----3 ----------- ----------

z a3 b3
1
1-5
2

0-821
0-231
0-193

0-69
0-82
0-82
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Variation of k with u,----------------- g----------

hue mass transfer coefficients in the deeper beds 
were corrected for the error in the driving force used in 
the derivation of tne coefficients, by applying the same 
factor as that used in the modification of the corresponding 
neat transfer coefficients. Consequently at each set of
conditions, the ratio of the modified coefficients, h'/k'’ g g
was identical to tnat of the original coefficients. The 
values of k' for tne 1*3 in and 2 in beds are given inO
a ab 1 e 6. 4 /.

Table 6.47
Values of k* for the 1»3 in and 2 in Bedso

of Series 3 Pellets.

G
t

30 60
1*3 in bed

1*3 in
bed

2 in
bed

300 44*9 44*0 38*9
390 36*9 33*8 33*0
430 38-7 38*6 61 *4
333 66* 0 64*6 61-9
630 73*1 72-2 73-9
720 77*7 80*9 77*0
783 77-6 82*7 83-1
873 87*7 82*9 87*3
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The modified coefficients were correlated with the 
air rate to give the following relationships:

For the 1*5 in bed, k' = 1*50 G^-̂S
and for the 2 in bed, k 1 = 0*735 G^*^S

as the values of h for the 1 in bed tests and of h'6 S
for the 1*5 in and 2 in bed tests were found to be 
independent of the bed depth, the corresponding values 
of k_r and k\ were also assumed to be unaffected by theo 8
bed depth. Consequently, these mass transfer coefficients 
were brouped together and correlated with the air rate to 
give the expression:

k' = 0-989 (i0-66O
This is expressed graphically in Fig. 6.14.

6.5.5 Heat and hass Transfer Factors.
The derivation of the values of and are 

described in Appendix II•

^h Factor.
The heat transfer factors derived from the 1 in bed 

tests are given in Table 6.48 while Table 6.49 contains 
the factors calculated from the 1*5 in an(d 2 in bed tests.
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'fable b.48
Values of j for 1 in Bed of Beries 3 reliefs.I_ r xX ^ ^ ■ ■ « ■ •!■■■■

G
f

33 42* 3 50 60
300 o- 1230 0. 1106 0.1292 0. 1298
3f0 0-1088 0.1064 0 1118 0.1134
430 0-1039 0.1132 0-1130 0-1008
333 0-1002 0-1020 0-0968 0-1021
630 o* 0393 0-0975 0-1033 0-1016
720 o« 0935 0-0887 0-0983 0-0907
7o3 0.0319 0-0844 0-0988 0- 0634
873 0«0o33 0-0838 0.0903 0-0771

fable 6.4-9 
Values of for 1 * 3 in and 2 in 

Beas of beries 3 Beliefs.

f
G ^0 oO

1-3 in 1 - 3 in 2 in
bed bed oed

300 0-1313 0-1310 0 • 1342

390 0-1293 0-1220 0-1193
4^0 0-1179 0-11^9 0-1224
333 0-1082 0-1073 0 -1031

6^0 0 -1021 0-1017 0-1024
720 0 -0903 0 -0997 0 -0949

785 0 -0883 0 -0923 0 -0926

00 ■n3 \r 0 -0895 0 -0839 0 -0822
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m e  factors behaved similarly to the values h and6
n', wnicn they were commuted in that they were independento
of the oepth of the pellet bed and of the inlet air 
temperature. however, they differed from the heat transfer 
coefficients in that they decreased as the air rate increased 
whereas one coefficients increased with the air rate.

fhe general heat transfer relations for the Series 3 
pellets was derived by correlating the values of a^ with 
cue corresponding Reynolds numbers He, as described in 
Section 6.1.p. rhe following general correlation which is
shown in fig. b.1t was obtained:

a^ = 0*^32 xie
fhe average deviation of the experimental values of a^ 
from this correlation was 4*0

factor.
fhe values of ad computed from the 1 in bed tests are 

snown in fable b .30 while fable 6.51 contains the values of 
ad derived from the 1*5 fh and 2 in bed tests.
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Table 6.50

Values of for 1 in Beds of Series 5 Pellets.

G
t

25 42-5 50 60
500 o* 0968 0- 0892 o- 1050 o- 1050
590 0- 0885 0» 0865 o- 0902 o- 0900
450 0-0842 0-0891 0-0904 0.0800
555 0-0806 0-0829 0*0781 0*0825
650 0-0790 0-0795: 0-0826 0.0815
720 0-0749 0-0715 0-0793 0.0757
765 0-0757 0*0659 0-0806 0-0694
675 0-0685 0-0676 0.0754 0-0627

Table 6«51 
Values of for in and 2 in Beds 

of oeries 3 Pellets.

t
G 50 60

1*5 in 1*5 in 2 in
bed bed bed

500 0-1069 0-1048 0-1091
590 0-1045 0-0984 0-0970
450 0-0956 0*0954 0-0987
535 0-0880 0-0860 0*0825
650 0*0850 0-0820 0*0859
720 0*0772 0*0804 0*0765
785 0*0706 0*0750 0*0753
875 0-0716 0*0677 0-0688
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The mass transfer factors showed the same characteristics 
as the heat transfer factors; namely, they were independent 
of the oed depth and air inlet temperature but decreased 
as the air rate increased.

The value of the ratio derived from each set
of test conditions ranged from 1*22 to 1*28, the average 
value being 1*24.

The general mass transfer relationship for the Series 
3 pellets was obtained by correlating the values of with 
He. The resulting correlation^ which is shown in Hig. 6.16 
may be expressed mathematically as: 

jd = 0-742 Ee“°‘36
The average deviation of the factors from the relationship 
was 4*2%.
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6.4- series 4- rellets.
The pellets, whose uimensions and physical properties 

are given in Table p.1 on page 34-, were the same diameter 
as the series 1 pellets but were 0*210 in thick, compared 
witn a thickness of 0*161 in for the Series 1 pellets.

in the tescs which were carried out in the 12 in square 
oasnet, the values of tog and t were as follows:

Table 6.32
Values of Wg and t for Series 4- Pellets.

WB t

2-3
(1 in layer)

33
4-2*3
30

The values of G used at each level of t are given in 
section 6.1.

6.4-. 1 Constant -Drying xiates.
The values of ±m 1 obtained in the 24- tests are givenc

in Table 6.33* The derivation of these quantities is 
described in Section 3*4-.
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Table 6.55
Values of for 1 in Bed of Series 4 Pellets,

G t
39 42-9 90

900 0* 64 0r89. o- 94
990 0*80 . O ro 1-18
490 0*88 0evj•<r* 1*45
939 1-09 1-96 1-33
630 1*29 1-98 1-69
720 1-38 1-68 1-99
769 1-93 1-83 2-14
6/9 1*61 2-00 1-23

Tiie length of the constant drying period in the tests 
covered a range similar to those of ohe other three series 
of pellets.

Variation of n 1 wioh G.-------------- c--------
The effect of G on N' which is shown in fig. b.17c

was expressed in the foil of equation 6.1 as described in 
section 6.1. Values of a^ and b^ are given in Table 6.94- 
ana show that the exponent b^ was independent of the level 
af t.
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fable b.54
Values of and b  ̂ for Series 4 Pellets.

t
55 42 .5 50

a1 0-00592 0-00895 0-00981
0-69 0-80 0*81

u.4.2 Heat and mass Transfer Coefficients.
due values of h and k • calculated as described in6 6

appendix ll are ^iven in fables 6.55 and 6.56. fhe 
coefiicients showed the same characteristics as those 
obtained with, the otiier oeries of pellets:

(1; h., and k.„. were airectly relatea, the averageo 6
value of h /k for each set of operating conaitions 6 6
oein^ 0*260

id) h and k increased with 0- S 6
(5; h and k were independent of t; (the lower

values obtained in the tests with an inlet air 
temperature of 50°0 , were caused by an increase 
of approximately 15>„ in the humidity of the inlet 
air in these tests)*



I1 able 6 >55
Values of h for 1 in bed of oeries 4 i-ellets.b  ------- — ----------------------------

G t
33 42. 3 30

3o0 12*3 11*9 10-0
390 13*2 12-2 11*6
430 14*3 14*9 13* 1
3;>3 13*9 13*6 13*2
630 19*1 18*2 15-5
720 19*2 18-8 18-2
783 20-4 20-3 18*9
673 21-3 21*9 19-1

fable 6*56
Values of k for 1 in Bed of oeries 4 xellets. ----------- b  — ■— — ------------------------------------------------------

G
t

33 42-3 30
300 48*2 43 • 6 38*4
>90 31-2 46-9 44*7
430 34 • 6 57-6 30-2
333 61*0 60-8 30* 9
630 73-0 70*1 39-0
720 73-8 68* 7 69-7
76 3 79-0 74-9 72*9
873 82-8 84* 3 72-9
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effect of G on h and k .---------------- g -----g
fhe relationsmp between h and G was investigatedo

iurfcner by t_.roupin^ all the hrr values together and subjecting 
unem to a regression analysis to give tne expression:

h = 0-384 g0'60
&

fhe corresponaing expression relating to k „ to G was: 

k = 1 .4 7 G0 *59fe
These expressions are shown in Pig. 6.18 and 6.19.

6.4,3 heat and nass Transfer Factors.
ihe values of and shown in ih.bles 6.37 n̂.G 6.38

were calculated as described in appendix II. The average 
value of the ratio j^/^d was ^ ‘̂ *

fable 6.37
Values of for 1 in Bed of oeries 4 Pellets. ---------- “n — -----:--------------------------

G
t

33 42-3 50
3uG 0*1393 0*1337 0*1137
390 0*1137 0*1065 0*1016
430 0-1089 0-1140 0*0993
333 0*1007 0-1000 0-0837
630 0*1033 0-0977 0-0841
720 0.0913 0-0892 0-0865
783 0-0884 0-0883 0-0819
873 0-0840 0-0853 0*0746
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Table 6.58
Values of for 1 in Bed of Oeries 4- Pellets.

G
t

35 4-2*5 50
300 0*114-8 0*1086 0*0915
390 0*0936 0* 0858 0*0819
430 0*0870 0*0917 0* 0801
935 0*0812 0*0810 0*0679
630 0* 0829 0*0796 0*0674-
720 0*0733 0*0687 0*0693
763 0*0717 0* 0686 0*0662
673 0* 0676 0*0688 0*0596

The transfer factors behaved, in a similar fashion to 
those obtained, with the other types of pellets in that they 
were independent of the air inlet temperature but decreased
as the air rate increased.

1’he general heat and mass transfer relationships for
this type of pellet were determined as described in Oection
6.1.3. relationships, which are shown in Fig. 6.20
and 6.21 may be expressed as:

j = 1.242 Re-0'59°h
and = 1*114- He 0 ^

The experimental values of and d^ deviated on average fiom 
the respective correlations by 6*0%> and 7*0%’*
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b o  Comparison of Transfer Relationships.
fne neat; transfer relationships derived from the 

tests carried out with the four pellet sizes were:
Series 1 0*729 Re“0’^2
oeries 2 1*017 xte”0’^
oeries 3 ^  = 0*932 He"0 *56
oeries 4 1*242 Re”0 * ^
Comparing the values of the exponent of the Reynolds 

numbers, it is appaxenu that, although the exponents range 
from -0*39 to -0 *3 2, the values in the correlations for the 
smallest particles, (oeries 3) £nd tne largest particles 
(.oeries 2) are very similar, being -0*36 and -0*37 respective 
ana m a t  the exponents for the intermediate pellet sizes, 
i.e. oeries 1 and oeries 4 pellets, lie on either side of 
unese values. hence it may be assumed that the exponent 
of m e  nejnolas number is independent of the size of particle 

iherefore, a simple comparison may be made by aveio.bing 
the four exponents and usin& the mean exponent to recalculate 
each constant preceding tne Reynolds number. ihe four 
correlations then become:

-0.35 
-0.35

oeries 1 ^h = 0*896 ue
oeries 2 ^h = 0*940 Re
Series 3 ^h = 0*862 Re
Series 4 ^h = 0*962 Re ^ ^
It can now be seen that the new correlation lor the



oeries 1 pellets is 4/j greater than that lor the oeries 3 
pellets hut 3h leso hian the correlation ior the Oeries 2 
pellets, xis these values are within the standard deviation 
of b • 2/m> of the ori0inal correlation for the oeries 1 pellets, 
it is considered tnat the differences hetween the 
correlation ior the oeries 1 pellets and the correlations 
ior tne oeries 2 and oeries 3 pellets are due to experimental 
error.

oimilarlp, the difference Detween the correlations for 
riie oeries 2 and oerres 4 pellets is within the standard deviate 
of either oi the o n 0inal correlations and consequently this 
difference may also he accounted for hy the experimental 
variance.

hence, it may he assumed that there are no significant 
differences hetween tne four heat transfer relationships which 
nay oe combined to give the following general correlations 
with a standard deviation of 3’9/°:

= 0-900 he”0 ' ^
jxs the heat and mass transfer factors are directly 

relaced to each otij.er, a similar procedure was ioxlowed in 
comparing the four mass transfer relationships winch were 
combined to 0ive the followin0 correlation:

r\ ' t- a 3^"= 0-o?8 xte

'ihe standard deviation of the above expression was ihe
overall correlations are shown in fig. 6,22 and b,23-
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6*6 Discussion.

o.g.1 constant Jr;/in:, nate.
xiltnou^ii it is generally accented, that drying rates 

are increaseu. Dy reducing the ^article size cf the material, 
tne constant drjinb rates did not conform to this pattern
v»nen sney were pat on a coinparaDle basis for each pellet

■ - . psrze oy ex^ressmb tnem in tne units lb water/h ft of pelret 
surface inis seems to suggest that there were
omer uncontrolled factors in the system which influenced 
tne uipin^ rates more than the particle size but it is 
apparent from the mean values of h'' given in fable o.59

v

for tne 1 in beds of pellets that the slov/est rates were 
obtained with the oeries 2 pellets which were the largest 
particles. In every other respect, however, the rates 
conformed with eat dbrisued drying theory.

fable 6.39
he an Values of Ini'! for 1 in Beds of relies ----------------- c -— ■— — ------------------

oeries
rellet
niameter

(in;
t

33 42 • 3 30
1 0-406 0-213 0-273 0-329
2 0 * poo 0-201 0*232 0-326

3 0-^12 0-227 0-263 0-ppO
4 0-406 0-243 0-310 0-334
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jurying tests conducted, with beds of pellets of
differing cross-sectional area showed that the drying rates
were not affected by she ratio of bed area to pellet size.

rt is seen from fables 6.4, 6.22, 6.38 and 6.p4 that
she exponent of d in the correlations of h* with G waso
independent of tne particle size but increased as the bed 
depth increased. inis interaction between the air rate 
and oed depsh nas j_ed to values from 0*49 to 0-89 being 
reported for tne exponent in the literature it is 
possioie that a value of unity may be obtained when the air 
oecomcs saturated ..iunin s„e bed so tnat tne cryin0 rase _s 
independent of sue oed aepth end depends solely Upon she 
cormisiui-s of tne air entering the bed. ruerelore is is
evident tuat experimental dryin^ tears covering a wide ranbe 
of ued loauin^s aim air conditions sn.uid oe performed 
before drying rates cmi oe preaictei accurately.

6.6.2 neat ana nass fransfer Gjefficients.
a comparison of the transfer coefficients evaluated 

from the experimental data indicated that they were 
independent of the inlet air temperature, increased with Ihe 
air rate but decreased as the depth of the pellet bed increased, 
'lhis reduction was caused by the actual driving force 
differing, from sne lo0arithmic driving force used in sue 
derivation of the coefficients and disappeared when the 
coefficients obtained in the deeper beds were modified by



applying a cori*ection factor which, consisted of the ratio 
of the area unaer the logarithmic mean curve to the area 
under she curve aruwn through the measured outlet temperature 
at the intermediate oed depths. Hence it was evident that 
more transfer was occurring than that corresponding to the 
conuitions represented by the logarithmic mean driving force.

in most of the neat and mass transfer studies reported 
in tne literature, the transfer coefficients were independent 
of oed dentil even although they were evaluated using the 
logarithmic mean driving force. However, the air conditions 
covered in those studies were not far removed from ambient 
conuitions so tnat the transfer rates were slow and the 
profile of the experimental driving force would oe relatively 
flat ana approximate to tne logarithmic mean curve.

However, in the present study, high transfer rates were 
obtained so that the ratio of inlet to outlet driving forces 
was often as great as 10:1 and the difference uetween the 
logarithmic 'driving force and the actual mean driving force 
was as much as 40>o. ihese observations are in agreement 
with the results of bradshaw and nyers who recommended that 
tne logarithmic mean driving force may be used satisfactorily 
for evaluating transfer coefficients provided that the ratio 
of inlet to outlet driving forces is less than 6.

Comparing the values of the heat transfer coeflicients 
derived for each pellet system, it was found that the 
coefficients decreased as the particle size increased, tne
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average values ronuinu from 14-8 Chu/h ft2 °C for the 
largest pellets i.e. oeries 8 to 17*0 Chu/h ft2 °C for 
oeries p which were rue smallest pellets.

ihe values of t.̂ e ratio of the coefficients, h /h ,* ' e' s ’
for each drying test was found to be constant; ttu. average
value of 0*280 of tie. ratio h /k_ corresponded to the value• S b
oi the constant in the equation relating the humidity of 
the air to the wet bnlo a expression of the air.

frie exponent of <i in the correlations of the unmodified 
coefficients with b was found to increase with the bed depth, 
the values ranging from 0*60 to 0»75 for t-.e 1 in bed tests 
csui from 0• 75 to 0«bp for the 2 in bed tests. inis inter ction 
between the air rate and oed depth disappeared when the 
coefficients were corrected' for the error in the driving force.

p.oo heat and m s s  fransfer Factors.
ihe values of tne factors conformed to the pattern set 

by transfer coefficients from which they were evaluated in 
that they were independent of the air h.let temper...tare and 
depth of tne pellet oeu but decreased as the pallet size 
increased. however, by virtue of their definition, the 
factors decreased as the air rate increased whereas the 
coefficients increased with the air rate.

Ihe value of the ratio cjh/id was approximately const;; nt 
for all the drying tests, the average value being 1*24. iris 

; value is considerably greater than values of 1*06 to 1*12 
Imported in the literature. Ideally, for a direct analogy
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"between neat ana niass transfer the ratio sbould nave a value 
oi unity, but some of the conditions, which must be satisfied 
for attainment of the direct analogy, are so limiting that 
they are almost impracticable. I'o give an example, it is 
essential for an exact analogy that the mass transport and 
tnerefore the driving force be as small as practically 
possible because, at high transfer rates, the velocity profile 
in the gas film across which transfer is taking place becomes 
distorted and therefore tne mass transfer coefficient is 
dependent on the rate of mass transfer.

in the present study the relatively high value of n a
is thought to oe caused principally bu the use of the constant 
J-260 in the air humidity wet bulb depression relationship as
the values of this constant determines the ratio of the 
transfer coefficients from wnich 0& are derived. If a
constant of 0*24- nad oeen used in the humidity equation as is 
sometimes recommended, uhe ratio of h /k„ would also haveo o
become 0*24 and the ratio of would nave cropped to a
value of 1-12 which was obtained by Bradshaw and f r y e r s ,  their
value of h / k  . Doing 0-245*& b

n small heat loss by radiation from the sides of the 
drying chamber may also have contributed slightly to the hign 

values of d^/dd ^ouna **■n ■̂*ie Preben^ work.
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o.b.4 uhcupe factor.
Ihe factors obtained in the tests were used to determine 

tne shape or area aVo.ilaoij.it,> factorjh/hich was introduced 
originally by Gupta and ihodos^ to correlate in general 
relationships, neat ana mass transfer data from diverse 
^acned bed systems. ihese relationships were:

iii
f

and £ j.

0»300
0-35

L H- J
(4 .31)

- 1-90 
0-322

•/TOi 0-35 
■ P  -• -1-90

(4.32)

rhe shape factor, which is defined as the ratio of 
^article surface availaole to transfer to the surface area of 
a spuere having the same volume as the particle, was evaluated 
by substituting the appropriate values in equation (4.31) which 
may be rearranged as:

r/TG]0*55 V_£_/* J - i - 90_
1‘he average values of , calculated for each series of 

gullets., are shown in fable b.60, together with experimental 
and theoretical values of which were given by Gupta and v 
inodos for various ^article shapes. a plot of ^ d  against

(4.33)

J P . M .
for the.present experimental study is shown in iiig. 6.24

with the relationship of Gupta and fhodos
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Table 6.60 
Values of $.

Tarticle ohape J exp. J theor.

Tabloid

oeries 1 
series 2 
Beries 3 
series 4

0. 662 
0-916  
0-607 
0-937

-average 0-872

spheres 
Tegular c 
Cubes 
Partition 
Taschig r 
Berl sadd

/Binders

rings
ings
les

1*000 

0*863 
0*823 
1 *24 
1 *34 
1 *36

1*000 
0*932 
0 *820 
1 *24 
1 *22 
1 *48

Tiie Theoretical values of j- given in Table 6.60 were determined 
by Lc±d.n0 the arithmetic mean area of the cases when the entire 
particle surface is available to transfer and when all probable 
areas are not availaole to transfer. By virtue of its 
definition, the value of J for spherical particles is unitp.

The calculation of the theoretical j- value for the tabloid 
pelrets requires a knowledge of minimum perlet surface area 
which may be available to transfer. although this area is 
extremely difficult to compute as the surfaces of pellets are 
curved, it is highly probable that the area will occur when 
the pellets are packed one upon the other with their major 
diameters in a horizontal or vertical plane.
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Altnou^h it is perhaps more realistic to compare the 
experimental value for the pellets with its theoretical 
value, it is nevertheless oi interest to determine the 
relation oetween the average value of J exp* for tabloid 
pellets and the ouher J values given in Table 6.60. This 
relation may be evaluated by comparing the shape of the pellet 
with other particle shapes whose J  values have been determined 
previously.

as the ends of a tabloid pellet have a radius of 
curvature almost three times that of the pellet itself, they 
may be considered to be relatively flat compared with the 
cylindrical body of the pellet and hence the shape of the 
pellet may be likeneu to that of an irregular cylinder.

although an experimental J value for irregular cylinders 
has not been reported in the literature, it may be estimated 
from tne experimental j- value for regular cylinders by 
comparing the theoretical £ values for regular and irregular 
cylinders. i'rom tnis estimate, the theoretical shape factor 
ior tabloids may be assessed.

In order to compare the experimental shape factor of the 
tabloids with the factors for other particles, the maximum 
values of f , corresponding to a fluidised bed system, were 
calculated for the tabloid pellets, regular cylinders and 
irregular cylinders wuich had the same diameter and volume 
as the tabloids. The values of j7 max. are given in Table 6.61 
together with theoretical f  values for both types of 

| cylinders•
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Table 6.61

irarticle bhape £ max. jl theor.
beries 1 1*22
beries 2 1*25

Tabioid oeries 5 1*20
beries 4 1*15
.average 1*20

Having same vol. 8c diam as S1 1*58 0*942
u ii it n it it 1*58 0*943

Cylinder ii it ti it ii » 1*56 0*938
ii ii ii ii n ti 1*26 0.920

average a*55 0 *936
Cylinder Hegular 1.15 0*952

1'rom Table 6.61, it can be seen that the sphericity of 
the tabloid particles lies between those of the regular and 
irregular cylinders. It is also apparent that the value of 
J* theor. for the irregular cylinders is less than that for 
tne regular cylinders and hence it is reasonable to assume 
tuat £  exp. for irregular cylinders will be less than the 
corresponding J  value of 0*865 for regular cylinders.
Assumin0 also that the difference ( f theor. - Jexp.) is 
the same for both types of cylinders, the value of j* exp. ior 
irregular cylinders becomes 0*849*

Considering now the tabloid pellets, the minimum surface
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peliets will be slightly greater than the corresponding 
area in a oed of cylinders as less surface will be covered 
wnen the particles are ^acxed upon each, other. Consequently, 
trie experimental J value for tabloids should be slightly 
greater tnan the estimated cf value of 0*849 for irregular 
Cylinders. fhe J value of 0*872 obtained in the present
tesrs thus conforms with the pattern set by the other shape 
factors.

in their development of the shape factor, Gupta and 
inodos evaluated J  values for various t^pes of particle on 
the oasis that f = 1*00 for spheres; this assumes that
the entire surface area of a' sphere is available to heat and 
mass transfer for both packed and fiuidized beds. However, 
it is inevitable, that at points of contact between spheres, 
some surface area will be covered or be in a stagnant region 
in w.iich the fluid medium will be saturated and no mass 
transferred.

Although the proportion of inaccessible surface at the 
points of contact will be very small or perhaps even 
negligible for beds of spheres, it might become significant 
in beds of other ^article shapes such as cylinders where there 
may be lines of contact between particles instead of points. 
Inis may account for the difference which Gupta and Inodos 
found between the experimental and theoretical values of ^

for packed beds of cylinders.



Consequently, a knowledge of* this inaccessible area 
would enable the area corresponding to minimum transfer 
conditions to be determined precisely. The corresponding 
theoretical shape factors would then be more accurate and 
the prediction of neat and mass transfer rates from the 
general transfer relationships more reliable.
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7 * Conclusions

In the drying tesj's carried out with four sizes of 
tabloid pelretn, the constant drying rates which were obtained 
over a comprenensive rantoe of operating conditions, conformed 
with the establisnea theory of through-circulation drying.

I'he interaction, between the effects of the air rate 
and bed depth on the drying rates and heat and mass transfer 
coefficients, resulted from the air becoming almost saturated 
on o.eavinto the deeper oeds and it is probable that the 
exponent of G in lie correlation of with G would nave a 
value of "unity if the air leaving the bed was saturated, 
nence, as the exponent of G depends on the depth of the bed, 
it is expedient for experimental drying tests to oe performed 
over a wide ranfae of loading and air conditions before drying 
rates can oe estimated accurately.

Ihe use of the logarithmic mean driving force in the 
computation of neat ana mass transfer coefficients is 
satisfactory provided uhat the ratio of inlet to outlet 
driving forces is small. If this ratio is as high as 10, 
as was experienced in the deeper oeds, the actual driving 
force, derived usin0 the outlet conditions in the intermediate 
bed depth, is approximately 30-4-Q/j less than the logarithmic 
driving force and the coefficients derived from the actual 
driving force are independent of the depth of the pellet bed.
In such conditions, the heat and mass transfer coefxicients
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and factors for deep ueds may be computed accurately if 
conditions at rhe intermediate oed depth are known*

rhe general heat and mass transfer relationships derived 
fj-om tne drying tests showed reasonable agreement with 
correlations reported in the literature.

for the tabloid x,ellets, the average value of 0872 for 
the area availabirity or shape factor £  , introduced by Gupta 
and inodos, was found to lie between the factors for spherical 
and regular cylindrical particles. A comparison of the 
shape of the tabloid pellets and regular and irregular 
cylindrical particles indicated that the experimental 
value for one tabloid pellets conformed with the pattern set 
by the theoretical and experimental f  values for the cylindrical 
particles.

Ihe values of J  , given by Gupta and Thodos for various 
particles shapes, were derived on the basis that £■ equals 
unity for spherical particles. fhis assumes that the entire 
surface of a sphere is available to neat and mass transfer 
in both-packed and fluidised oeds. Although this is not 
strictly true as some surface at points of contacts between 
spheres will be rendered ineffective, the proportion of 
inactive surface may perhaps be negligble lor the case of 
spherical particles but might become significant in beds of 
other particle shapes such as cylinders where there are lines 
of contact between particles instead of points. fhis may 
account for the differences which have been found to exist



between the theoi'eticrl and experimental shape factors for 
various particles shapes.

hence, it is considered that further work, investigatin 
the proportion of particles surface area which takes part in 
the transfer operation, would be most useful ana, in fact, 
is essential for coeificients and factors in this type of 
neat and mass transfer to be predicted accurately.



PAHT III
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8. Introduction

fhe rotary aryer has been developed from the rotary
furnace or Kiln, which consists of an inclined tube, where
rotation moves its contents slowly along its lenght. Drying
is accomplished by passing hot air or furnace gases over uhe
material in the tube. A general discussion of rotary kilns
has been published by Dickie^ and Perry^.

ihe rotary dryer differs from the kiln in having internal
baffles or flights to agitate the material passing through
the uryer. hany types of baffles have been designed to
increase the contact between the hot gases and material,
pb,p/,pb simple radial flights are frequently used.

fne majority of the earlier dryers were constructed for
the treatment of sand or lignite, but other applications

“39 60included the drying of sugar beet^' seaweed and inorganic
salts, pharmaceuticals, cork ana ruboer . Because the
rotary dr^er is essentially a continuous system, it is now
commonplace in industry, and present-day knowledge has been

6aadvanced by its use in the fertiliser industry •
Modifications of the rotary dryer, including the rotary 

louvre type and steam tube dryers, have been developed. ihe 
design and operation of the rotary louvre dryer, which is 
basically a through—circulation unit, has been described by
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dapple et al« • ^ description of the steam tube dryer,
wnich is a notary ciryer with steam tubes replacing the ilights 
and ambient air passing through the dryer, is given by Perry,

b. 1 hat erial Iransport.
hardy workers, investigating the conveying properties of 

rotary kilns and dryers, gave primary consideration to the 
retention time of trie material in the tube. mi alternative 
criterion has been introduced by Priedman and iiarshall^, who 
proposed that the volumetric percentage hold-up of the dryer 
is uhe constant to be fixed for design purposes. Inis is 
defined as the ratio of the volume occupied by the material 
in the dryer to the total internal volume of the dryer.

fne nola-up ana reuentron time are related by the 
expression:

®K = 'lUO* 1  (6,1)
where = retention time (h)

= length of dryer (ft) 
k ’ = percentage hold-up

-7 pf • = feed rate (ftvh ft of dryer cross section)
Inis theoretical retention time is the average time of 

passage, and the actual time spent by individual material 
particles deviates about this value. i'his deviation is 
important where heat sensitive material is being dried, aid 
several workers 66’ b^’ have studied this
aspect of material transport.
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rhe first ciuta on .retention times were obtained, from 

tests on rotary Kilns carried out by Sullivan et al.68, 
w h o  derrved the following equation from their results:

e 4 li .... (s.2)

where y = dynamic angle of repose of material (degrees)
= slope of kiln (ft/ft)

Ih = diameter of kiln (ft) 
h = rate of rotation of kiln (rev/min)

= length of kiln (ft)
69Oinstlinb et al» ' independently derived the following 

expression for predicting the time of passage through a 
rotary aryer:

0*00783 Lo
= s— n— tr * ................ .... ^8-5)

equation (8 .3) gives an estimate retention time 2*4 times 
greater than the value given by equation (8,2) if a
representative value of 40° is assumed for the angle of repose.

70x similar relationship was given by maemun' - from a 
mathematical analysis of the likely paths of material through 
a kiln. ihese formulae, however, give misleading results 
for low kiln slopes and cannot be applied to hibh loadings 
in horizontal cylinders.

An important effect in considering material transport 
in a rotary dryer, is that of the air stream through which 
the material cascades. According as the air flow is
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co-current or counter-current, the material will be assisted 
or retained in its passage. Consequently, bmith^ suggested 
tne constant 0*00/83 in equation (8*3) should be replaced 
by a constant k wnicn varied from 0-0042 to 0*017 for 
coanter—current dryers and from 0*017 to 0-0038 for co—current 
dry ers.

Prom a series of tests where optimum loading 
conditions were used, i.e. where all the material was

r-./icarried along by the action of the flights, Prut ton et 1.> r 
postulated the relationship:

R ~ ■--+  (8.4)
d it

where V = air velocity (ft/min)
m' = a constant, positive for counter-current air 

flow and negative for co-current air flow. 
Priedman and iiarshall suggested that to maintain a 

constant nola-up, the feed rqte must be varied directly with 
the rate of rotation of the dryer raised to some jjower less 
than one. Prom experimental data, they obtained the 
relationship:

0-234 P
= .0 .9 P -  ( S * 5 )

°d * Dn

Por air flow conditions, the same 'workers presented
the expression:

X = X + m"G  (s*6)s
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where a = hold-up in dryer with air flow
= M M " 11 without air flow

G = ii us c air flow (lb/h ft^)
m 1 ’ = constant, depending on material being

positive for counter-current flow and 
negative M co' M " .

It is important to realise how loading of a dryer affects
its per romance. Low loadings may produce uneven
distribution of the cascading material and consequent
suort-circuting of the air stream, whereas high loadings will
P'Oi.uce a oed of material moving along the bottom of the
d-gar by kiln action.

•llowing for this loading effect in their theoretical
65considerations, maeman et al. ^ presented this formula for 

hold-up in rotary dryers and coolers:
F L-,11 /  <-■» r?i

J\ —  —— — -pi i—   ̂  ̂  ̂# I ( ) « / JXI u > xi - m* 1 ' \f) \ • /ii CL
where a (a ) = a constant varying from 2 to TT dependin',

on m e  dryer loading 
in' ' 1 = a constant.

Inis relationship was subsequently corroborated by Porter 
and uasson ^  for rotary coolers ranging from 6 to 9 ff in 
diameter. It gives a simplified representation.of the dominant 
variables which influence material transport and should be
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usecq as a first approximation only. For a more accurate
estimate of the rate of material transport, a step by step
derivation of tlie continuous transport distribution is
mecommended by •caeman^'.

ine above equations should be applied only to materials
wnich exhibit no appreciable change in handling characteristics
tnroubnout the xenbth of the dryer since Friedman and harshalloZf 

61and bpraul reported anomalies with materials, whose flow 
properties altered in their passage through the dryer.

b.2 heat and mass 'transfer.
ihis aspect of rotary drying has received intensive

65 75 74 75examination oy several workers i'-'* employing varying
and complicated approaches in an effort to find a consistent 
and valid basis for design and scale-up.

One of ti_e main problems confronting workers in this field 
is the accurate measurement of temperature inside the dryer, 
-although a satisfactory method of determining material

64temperatures has been developed by Friedman and marshall , no 
similar reliable technique has been applied to the measurement 
of tne air temperature gradient along the dryer. Attempts nave 
been made usin0 a hibh velocity filtered thermocouple but the 
results obtained were erratic and non-reproducible. The 
introduction of a probe into the dryer may be partially 
responsible for these inconsistencies since it alters tne 
steady conditions in the dryer*
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An average air temperature at a point inside the dryer 
can oe estimated f m m  a mnowledge or material moisture 
contents ana temperatures and inlet air conditions using 
a pSj chrometric ch.rj.rt. frevious studies have been based on 
the assumption that the air temperature is constant along 
cny single particle trajectory, but Saeman and liitchell6^ 
reported an appreciable difference between the air temperatures 
at the top and bottom of the cascading curtains of material.

ihe rotary dryer can be considered as a multi-pass
74-heat excnanger and iirller et al.( utilised this approach in 

deriving the following equation:
* = 0-187 (Mf - 1) L p p 0 ’46 Alta ____(6.o)

= heat transfer rate (Btu/h) 
i\T£ = no. of flights

= logarithmic mean temperature difference (°f')
Ihe logaritnmic mean temperature difference, however, 

cannot be applied since the derivation of the log mean overall 
thermal driving force is dependent upon:

(1) ihe heat capacities of both fluid and material 
remaining constant

(2) Ihe neat transfer coefficient being constant 
(,p) ihe heat transfer rate being iiroportional to

the temperature difference.
In a rotary dryer, these conditions are not fulfilled and 

this method of computing heat transfer rates is not strictly
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applicable.
. • - - 75rrieaman ana Larshall extended work on the correlation

ol rotary dryer x,erromance and showed that dryer hold-up
exerted a dominant effect on heat transfer. They also
lound that the neat transfer coefficient in a rotary dryer
was inversely proportional to the diameter and suggested
the relationship:

r = 10 G0'16 Q,
a ±j - . . . . ( 8 . 9 )n

wnere U = overall volumetric heat transfercl
5coei-Licient (Btu/h ft^ of dryer volume;

rne iorm of tnis expression was later confirmed by oaeman 
6baim imtc^ell ^ for tne constant geometry and peripheral 

sheii speed.
The effect of nold-up on heat transfer was also

65substantiated by t>aeman and nitchell , who suggested that 
the cascaae rate i.e. the actual rate of discharge of 
material from the flimits, wras a factor in tne neat transfer 
rate. from experimental data, they deduced the equation:

^ = 0(0.6 + 2.be"4*8 Xf) Ig, A i m  (8.10)
wnere C = Cascade rate (ft^/ft min or lb/min)

= X^ ^ H
= 2x R(assuming contents cascade twice per 

revolution)
;3/ft2

= r a d ia l f l i g h t  d e p th  ( f t )

Xf = flight lo a d in g  (ft5/ft or lh/ft)
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A  I’m = mean temperature difference (°F)
iri general correlation expressing • gas velocity effects

on xiec,t transfer in direct heat rotary dryers was proposed 
7bby iicbormicjr , ana experimental data from previous workers 
b5 74 75in tnis field ’ ’ were used to verify the relationship,

ihe change in condition of the air passing through the
dryer may be represented by a curve on a psychometric chart.

77 78ivawaoute'' applied a method developed by Inaxumi' for the
prediction of air conditions during humidification to the
rotary dryer and derived a formula for the slope of the
temperature-humidity curve on the psychometric chart. Its
application is limited, however, since the treatment assumes
mat the decrease in drying rate during the falling rate
period is caused by the gradual decrease in the wetter surface
area and not by diffusional kinetics.

a design method, based on measureable quantities rather
than on empirical constants measured on other equipment, has
been described by rorter^. He considered the transient
heat transfer which occurs within the solid particles.
Considerations of residence time and flight design were also
involved in the design for heat transfer.

h abharples, Glikin and toarne constructed a mathematical 
model for either co-current or counter-current dryers from 
equations describing the material transport and heat ana 
mass transfer in a dryer. The model, which was prograiiimed
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for stepwise integration by a digital computer, was applied 
to an industrial dryer by determining heat transfer and 
drying rate coefficients which made the inlet and outlet 
conditions of the model equivalent to the corresponding 
conditions on the production unit.
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>' • i u a j: ihtlllBh ihB hEl'HOlJb

;>.1 Classical netnoci of experimentation.

I'he derivation of the empirical relationships discussed 
previously appears to have followed a planned experimental

o n
programme, whicn nrownlie calls the "classical rnetnod of 
experimentation". By this method, the individual effect of 
each factor on the system is found by varying each in turn, 
the remaining factors being held constant.

'this method assumes that the effect of each factor is 
independent of the values of the other factors. when this 
assumption does not nold the factors are said to interact; 
e.g. the effect of changing factor a from value ^  to value 

when factor b is neld at B^, may be different from the 
effect of tne same alteration when B is held at

another discrepancy in the classical method is that the 
effect of each factor is determined while the rest are hept 
constant at arbitrarily fixed values. If any of the factors 
interact, the estimated effect of each depends on the constant 
■values chosen for the orders. An estimate of the combined 
effect of all the factors will therefore be accurate only if 
tne interaction is small or if the proposed design values of 
the various factors are close to the constant experimental 
values. If these conditions are not satisfied, gross 
inaccuracies may be obtained.

Ihe classical method cannot detect interactions between
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iactors and. consequently provides a modified picture of the 
system. ax complete investigation of tiie system requires the 
effect of a factor to be evaluated over a ran^e of values of 
the other factors in the system. This procedure is followed 
in the factorial method of experimentation.

^.2 factorial hethod of experimentation.
in the factorial method of experimentation, which was 

8*1 82developed by fisher and Yates to analyse the results of 
agricultural experiments, the effect of each factor is 
determined over a ran^e of values of the other factors.

file factorial approach is used in the preliminary study 
of a complex process to ascertain the dominant variables and 
the ran^e over wnich further intensive examination of the 
variables should take place. it is usually sufficient in a 
preliminary investiaction to test two values (levels) of each 
factor; merer ore in a factorial experiment to determine the 
effects of three factors x, B and G on a process, ei^ht tests, 
covering all combinations of factor levels would be required, 
nenotin^ the lower and higher levels by subscripts 1 and 2, 
cue tests would be:

B̂ j Ĉ j X/J ~&2 ^  £/) ^2 ^2 ^2
iig 0  ̂ B2 C1 a2 Bn C2 ii2 B2 C2

The factorial method ensures a complete and comprehensive 
study of a system and increased experimental sensitivity and

efficiency.
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O  Comparison oi tne Classical and factorial methods 
of experimentation.

'l'he factorial method das four distinct advantages over 
tiie classical method of experimentation.

(1) ihe factorial design shows greater economy than the 
classical approach in permitting more precise estimation of the 
effects of factors for a given effort, since the results of each 
test is usfed many times in determining the effect of each 
factor.

(2) bince the factorial method requires tests to be 
made over a range of values of each factor, interactions 
between factors can be detected; in the classical approach, 
cue possibility of factors interacting is not considered.

C3) 'i-he conclusions, obtained from a factorial method, 
are valid over a much wider range of operating conditions 
than those drawn from the classical method.

(4) ihe symmetrical form of the complete factorial 
design provides an estimate of the experimental error without 
the need for duplicate tests; the aim, in the classical 
approach, is to minimise random errors and, consequently, 
duplicate tests are required before the error can oe estimated.

ihese differences may be illustrated by applying both 
methods to a hypothetical experiment to investigate the 
effect on a process yield of y changing three process 
variables, A, B, and 0 from their normal values C^to
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Lone new values B,. C.,.CL tL d.

Classical netnod. 
a test is made wrth the factors at their normal levels 

to find the yield (a  ̂ B^ C^) , obtained under
normal conditions. lo estimate the effect of changing 
factor from a  ̂ to ^p, a second test is made with the 
values , 3^ , G^ to give the yield (Ap B^ C^y. The 
estimate effect of factor a is the difference between these 
fields. Thus:

Affect of a  = ( a 2  B1 C/|)y - (A^ B_1 C g y
similarly, the affects of B and C are found by comparing 

the standard test with tests Bp and Cp respectively.
Afihct of B = Bp C^Jy - (a  ̂ B^ C^)y
effect of G = (A^ B1 Gp)y - (A^ B^ C^)y
from these tests, however, no assessment of random errors 

is possible and in order to ascertain whether any of these 
effects are real or" aue to experimental error, it is n.cessary 
to repeat each experiment at the very least, so that eight 
tests must be made. moreover, the effect of charge in means 
is only estimated on the basis of two results and these will 
not be precise.

much an experiment gives no information about 
interactions between variables and it is necessary to mare 
additional tests to determine whether moving B from to 
Bp affects the change brought about by altering a from
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;o .... an' iO on.

....2 factorial ra-tnpd.
.i.n uhe factorial uesi^n, the eî jht tests shov.n on 

x o^e 122 are -ane. m i s  experimental scheme can oe 
represented b„ tne co-ordinates of the corners of a cube, 
v-nose axes a -e A, 3 and G.

4i

A.B.C

in t.rls case, the esti:r te effect of the changing A from 
^  to is uhe c.ifierence between the average yield of the
tests in tne “1 ■lane (i.e. the average of B^ "1 j o ?
(-^ Bp C y y  and u,, ->2 C^y) and the average yield of th 
tests in the ylane (i.e. the average of („>p B^ C^;y,

U 2 B2 cV"' ^  C-2 31 c 2''" eJld ^ 2  B2 °2'y'* esti:]a
effect of ^ is independent of the values of B -*:<nd G used 
since, to a first approximation, the changes produced. by B 
ana G var^in^, over each plane cancel out.
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I'he main effects of 2 and 0 are obtained from 
averaging over their corresponding planes in a similar manner, 

This hypothetical experiment illustrates the immediate 
advantage of the factorial design in that the main effects 
are obtained as the difference between sets of four yields 
instead of two yields as in the classical design of comparable 
size. inis gives a more precise estimate of the effect of 
each factor and underlines the superiority of the factorial 
experiment which lies in the fact that the result of each 
test is used many times, while only the standard test is used
more than once in the classical experiment.

In audition to estimating the main effects of a, B and 
G, the factorial method permits a direct estimation of 
interactions between factors. fo estimate the interaction 
between the A and B factors, the four yields in the plane
are averaged wirh the corresponding four yields in the
plane.

(a ,, B1 c p y  + (Ay| C2)y = (X, B1)U y
e.g. ------------- 2----------- -

3 indicating that the yields are averaged over C. fhe 
four averages thus obtained are:

(A1 B1)0 y (A2 B1)Sy

B^S y U 2 B2^5 y
Ihe difference oetween the top row averages gives the 

effect of changing a  from to A£ at B = B̂ j, and the



difference between the bottom row averages gives the effect 
of changing a from to with 3 at 2^* Since each of the 
four averages was the mean of two tests, the experimental 
error can be used to determine whether the effect of a at 
B^ is significantly different from the effect of A at 
(i'he test of significance used is described under the 
analysis of Variance). If the two effects differ 
significantly, a  and B are said to interact.

9*4- Analysis of Variance.
In an industrial process, large random errors may be 

introduced by the operating conditions, which do not permit a 
strict control of process variables. This creates a problem 
for a process engineer in interpreting the results of an 
industrial experiment consisting, for economic reasons, of a 
limited numoer of tests, since considerable sums of money may 
depend on the conclusions drawn from the experiment.

There are, however, statistical tests of significance 
which, by analysing the experimental data, can distinguish 
between real effects and interactions ana those due to 
experimental error, and also indicate the prooability of an 
incorrect conclusion.

The series of tests, which comprises the factorial 
experiment, is so designed that the effects and interactions 
estimated from the test results can be effeciently analysed 
by the test of significance hnown as the ’’analysis of /ariancu
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Trie theory of the analysis of variance is given in several 
statistical text books, but the principles of the
analysis may he outlined in the following manner.

rhe test results, obtained from the factorial experiment, 
produce a range of values of the dependent variable, each 
value corresponding to a different combination of independent 
variables. The scatter of these values may be measured by a 
statistical quantity known as the "variance". In addition to 
the total variance obtained, smaller variances can be 
attributed to the effects of various factors and to interaction; 
beuween them. Variance, however, is an additive quantity 
and the total variance consists of the sum of the component 
variances plus a residual variance attributed, theoretically, 
to a complex interaction, which, for physical reasons, does not 
exist of itself. This residual variance, therefore, may be 
used as an estimate of the experimental error. an estimate 
of tne error ma^ be obtained directly by duplicating each 
test in the factorial experiment.

The method used to determine whether the effect of a 
factor can be considered significant is to postulate that the 
effect does not exist and then to ascertain the probability 
of the observed difference between the variance attributed to 
tnis effect and the experimental error variance occuring by 
Chance. The significance of interactions Detween factors is 
tested in a similar manner.
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i'he differences between the two variances is calculated

by the ratio:
Variance due to effect or interaction _ ™
Variance due to experimental error

and, from tables of the probability of an equally
large value of F occurring by chance (i.e. when there is no
significant effect or interaction) is found. In industrial
experimentation, this probability must be less than an
arbitrary level of fyo before an effect or interaction is
considered significant. There are hpwever, other probability
or significance levels, e.g. 10%, 0-1%, which may be used
depending on the degree of certainty required by the
conclusions drawn from an experiment.

9.9 The bcope of the Present Investigation.
a two-level factorial experiment is applied to the 

drying of barley in a pilot rotary dryer and is used to examine 
the effects of the rate and temperature of the air, the rate 
of rotation of the dryer and the feed rate of the barley on 
the material transport and drying mechanisms in the dryer.
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10. imr^urlnnrhL jnPrii.iirt.TUb All I) riiOGhDbllE.

10.1 Description of the -experimental Rotary Dryer.
‘jL'lie rotary dryer used in this investigation is shown in 

rig. 10.1. The drying tube, made of "Pyrex" heat resisting 
_lass, had an internal diameter of 3 in and was 40 in long, 
o angled aluminium ilights fitted to the inside of the tube 
were neld by brass rings at either end of the tube.

ihe drying tube was rotated by a pinion, which engaged 
peripheral teeth on the ring at the feed end of the dryer, 
ihe pinion was driven through a gearbox and three step pulley 
by a b.C. motor, which enabled a wide range of dryer speeds to 
be obtained.

ihe wet material was fed into the dryer by a conveyor 
belt system. .Difficulties, encountered in the design of a 
system to give a constant feed rate, were overcome by fitting 
a drum with a wire mesh periphery into the feed storage hopper 
situared above the conveyor belt. This drum was driven by a 
pulley from the driving shaft of the conveyor belt, ther whole 
assembly being driven through a variable "ieromax" gearbox by 
a constant speed ^.G. motor. The belt, made of ruboer, 
dropped the wet material about 2 in inside the dryer and any 
material, which, by reason of material gradient or air flow, 
started to travel in the reverse direction, was lifted by the 
flights and dropped on to the conveyor belt.

The dried product was collected in a lar^e glass bottle,

which was attached by a canvas sleeve to an aluminium shute
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under the dischar0e end of the drying tube.
the feed and discharge mechanisms were enclosed in 

cnumoers maae of "oindanyo" wood fitted with glass fronts.
fiie air flow, win.ch was supplied by two variable speed 

n.C. fans, was metered by a venturi tube situated in the inlet 
ducting and parsed through a heating chamber to the drying 
tube. Lagged copper ducting, which conveyed the ueated air 
to tne tube, was constructed to give either co-current or 
counter-current air flows. In the present study, only counter
current flow was used. Variation and control of the air flow 
was accomplished by adjusting the speed of the forced draught 
fan tnrou^h a potentiometer mounted on the control panel.

rhe pressure tappings from the venturi meter were connected 
uo an inclined manometer which was also situated on the panel.

air ieaKs may occur in the end boxes,joints etc. , the 
venturi meter was calibrated against a vane anemometer placed 
in tne crying tube.

ihe heating cnamoer contained 2 electrical elements of 
2 kw, 2 of 1 k'« and 1 of 0-5 kto, one of the 1 kw units being
controlled by a "ounvic" tnermostat positioned in the inlet J
air stream. Ihe tnermostat controlled in the inlet air

in order to minimise heat losses, which tend to be 
important in a small unit of this type, a glass jacket wao 
fitted rouncL the

asbestos rope. A separate supply of Hot air was passes into
■ ' t
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i;he 0acne-fc fmd a an form temperature was provided by a high 
op-..ad propeller Pan.

fiie wnole unit was mounted on a frame of slotted angle 
iron, re-inforced in places with a sheet material. This 
facixitateu the alteration of the slope of the drying tube by 
0acming up one end of the frame and inserting calibrated 
wooden wedges.

1G. 2 E X P bh liifd iT  Ah WORK.

10.1.1 measurement of feed Rate.
ihe feed rate was measured by collecting product samples 

over selected time intervals. The samples were dried end 
weigneu and one feed rate calculated. i'his method gave 
results with a variation of less than 2% and avoided any 
possibility of entrainment in the air flow at the feed end 
naviai^ any effect on die value of the feed rate.

10.2.2 measurement of material Velocities and Hoistire Oontent.
i

fo deduce the actual dryin- curve, material velocities 
at several points along tne drying tube must be mown. a 
uniform material velocity under constant feed conditions implies 
a . uniform loaning of material along the dryer. ihis may no u 
occur if tne decrease in moisture content as uhe material 
passes along the dryer alters its surface properties and bulk 
density. In the case of vegetable materials, uhe handling 
cnaracteristics are very dependent on moisture conLent and
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alteration in. moisture content produces marked variation in 
material velocities along the dryer.

Velocity at any point is inversely proportional to the 
loading at that point and is given by the equation:

Vs “ *...(10.1)
-U

where V = velocity (in/min)b

F 1 = feed rate (lb B.h.b./min)
= loading (lb B.D.S./in)

The loading inside the dryer was measured by inserting
a trough fitted with removable transverse sections, 1 in
between parallel faces. The dryer was rotated until its
contents were transferred to the trough and the moisture content
and, hence, the weight of bone dry solid, of the sample
collected by each section was determined by drying the sample
in a vacuum oven* The accuracy of this method, which assumes
that each section collects material in proportion to its

88length, was checked by dmith •88 ' i,,,; ^

10*1.3 Experimental Procedure.
The inlet fan, jacket fan and heaters were switched on 

and their controls adjusted to give the required operating 
conditions. The drying tube was allowed to rotate slowly to 
avoid local overheating until the whole unit had attained
working conditions.

when these conditions had been reached, the tube was set



to the desired speed, the feed hopper filled with wet material 
ana une convenor system energised. The system was adjusted to 
give the required feed rate and the dryer was operated 
steauily until a constant discharge was obtained. The test 
was continued for twice the estimated retention time before 
any measurements were taken.

.ti.t the end of the run, the- heaters and fans were switched 
off and one trough containing removable sampling sections was 
immediately inserted to collect the contents of the dryer, 
rhe contents of each section were transferred to the air-tight 
aluminium weighin0 dishes. Samples of feed and dried material 
were also oaken and the moisture content of all the samples 
determined by drying them in a vacuum oven.

The hold-up of tne uryer was measured by drying and 
weighing tne entire contents of the dryer.

10.3 material.
Barley gn..in appeared to be suitable for study in the 

rotary drjer due to its uniform'particle size and free- 
llowing properties. it is used widely in the brewing and 
distii-.irig industry for the preparation of beer, whisky and 
ttalt products.

dehydration of barley for use in brewing is important 
where even germination is desirable and a low moisture 
content necessary for safe storage of the grain is required, 

typical chemical analysis of barley is given as:



water 1p/^ cellulose v_v~, starch and ocher carbohydrates 60g, 
lipids 2^, other non-nitro0enous material 4>.,, protein 10h
and ash p/e>.

10,4 odection of Variables to be Btudied.
In the complex rotary drying system, there are eleven 

prominent and independent variables which may be divided 
into two classes:

(1) bystem Variables.
fhese consist of the character and temperature of 

die material, and the diameter, length, slope, flight 
capacity and number of flights of the dryer.

(a; Operating Variables.
I'hese are the feed rate of material, air flow rate 

ana temperature, and the rotational speed of the dryer.
m e  first mass of variables are usually fixed for a 

particular dryer system while the second class of variables 
may fluctuate during the drying operation. Consequently, the 
experimental error in a particular test is due entirely to
these fluctuations and not to any variation in the system
variables. It seems more logical, therefore, to study the 
effect of the factors whose operational variations account .tor 
tne random error. Hence, the variables selected for study 
were:

the feed rate of wet material I
the air flow rate ^



Rotational speed of the dryer R

inlet temperature of airflow !
ihe effect of each variable was studied at two levels:

*1 = 3*0 lb jj.n.o./h iiai 5*73 lb h.D.8./h

IIV bOG lb/h f t " g 2  = 800 lb/h ft"1

fC, = 8 rev/mm h 2 = 13 rev/min
= 100oC IIC\J

& -110°c
With a dryer slope of 1*/ty) these levels gave satisfactory

differences in the value of the product moisture content and 
avoided excessively long or excessively short retention times.
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11 . ixjIik., L1 jUj. o <j£ JfGfiiitY PxiXXiNvj Ox1’ 13-m-HjLi-JjY .

11.1 introduction.
In the study of the performance of a rotary dryer, two 

approacnes may oe followed:
(a; fiieoretical .approach.

Inis approach is concerned with the investigation 
of tne conditions existing inside the dryer. fhese conditions 
may refer to heat and mass transfer between the solids and 
.as or to tne transport of the solids along the dryer.

(b) Practical approach.
i’his approach relates the operating conditions of 

tne dryer to a characteristic property of the dryer, which is 
of practical importance. Ihe final moisture content of the 
solids in such a property, since it is usually specified in a 
dryer design.

in tixis project, both approaches were considered; tne 
theoretical ap^roo.cn consisted of the study of the solids 
hold-up and retention time in the dryer whereas the practical 
approach dealt with the moisture content profile of the solids
along the dryer.

fhese apj^roacnes may be combined to define uhe optn. v\. 
conditions of the dryer, i.e. the conditions which produce a 
maximum drying rate. In addition, they may oe incor^orcxued 
into the design of a dryer, the retention time affecoirn t^e 
constraints which limit the choice of dryer dimensions <md

operating conditions and the moisture content profile
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determining ohe required dryer length. Tor a specified product 
moisture content. ihe retention time should "be considered 
with tne air llow rate and temperature so that tne maximum 
soxids temperature is not exceeded.

11.2 experimental rest Programme.
i'he effects of the four variables F,G,H and T on the 

performance of the rotary dryer were studied at the two levels 
of each factor given on pages 135 and 136. The programme 
of tests was designed according to the factorial method of 
experimentation, which required tests to be performed at all 
combinations of factor levels. In order to give an estimate 
of tne experimental error, duplicate tests were carried out 
and consequently a total of 32 tests were made.

To minimise the change of bias in the test results, the 
tests were performed in a random order.

The results of a typical drying test are given in 
appendix IX.

1 1 . 3  I'inTmJimh T B A l W x  UltT a i o  UjuT-j .

11.5.1 hold-up of haterial in Dryer.
The experimental values of the solids hold-up in the 

dryer*, obtained from the 32 tests, as described in oection 
10.2.3* are shown in Table 11.1, together with the 
corresponding theoretical values calculated from equation 
(6.7), using a value of 0*002 for the air drift coefficient, 
in"1.
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l1 able 11.1

Comparison ol experimental and 'Theoretical Values
ol* a./ia-up oi .Parley in a Kotar.y Dry^r*

JJ Ost conditions ^experimental
r

Theoretical |VVOLue (,1b Value (lb b._;.6.)
x‘i vxi ^1 ,J-'l 1 428 1 4721 pCO 1 373
^1 S ^1 T2 1 333 1 4p01 393 1 712

X‘1 ^1 xl2 X1 0 717 1 1290 766 1 04 p
^1 ^1 xl2 'x2 0 803 1 0911 0^0 1 232
x‘l U2 iL1 1̂ 1 340 1 3931 331 1 370
j,1 UVx Xt1 ^ 2

1 377 1 478
1 740 1 742

r‘l G0 X\p J’y] 1 030 1 069(L £_ 0 8 29 1 144
^ 2

1 096 1 203I d 2 d. 1 126 1 241
X1P Go ;j:i 2 233 2 2222 I I i 2 277 2 200

16 rp 2 273 2 233r_ I 1 2 2 222 2 1o2

iV2 s

OJ ,J-1 1
1 683

896
1
1 733 
op 8

2 0 ‘Jl 0 1 681 1 9071 2 2 1 338 1 797
•tf'o 0 o 1-6 IV 2 383 c. 3302 1 1 2 2/0 2 336
IV. i V 2 499 2 383
2 2 1 2 2 312 2 730

G 0 2 239 2 4092 2 2 1 2 264 2 3 op
i)' H,-. To 2 044 2 0192 't2 2 2 2 116 2. 211
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1‘iie theoretical îid experimental hola-up values were 
subjected to a regression analysis to determine the 
significance of equation (0 .7) for the prediction of hold-up 
values. rhe method of conducting a regression analysis is 
outlined in appendix ¥11. The results of the analysis, 
jjiven in i’aole 11.2, indicate that the correlation coefficient 
is nijjhly significant and, consequently, the experimental 
nold-up values exhibit a linear relationship with the 
theoretical values calculated from equation (8.7).

fable 11.2
degression analysis of Experimental and 

iiifcoretical Hold-up Values.

oource of Variance hegrees of 
Freedom

Cum of squares

hue to degression 1 9•266604
About xiegression 30 0-433481
lotal 31 0-700083
Correlation Coefficient r = 0*983

w rtFrom fables ‘, value of r significant at Ip
level of prooability = 0-334-

11.3.2 haterial retention fimes.
fhe experimental values of the retention time, 0^, of the 

material in the dryer are given in fable 11.3 wnicn also 
contains the retention time, estimated from tne materiar

I
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velocities in tue dryer. ihe derivations of O and 0m em
ii'e descrioed in appendix IX.

fable 11.5
Vhlues of Qm and Q_m for the Rotary I)r.yini.; of Barley.

lest
Conditions

e im
min

em
min

fest
Conditions

em
min

©em 
r min

i ̂ ^1 A*"1 "̂"1 26-0
29-5

26-5
29-4 12 R̂| 13j 24* 8-

25-5
25*3 
25* 6

f i ip 90- 9
90- o

30* 4 
29-9

F2 G1 ^  T2 24-8
25* 1

25-2  
25* 2

I?’l o1 n2 1̂ 12-3
14*2

12-7
14*9 F2 G1 xi2 a2

18*6
20-0

16 •
1 '5 • 6

1 1^ 14-2
16-1

15-0
16*0 *2 G1 H2 ^2

17*1
16*8

17-3
17*3

f 1 ^2 "̂1 1
35 *0 
5;> *6

34*6
35-2 f2 b2 R^ 26*0 

26 *9
27 *5
2p • 2

xV1 G2 H1 *2 lb-7
po • 2

37-3
34*0

i2 b2 Ip /do • 7 
25*2

2o * 0
2S * 2

f 1 o 2 ^2 ^ 20*9
15*7

22*0
16*3 F2 G2 R2 T1 20-5

20‘7
19 *4 
20*2

Jj'l C2 X2 1*2 19*9
21-6

20*6
21-0 f2 u2 1{2 "2

21*5
20-7

21-6
20-2

fhe effects' of the factors R,b,R and f on ©m were 
determined by subaectin6 the values of ©m from the 32 tests to 
an xmaiysis of Variance as described in appendix VI•

!~
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Ihe analysis was carried out on the values of los„~ 0°10 in
instead of ©m since, by tailing logarithms, the relationship, 
aerived from the results of the analysis, might be simplified.

e.g. if = f(fGrn) + f(iVT) ,
by taking logarithms, the expression might reduce to

lo^ 0  em  = + +
oince auplicute tests were performed in the factorial 

experiment, the form of the analysis enabled a direct estimate 
of i>ne experimental error made, which was compared with the 
effects of the various factors and interactions in order to 
measure their significance. In the results of the dialysis, 
shown in fable 11.4, effects and interactions, significant at 
tne reves of significance, are identified by an asterisk.



fable 11.4
malrysis of Variance on Values of loau-:------   u10 —m

for tne hotar.y Drying of Barley.

source of 
Variance

negrees of 
x'reedom

Crude oum 
of Oquares

mean Oum 
of oquares

i'1 1 0-002060 0-002080
1 0-049928 0-049928

n 1 0-339900 Q.3399OO
i. iX 1 0* 002080 0-002080
f d 1 0-012482 0-0124o2 *
rh 1 o - 036634 0-088684 *
ff 1 0-007022 0-007022 *

1 0-0028o6 0•OOO600
or’ 1 0-000263 0•000263
I Lf 1 0•000046 0-000046
t'dri 1 0-000008 0-000008
x'Uf 1 0-000760 0 -000760
fur 1 0-000/78 0 -000776
UX\f 1 0-000924 0 *000924

X Oicl 1 0-000421 0-000421

nesidnal 16 0 *014687 0*000 :,19
fotal 0 *492923

fixe analysis of Variance indicated that tiie id, rh and 
ff interactions were significant. fhe retention time ©n oi 
the material in the dryer may therefore be derived from an 
expression of the form:

iog10em = f(jfCr) + f u r  + f u n
In order to simplify this expression and give a ^eooer



unuerstanding of the mechanism of material transport through 
im, aryer, iurtner analyses were carried out on the values of 
l°h^O stained each level of the feed rate 1’.

fhese analysis produced the following relationships: 
at = fCd) + -f(h) + f(f)
at i* 2 9 log^Q = -f(G-) + -f(u)

11.4 material moisture Contents.
in studying the rotary dryer, there are several measurabl 

quantities wnich characterise its drying performance. oince 
one rotary dryer is a continuous system any time-based 
cnaracteristic, such as the rate of water evaporation in tne 
dryer, is of secondary importance to the moisture content of 
the material in tne dryer.

fhe c*..an0e in material moisture coiitent alon^ the drver,m- mo v 1

produced by various test conditions, may be represented ein_,.r 
by one difference in material moisture content oetween two 
positions in the nryer or by the profile of the .uaterial 
moisture content alon^ the dryer.

mince a moisture content difference is calculated from 
two moisture contents determined experimentally it is more 
susceptible to experimental error than the moisture content 
profile, which is computed from a number of similar moistore 
contents. Consequently, the moisture content profile was 
selected as a measure of the rotary dryer's efficiency 

I providing that it could be evaluated in terms of a simple

Rfactor.
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\Un constructing a profile, by drawing a curve through, 

the moisuure contents determined from samples extracted from 
fxie dry ex-, it was louiid tnat the profile was approximately 
linear. mssumm^ a linear profile, the values of the 
material moisture concents were subjected to a regression 
analysis, wnich was found to be highly significant. file 
vih.e of the regression coefficient, bp , therefore represented 
m e  moisture concent profile of the material in the dryer.

fhe method of conducting the regression analysis is 
described in .appendix VII.

ft is advantageous to consider the effect of the moisture 
content of the feed to the dryer on its drying performance, 
since tne feed moisture content might vary from one set of 
test conditions to another. There were two possible factors 
producing tnis variation:

(1; fhe soaking conditions of the barley 
(2; fhe conditions experienced by the barley prior 

to entering tne dryer, 
fhe effect of the first factor was minimised by using tne' 
same soaxing conditions for each test. fhe second factor, 
however, could not oe controlled directly, since the conditions 
existing in tne feed cnainoer, through which the fees, was 
conveyeu, were dependent on the operating conditions inside 
the dryer. fhese conditions varied with the different 
combinations of test factors but were constant during a best
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wuen eouilibrum con-.;.it;ions had been attained inside the 
dij er. Consequently, aurinb the actual test period, the 
moisture content of tne feed remained constant. Inis factor 
necessitate^ the determination of feed moisture contents by 
exgrapoj.auion inom tne moisture content profile and not from 
a direct moisture content determination of the barley in the 
feed nxrq.er.

in order to investigate the effect of the feed moisture 
couoent on she moisuure content profile of the barley in the 
ar> er, rnree rests were performed under the same operating 
conai c, ons but ..ith varying feed moisture contents. fhe 
results of tnese tests given in fable 11.5 ? £uid shown in 
rlb . 11.1 , indicate tnat tne moisture content uroiile is 
dependent on the feed moisture content.

fable 11.5
.ofi'ect of reed moisture Content on tne Value of b ---------------------------------------------------r

for the notary drying of harlev.

feed moisture content 
lb water/lb B.D.b.

■b x 10^
lb water/lb d .u .o . in

0*510 6 -85
0 • 685 cj) .55

0 • ooO 11 *70

In order to minimise the error caused by feed moisture 
content variation, the feed moisture contents in the tests 
of the factorial experiment were in the range 0*66 to 0-75
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lo water/Id jj.u.*̂ .
m e  moisture content profiles obtained Tor each set

of test conaitions are shown in Pigs. 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, and
11.3, and tne valuus of the regression coefficients, b ,’ r ’
computed for all tne factorial tests are given in fable 11.6.

fable 11.6
Values of b for the notary Drying of barley.

rest b^ x 10^ rest b„ x 105 2?Conuitions lb water/ Conditions lb water/
I d b.h.o.in lb B.J.iO.in

*1 G1 liy\ i'l 8- 75 
8. 63

CM G1 *1 T1
6* 01 
6* 33

111 *1 *2
q. 39 
11-15 F2 G1 Hi ■̂ 2

7-13 
6 * 71

di d2 ,J?1
7*0y
7-67 *2 G1 h 2 T1

6 • 02 
6 • 10

*1 u2 ,J?2
9 *64 
9 *69 F2 G1 xt2 J'2

6*31
7*03

Fy\ o2 A1 *1
10*70
10«6u F2 u2 A1 ,J?1

7*03
7*03

*1 u2 H1 ,J?2
12*65
11*94 F2 u K1 ^2

7*20
6-98

■*1 d2 n2 il1 9*57
8*58 F2 G2 li2 ^1

6 *22 
6 *38

F 1
d2 R2 T2

9-27
10*06 F2 G2 R2 '■̂2

7 *03
7-14
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values oi loLl IGOOb.^ were subjected to an analysis of 
variance, tne results of which are given in fable 11.7.

fable 11.7
analysis of Variance on Values of 1 Q ^ q 1Q00br 

for the hotary drying of Barley.

ouurce of 
Variance

degrees of 
rreedom

Crude Cum 
of Cquares

lie an Cum 
of oquares

Jb‘ 1 o. 201390 o- 201390
d 1 0. 013468 0. 013466
it 1 0* 014999 0. 014993
r’ 1 0.022335 0.022335
.i: d 1 0. 002381 0- 002381
n i l 1 0.003708 0* GGp/Oo
jj'f 1 0* 002824 0- 002824
U li 1 0.001301 0.001601
uf 1 0*002033 0* 0020;, 5
xvf 1 0.000233 0*000253
£ VXid 1 0-000260 0-000290
X' df 1 0-000604 0-00o6C4
xnf 1 0-000036 0 • 000056
u x t i 1 0-000011 0*000011
I ' O jA x 1 0 *002272 0-0022/2 *

xie si dual 16 0*006328 0 *000408
fotal 51 0 *279073

effects and interactions, significant at the 3d probability 
level, are identified by an asterisk*

ihe -analysis of Variance indicated thdt tue efxecu ox -vj.
v a ria b le s  on the moisture content profile may be represented
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by the following expression:
l°h10 1000br = f (i'GHT)

as in the results of the retention time of the material 
in the aryer, additional analyses were carried out on the 
values of Ios^q 10G0b obtained at each level of the feed 
rate F, fhese analyses gave the following expressions: 

at lip log1Q 1000br = -f(G) + -f(H) + -f(T)

at F2, log10 1000br = -f(G) + f(j?)
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12. JioCUSblON

12.1 Introduction.
In tne study of a system, the method of experimentation 

is an important iactor to oe considered. host published work 
on rotary dryers uas been based on the classical method of 
experimentation in which the effect of a factor on a system is 
determined oy varying the factor while the other factors in the 
system are held constant at arbitrarily fixed values. This 
ifietxiod is only strictly valid for simple systems in which the 
factors do not interact i.e. the effect of a factor is 
independent of the values of the other factors. This condition 
depends on tne complexity of the system and a comprehensive 
sbuuy of a complex system is only attained when the effect of a 
factor is determined over a range of values of the otner factors.

file rotary dryer is typical of a system in which the effects 
of several of the controlling factors are dependent upon the 
values of the factors. fhe effective study of a complex 
system may be achieved by usin^ the factorial method of 
experimentation, which investigates the effect of a factor 
while the remaining factors vary over a range of values. In 
addition to its economic efficiency over the classical method, 
the factorial method enables a statistical analysis to be 
carried out on the test results. This analysis identifies 
real effects from those which are caused by random error.

This series of tests was concerned with the performance
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of a given dryer under various operating conditions and not 
witn the dryer dimensions. The interest centred not in the 
material being driea but in the characteristics of the dryer. 
The statistical ioxm of the tests resulted in the derivation 
of several expressions which contained functions of little 
physical significance. These functions, however, may be 
interpreted to give an insight into the complexities of the 
system enabling a limited amount of co-ordination of possible 
mechanisms to be achieved.

12.2 material hold-up.
The regression analysis, which was carried out on the 

experimental hold-up values and the theoretical hold-up values 
calculated from equation (8.7) and is given in Table 11.2, 
indicated that tnis equation, x^roposed hy baernan and iiitcnell, 
represents tne transport of material through a rotary dryer.

inis relationship contains an air velocity drift 
coefficient, nf 1 1 , whose value dex)ends on the dryer system. In 
these tests, the most satisfactory value of m 1'', which suited 
tnis system, was 0*002. Tnis was less than the values used 
by baeman and hitche4.1 for their dryer system. This difference 
in tne values of m''', however, may be attributed partly to 
the difference in the dryer diameters in two systems.

If there is no kiln action in the dryer, i.e. all the 
material is lifted by the flights, the movement of a parLicle 
through the dryer consists of alternate periods of falliin and
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drying (of duration 0^) and of resting on a flight (of duration 
£p> • in the dryer used in these tests, the distance through 
wnicn a particle falls from a flight is less than the 
corresponding distance falien in the dryer of larger diameter 
used by oaeman and nitchell. Consequently, the ratio 0^/G^, 
for the same dryer rotational speed, is less in a dryer of 
aiameter of 5 in than in a dryer of diameter of 1 ft or more, 
end the drag effect of the air, which is directly proprotional 
to tnis ratio, will be less in the smaller dryer.

itxis confirms the work of Saeman and Ilitchell, who 
suggested that tne air velocity drift coefficient should be 
expressed as a function of the cascading period of the particle.

a comparison of the experimental and theoretical hoi,,-up 
values, given in fable 11.1, revealed' that the theoretical 
values were approximately 20h higher than the corresponding 
test values at low hold-up values. This discrepancy nay be 
accounted for by the action of the barley as it strikes the 
uiynr floor. nt low hold-up values, the forward movement 
of the barley is accelerated by a bouncing effect as it strides 
the glass floor of tne dryer, whereas a cushioning effect, 
produced by a bed of oarley on tne dryer floor, is present at 
hign hold-up values. .

It was found that, on average, the theoretical hold-up 
values were higher than the test values by approximately ph.



11.p material retention limes.
^lthou0ii tiie solids hola-up and retention times are 

reiaoed by equation:

a comprenensive study ol' the retention time of the iuaterial is 
buvandqeous over a similar study of its hold-up, since ©m is 
independent of small variations in F ; values of a , however, a 
directly proportional to small fluctuations in F. a 
consideration of retention times is important in the design 
of a counter-current dryer so that the maximum allowable solids 
temperature is not exceeded.

riie statistical analysis of the test results shown in 
fable 11.4, indicated, hint, over the range of values studied, 
all the four factors, i.e. feed rate of material, inlet 
uempexv-ture and flow rate of the air stream and the rotat.Lonal 
speed of the dryer, affected the retention time of the cl-..tea.inl
and tne interactions it, Fit and If were significant at tne y,. 
probability ievei. the overall effects of F and 1, however, 
Were insi0nificant at tnis level of significance.

the significance of the FI interaction, which means that 
the effect of the air inlet temperature is dependent on the 
level of the feed rate was confirmed by the additional analysis 
carried out on tne results of the tests at F^ and Id* inese 
analyses described in Section 11.3*2, revealed tnat the effect 
of T was significant at F^ but insignificant at F^. It is 
probable that, at the lower feed rate, an increase in air
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temperature reduces the moisture content and density of the 
oarloy particles thereby increasing the drag effect of the air 
nnu also the material retention time. This was verified by 
comparing the retention times given in Table 11.$ fqr each 
level of air temperature.

It was also eveident from the values of that the effect 
ox d was reduced when the feed rate was increased; for instance, 
in tne tests carried out at the level R^T^, the average increases 
in 0^ produced by increasing G were 7*5 min at F^ and 1«5 min at 
F^. This change in the effect of G is represented by the 
significance of the FG interaction in the analysis of variance.

The retention time is influenced by the type of particle 
movement which taxes place at the foot of the cascading curtains 
of material* This movement depends on the conditions existing 
on rhe floor of the dryer* nt the lower feed rate, the oed 
of material on the dryer floor is very thin and does not 
completely cover tne dryer floor so that, when the fallin0 
material strikes the glass floor, it undergoes a bouncing 
movement which occurs in the direction of the dryer slope. 
the higher feed rate, however, the dryer contains a thick bed.UN
of relatively soft material compared with glass and the 
bouncing motion of the cascaded material is reduced by the 
dampening effect of tne bed of material on the dryer floor 
thereby increasing the retention time of the material in the 
dryer. The effect of this bouncing action will be ^re .ter at 
the faster rotational speed of the dryer wnen the ^.articles



on falling through, the hot air strike the dryer bottom more 
frequently than at the slower dryer speed.

On examining further the values of 0m in Table 11.5, it 
was found that the retention times at the higher dryer speed, 
conformed with the above picture in that the material 
retention time increased with the feed rate. At the lower 
dryer speed, however, the retention time decreased when the 
feed rate was increased. It is apparent, therefore, that the 
air and temperature effects described previously are the 
controlling effects at the lower dryer speed while the particle 
bouncing effect is controlling at the faster dryer speed.

although the theoretical picture, presented above, is only 
representative of the conditions studied in this system, it 
infers that the type of particle movement occurring at the foot 
of the cascading curtains should be considered in the 
estimation of retention times at low hold-up values, the 
movement being dependent of the shape of the particle.

The insignificance of the overall effects of F and T 
conforms with the mechanism of material transport proposed 
by baeman and Ilitchell in their derivation of equation (0 .7)•

12.4 Moisture Content of Material.
The result of the analysis of variance, carried out on 

the logarithmic values of the moisture content profile 
coefficient bp and given in Table 11.7, revealed that the 
coefficient was dependent on the feed rate of material, the
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u.ryer speed and hue hinperatare and flow rate of the air. 
however, 'tne significance of the interaction FGKl in the 
aualpsis indicateu tne complexity of the drying actinn tafzing 
-lace inside the coyer, une effect of each factor being 
dependent on the level of the other factors. moreover the 
interaction prevented the elucidation of the drying mechanisms 
in a rotary diyer ana the development of a simple, but 
comprehensive model to describe these mechanisms.

however, a lit ole information may be gleaned from the 
analyses which were conducted on the values of log^Q S000br 
in tne tests at each level of F. The results of these 
analyses given on xm Le 149, indicated significant effects for 
the factors fi, K and 1 at the level , but at the F^ level, 
only i/he factors G and 1 were significant.

fhe insignificance of the factor h at the F^ level, which 
inters that tne diyer speed does not affect the coefficients 
at tne high feed conditions, may have been caused by the fact 
that, under high feed conditions, drying occurs slowly so that 
an increase in the speed of the dryer, which reduces the time 
during which the material is exposed to the dryin- conditions, 
doesnot significantly reduce the drying of the materia.

fhe linear variation of the moisture content of the barley 
as it progressed along the dryer simplified the method of 
presenting the results and enabled the efficiency of the dryer 
to oe evaluated in terms of a single factor.

I:
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1 b • CQh O-juli bl Obb.
fiie application of the factorial method of experimentation 

to the drying of barley in a rotary dryer has shown that the 
effects of the dominant factors in the system, i.e. the air 
flow, air temperature, dryer speed, and feed rate of the 
barley, cannot be determined independently of each other but 
are combined in interacting groups of factors.

fhe linear profile of the moisture content of the 
material in the dryer simplified the method of presenting 
tne results, but the effect of each factor on the profile 
coefficient was found to be dependent on the values of the 
other tnree factors, the interaction FGxff being significant in 
the analysis of variance at the 5/a level of probability. 
Unfortunately, tnis interaction prevented a lucid interpretation 
of tne tests results, and the extension of the factorial 
experiment to a tnird level, which is necessary for the 
prediction of moisture content profiles, was not considered to 
be merited.

fhe hola-up and retention time of the material in the 
dryer conformed to the model proposed by baeman and hitchell 
for the transport of material tnrough a rotary dryer, although 
at low hold-up values the rate at which material progressed 
through the dryer was increased by a bouncing motion which the 
material experienced as it struck the floor of the dryer.
Under these conditions, the esqperimental hold-up values were
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20/u less than the corresponding values predicted from the 
expression of baeman and iiitchell.

buglestions for Future Work.
The experimental results upon which the foregoing 

conclusions were based may have depended considerably on 
the small scale of the dryer used in the tests as the ratio 
of the periods during which the material is being dried or 
resting on a dryer flight is considerably less in the 
pilot dryer than in commercial dryers of 10 ft. or more 
in diameter.

One method of overcoming this scale-up problem is 
either to increase the rotational speed of the smaller 
dryer or to decrease the speed of the large dryer. Although 
in these circumstances the times during which the material in 
the two dryers is exposed to the hot air stream would be 
comparable, it would create other conditions which are not 
comparable and furthermore, which are not consistent with 
industrial practice. It is quite probable, therefore that 
for satisfactory reproducibility of results and compatibility 
with industrial dryers, the diameters of pilot scale dryers 
should be greater than a minimum limiting value.

In any future work, it is suggested that the diameter 
of any small scale dryer be at least 2 ft. in diameter 
although this would require using feed rates twenty times 
as great as that used in the present work and almost puts
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such a dryer in the semi-production class. The length of 
the dryer should be sufficient to give a satisfactory 
difference in inlet and exit conditions.

It is difficult to forecast whether the application 
of the factorial method of application to the operation of 
a larger diameter dryer would lend to the derivation of 
simpler expressions as previous studies reported in the 
literature have shown that the mechanism by which drying 
takes place in a rotary dryer is rather complex and difficult 
to predict accurately. However, it may well be that the 
effect of feed rate alone would be less pronounced but at 
the same time it could possibly emphasise the importance of 
treating dryer hold-up as a separate factor in rotary dryer 
aesign. ^

In order to determine the dominant factors in a rotary 
dryer system and as a result predict the performance of a 
rotary dryer, the following method of experimentation is 
suggested:-

(1) a preliminary two-level factorial experiment 
treating the eleven dryer design factors given on 
page 135 in groups of four

(2) a factorial three-level experiment to elucidate 
any interactions produced in the preliminary tests.

It is possible that to carry out these experiments, 
factors which are generally accepted as being independent 
of each other may nave to be groux>ed together to form
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secondary factors.
However, until such an experimental programme is 

successfully carried out it is evident that the most 
reliable results for dryer design are obtained from full 
scale industrial dryers.
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iff oi'xjLui>i Ci-tfi'JUxiE

drying surface available (ft2) 
active surface area (ft ) 
emx)irical constants
surface area of particle (in^ or ft ) 
STjecific surface area of packed bed 
(ft2/ unit vol of bed) 
empirical constant 
regression coefficients
regression coefficient (lb water/lb B.r.o. 
in)

V Pmaterial cascade rate (ftv'ft min or To/ 
min)
specific neat capacity at constant pressure
(3tu/lb °¥ or Chu/lb °C)
diameter of column (ft)
particle diameter (in or ft)
diameter of dryer (ft)
diffusivity (cm/s or ft/b)
feed rate (lb B.D.o./h)
feed rate (lb B.b.o./min)
feed rate (ft^/ft2 of dr^er cross section; 
siiape factor

2mass air velocity (lb/h ft of dryer 
cross section)



mass air velocity (lb/h) 
heat transfer coefficient (Ghu/h ft °C) 
modified heat transfer coefficient 
(.Chu/h ft2 °C)
mass transfer coefficient (ft/h)

pmass transfer coefficient '(lh/h ft unit 
humidity difference)
modified mass transfer coefficient (lb/h
ft unit humidity difference)
mass transfer coefficient (lb mol/h ft2
atm.)
empirical constant 
empirical constant

2liquid velocity (lb/h ft )
iatent heat (Chu/lb)
length of rotary dryer (ft)
air velocity coefficients
aw/d©= drying rate (lb water/h)
mass transfer rate of diffusing component
a. (lb mol/h ft2)
dW'/cLO = drying rate (lb water/lb
• x) • • h)

constant drying rate (lb water/lb
B.h.b. h)
number of flights
partial pressure of component (atm j
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heat transfer rate (Btu/h or Chu/h) 
heat transfer rate (Ghu/h ft^) 
rate of rotation of dryer (rev/inin) 
slope of dryer, (ft/ft) 
temperature (°C)
air velocity (superficial) (ft/sec)
overall volumetric heat transfer
coefficient (Btu/h ft^)
air velocity (ft/min)
velocity of material in rotary dryer
^in/min)
weight of water (lb)
bed loading (lb B.ihb./ft of dryer
cross section)
critical moisture content (lb water/lb
• jl) 9 O • J

equilibrium moisture content (lb water/ 
lb B. j) . o. )
weight of bone dry solid (B.^.o.) (lb)
— = moisture content (lb water/ 1 L) 1-) • ±J • KJ •
ws
dryer hold-up (lb B.B.b.)
dryer hold-up corrected for air flow (lb) 
flight loading (ft^/ft^ or lb/'ft) 
hold-up in dryer (lb B.jJ.a./in) 
percentage hold-up 
height of bed (in)
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= radial flight depth (ft)
- thickness of laminar film (ft)

fx, - viscosity of fluid (lb/h ft)
X = thermal conductivity (Chu/h ft °C)
y = dynamic angle of repose of material

(A t) = log mean temperature differential (°? or

em
m

°o)
0 = time (h)
0 = estimated retention time (min)
0 = retention time (min)
0 = retention time (h)
0* = time (min)
<p = fraction of surface taking part in

transfer process.

o ubscripts
0 = outlet
1 = inlet
a = air
s = saturation or surface
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Appendix I 
■Specimen results of .Drying Test in the 
experimental ihro uf~h-circulation Dryer.

oenes 1 pellets. lest No. 58
. . . 2.urymp conditions: ^ir rate 720 lb/h ft dryer area

Inlet air temperature pO°C
" " humidity C •00737 lb water/lb

dry air.

rime
min

v* e 10nt o i 
oed (lb;

w'ei^nt of water 
in bed (lb)

iloisture content of pellets 
(lb wat er/lb 3.3.0 .)

0 8* 038 1*233 0*324
2 4 *570 1 *068 0*281
8 4*783 0*981 0 *286
4 4 *693 0*891 0*234
8 4 *603 0*801 0 *211
6 4*813 0*711 0*187
7 4*426 0*624 0*164
6 4*348 0 *846 0*144
10 4*214 0*412 0*108
12 4*091 0*289 0-076
14 3 *9o9 0*167 0-049
16 3*914 0*112 0-C29
18 3 *861 0 *099 C -016

moisture content of pellets at
end of test

'weight of 3.3.8. in oed

1-83^ 
3*661 - 
3*802 lb

1•83 x 3*861 
100 10
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Appendix II
Calculation of Transfer Coefficients and factors.

specimen calculation of k ,, h , j , and j, isS b n d
resented for test no. 30 of oeries 1 pellets.

experimental Data
air mass rrfce = 720 lb/h
inlet air dxy bulb temperature (t. ) = 30-0°C18.
Outlet air dry bulb temperature (^qq) = 2 7*6°C
outlet air pet bulb temperature (t ) = 22-6°C

Lbient air dry bulb temperature (t ) = 19*0 CSL °<
o ;..moient air wet bulb temperature (t j = 13*7 Cw

atmospheric pressure = 709*0 ran
oonstant dry in- rate = 3*40 lb v;ater/h
ceif lit of bone ary solid = 3*002 lb

Calculation of k ..b
k is calculated from the following basic equation: b

hc = k a  v a .u .1)
p = 5*40 lb water/hc
A = 1 5 - 5 4  f t 2

Jalculation of
(AH)^ is defined by the equation:



the inlet air humidity is calculated from the ambient 
air conditions using the following pyschrometric equation 
relating humidity to the wet bulb depression:

W, -  H. = ( t  -  t jw ra Lj, A a w  v
where Hw = saturation humidity corresponding to t

from a psychrometric chart, the saturation humidity 
corresponding to a wet bulb temperature of 13*7°C is 0*00970

1- water/lb dry air.
Hia = 0.00970 - (19-0 - 1 3-7)

= 0*00737 lh water/'lb dry air
fhe inlet saturation humidity H. . is the saturation

JL b

humidity comesponding to the inlet air wet bulb temperature. 
'fhe j. at ter was determined from the inlet air humidity (i.e 
the ambient air humidity) and the inlet air dry bulb temper..tv 

In this test, the wet bulb temperature correspoi din0 to » 
dry bulb temperature of.p0*0°C and a humidity of 0*0073? 
lb water/lb dry air was 24*0°C. From a psychrometrie chert,

li. = 0*01867 lb water/lb dry air13
•the outlet air humidity H^0 is computed from equation03.

(.A.a.)) using the outlet air conditions of t = 27-6 and
t = 22-6 'ow

whence H = 0*01488 lb water/lb dry airoa
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xtohi a pyschromeuric chart, the saturation humidity 
corresponding to a wet bulb temperature of 22*6°C is 0*01711 
Id water/lb dry air.

i.e. outlet saturation humidity
hos = 0*01/11 lb water/lh dry air

hence (AE)^ = & & S67rp-OO?^,-(Q:0171 ■1-0• 01486)
1°S -sgy

= 0*003389 lb water/lb dry air
substituting in equation (a .2.1) and rearranging,

k 3*40
g 0*003389 x 13*34

271*36 lb water/h ft unit Aj

Calculation of h,b
h is computed from uhe following general heat transfer b

equation:

• • • . O'- * A • )

A = 13*34 ft

(At)

3*40 x 3^4*8 Chu/h
3138 Chu/h 

2
(t • — t • ) — (t • — t jK ia iw; v iw ow'1“ . , h a  - hw

los t .  - 1oa ow
where t •_ = 30*0°CJLcl

t .  = 2 4 - o hiw
t = 22-6° COW
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toa = 27-6°C
iieiice (At) ■ = iSP.-P - 24.0) - (27-6 - 22-6)

lm 26^0los T 7 U
12.74°C

oubstitutiris_, in equation (n.2.4) and rearranging it,

h =   3158S 1j*)4 x 12*74
18*31 Chu/h ft2 °C

Calculation of j .— — ■  w-a—
fne nabs transfer factor originally derived by 

ou.d bon and Colburn, is defined for this system by the 
equation:

k ^ 0-6?i _£ be ' .. c ,
^  VJ • • • • • C. t

where the ^chmidt number, me, is evaluated at the average 
film teiijyerature.

film temperature.
' O r ,

hesn air temperature ' w  ^

wet bulb temperature of the air,
heun pellet temperature =

. • he an film temperature = p8»8 + 23*5 = ;;1*0°C2

+o•oLf\ 27-6
2

i pellets to

24.0 + 22*6
2

38 *8 + 2;> * 5

. -,o, 0 * 2  -
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Calculation of me.
me = yfc-

1'ioiii International Ox-itical l'abies,
i)„ = 0-220 (i)1 '75 ft2
V I W

0-220 n o n 1-75 =
273)

r> _ 0-001293 PP " (1 + 0-00367-fc) X 7
0*001293 (1 + 0*00367 x 31)

= 0•00116 gm/ml
0-0725 lb/it5

x-roiu International Critical fables,
jul = 0-0450 lb/ft h
fir> _ 0*043®c " 0.0723 x 1.024

0-006
Substituting in equation (^.2.6),

jd = (0-606)° 67

Q.Q710

Carculauion of tj^.
i‘he heat transfer factor analogous to Jd ,

by the equation:
i h 0-67

• inrp

/h

1-024 ft^/h 

q gm/'ml

gm/mi

is given

• * • • ̂ : > • b.
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the rranatl number i r oein^ evaluated at the average film
temperature of

.valuation of hr.
= % £  .A

C = 0*24 Ctiu/XbP
A = 0-01453 Chu/h ft °C
/* = 0-0450 lb/h ft
rr 0.24 x 0*045 

0*0145
0*744

oubstitutin^ in equation (>.2.7)5

Jh = o.a4 1x*j% 6  x

0«0870
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Appendix III
Correction of Transfer Coefficients for Bed Depth Effect. 
a s  discussed in section 6.1.2 on page 45, the values of 

h and k were modified for the effect of bed depth byD D
multiplying them by a correction factor which was defined as:

^ _ Area under log, mean curve__________________
Area under curve drawn through outlet temp
driving forces at intermediate bed depths. 

a  desci'iption is now given for the derivation of the
u

correction factors used in the modification of the values of
h obtained in the tests carried out with the 1*5 in and 2 in
S 2 beds of series 1 pellets using an air rate of $00 lb/h ft and
an inlet temperature of 60°C.

The experimental data required for the calculation of
the factors are given below:

Bed depth 
Inches

Temperatures °c
Inlet Outlet

Dry Bulb wet Bulb Dry Bulb Wet Bulb
1 b0*2 26-7 29 *4 25-2
1-5 60-2 25-7 27*7 24-5
2 60*0 26-1 25-9 25-9

Average inlet conditions: dry bulb temperature - 60*1 C
wet bulb temperature = 26«2°C

Hence average inlet temperature differential = 33*9°C
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Log* he an Driving Force.
The log mean curve was constructed for the 2 in bed by- 
plotting the inlet and outlet temperature differentials on 
semi-log graph paper as shown in Fig. A.3.1. From the curve, 
values of At were interpolated at bed depths of 0*33, 0*67,
1*0, 1*33 &n& 1*67 inches and substituted with the inlet and
outlet values of At in Weddle's formula, to determine the area 
under the curve which is a measure of log mean driving force. 
Weddle's formula may be expressed as:
Area under curve = x6 - xQ (yQ + 3y^ + y2 + 6y^ + y^

+ 3y^ + y6) ....(A.3.1)
where x = bed depth (in)

y = At (C deg)
The subscripts 0 to 6 correspond to the range of bed depth, 
substituting the values of At from the log mean curve in 
equation (a .3*1)?

2 —  0Area under curve = — ^q— (33*9 + 3x21*3 + 13*2 + 6x8*23
+ 3*22 + 3x3*21 + 2*0)

22*64 in C deg

Actual driving Force.
A measure of the actual driving force in the 2 in beds 

was obtained by plotting the outlet temperature differentials, 
obtained at the 1, 1*3 and 2 in bed depths, against bed depth 
and determining the area under curve from Weddle's equation.
The plot of At against h is shown in iig. a .3*2.
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Substituting the values of At, interpolated as 
described above, in equation (A.3.1),
.area under curve 2 - 0

20 (33*9 + 3x10*1 + 5*43 + 6x4*2 
+ 3*6 + 3x2*7 + 2*0)

. . Correction
factor

13*42 in, C deg

22-64
13*42
1*687

Prom Table 6.6, h for 2 in bed
Hence, modified coefficient,

h'

6*80 Chu/h ft2 °C

6*80 x 1*687&
11.5 Chu/h ft2 °C 

By constructing analogous curves for the 1*3 in bed and 
determining the areas under them, the correction factor for 
the corresponding heat transfer coefficient is found to be
1*398.
Prom Table 6.6, h 

Hence, h ’g

7-39 Chu/h ft2 °C 
7-39 x 1-598
11-8 Chu/ft2 °C
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■tippendix IV 
Calculation of Reynolds Number

ihe form of the neynolds Number used in the heat and 
mass transfer correlations was introduced by Taecker and

i'or lest no. po of the Ceries 1 pellets,
* = 0*00254 ft2P
0 = 720 lb/h.
/<■ = 0*0450 lb/h ft

wiience he = 812

hou&en ^ and is ^iven by the equation:
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Appendix V
s./ale illation of the ourface ^rea and Volume of a .Tabloid Pellet.

Ine surface area and volume of a pellet is determined "by 
considering the pellet to consist of two equal spherical 
segments connected "by a cylinder and evaluating the area and 
volume of each part.

F i g A.5\ I

ourface area of relief
Consider the pellet shown in Big. a . 5*1

and ^rea of cylindrical boay 
• • • total surface area

TTaB i • p • a i

lor a oeries 1 pellet from fable 5*1 on page ;>4
0*406 in

B 0*075 in
C 0*161 in



u.bstitutinb in equation Ox.3 .3)
. . ourface area of ueliet = -2(0*0862 + 0*4062) +

TTx 0*406 x 0*075 
= 0*366 in2

Volume of relief.

ana volume of cylindrical "body
(a.5 «4j 

(a.5.5)

total volume (C-B) 2 + £,2 +
24 8

ouostituting uiie Values of 3 and 0 for a Beries 1 ^^ellets in 
equation (r..p.6)

Voida.,e of relief Bed.
Hie voida^e of a jacked bed of pellets was determined by 

weighing a 4 litre bearer empty, filled with pellets and 
fir red with water. ohe volume of the beaKer was c<alculated 
from the weight of water in the beaker, e.g. for the oeries 1 

pellets:
weibnt of pelrets in beaker ■ 3410 gm
Prom the physical properties of a oeries 1 pelret given

in fable (5 *1),
Volume of pellets in beaker = 2640 ml

Voluiae of oeries 1 pellet 0 * 0154 in^
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Volume of beaker 
• • v'oiaa^e oi beci

4730 ml 
4-730 ~ 264-Q

0*44-2



appendix VI
the Analysis of Variance of a Iwo-Level jo u t-jactor -sxperiment.

Although the cheory of the Analysis of Variance is
37 qildescribed fully m  various textbooks J9 9 the following 

outline of the theory may help to clarify the various stages 
in the arithmetical procedure used in the Analysis.

‘Ihe total variance V of a number of observations is 
defined as:

V  = . . . . ( a .6 . 1 )

where x = inuividual observation
x = arithmetic mean of all the observations
h = total number of observations

p2_(x - x) is known as the . "hum of hquares" of the 
deviations of the observations from their mean while the term 
h — 1 refers to rhe number of independent values of (x - x) 
used in obtaining the variance and is known as the degrees of 
freedom of the variance.

In a factorial experiment, the programme of tests 
involving various comoinations of factor revels j_-rodu.ee a 
ran^e of values in the dependent variable, the total variance 
of winch can be estimated from equation a .6.1. furthermore, 
by considering the tests results in groups corresponding to a 
cnange in revel of one or more factors, smaller variances c«n 
be attributed to the effects of various factors and to 
interactions between factors. Because variance is ;m a>. ...rtive



property, the variance due to the experimental error in the
teats can he estimated as the difference between the total
variance and the sum of the variances due to the various
effects and interactions.

ihe variance due to the effect of changing a factor ^
from to a2 in a factorial experiment is estimated by
considering the results obtained at each level of a in two
groups. The variance due to the effect of a is then estimated
from the oum of oquares of the deviations of the two group
means x^ from the mean of all the tests x.

i.e. V = H-T). --- U.S.2)
h - 1JTL X

where = number of test results in each groi p
h = number of groups

oince ii = 2 in a two level factorial experiment,
the mums of oquares can be used directly as estimates of tue 
variances.

The theory of the "T‘ test" used to test the siphi'cume 
of the variances attributed to the various effects and 
interactions rias been outlined previously in section 9-4- on 
pages 127 to 129

The arithmetical procedure, described in this Appendix 
for the Analysis of Variance for a two-level four-factor 
factorial experiment, is that used by Brownlee80. Tne met! r»d 
is illustrated by the analysis of the values of the ret err:* on 
time of the barley in the rotary dryer. The analysis is
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conducted on the logarithmic values of 0^ given in Table 11.3 
on .̂ 'â e 1 ̂4-1 •
The values of Io^^q be tabulated as:

*11X1 GP
R^ Rg R^

rn ip p Ip rn rn : n  m1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1-415 1*464 1*090 1*152 1*551 1*588 1*520 1*297

1-4o4 1-477 1.152 1-207 1.544 1-559 1*196 1*334

F2
G2 G2 

Hp dL

x̂j Ip 1 ̂  T p T ̂ Tp T̂  Tp

1*394 1-394 1*270 1*233 1*413 1*427 1*307 1 •332
1.^07 1.400 1-301 1*229 1*430 1*401 1-316 1*316
The values from the duplicate tests are now added to^etuer

*1
. G1 ■ G2 

“•1 JX2 ' ^1 iL2 
•1̂  i2 s2 'i2 ‘■‘■'1 '■‘■'2

2-879 2-961 2-242 2-359 5-095 5*147 2-516 2.631

*2
G1 G2

H1 K2 H1 A 2 

'J8, T2 ^  T2 T,, 2-, v2
2*601 2*794 2*571 2*462 2*845 2*82o 2*623 2*846
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x-our taoles are then formed by summing over each of the four 
factors i‘,u,R and 1.

Summing over I1

h  G2
H2 h1 ;<2

I' «H i' ip  T l rp .71 rn1 d 1 2 A1 2 A1 2
3*680 3*753 4*813 4*821 3*940 3*973 5*139 5*279

bumming over G 
i?1 *2

Rp -^2
;p rp .p rp .. <p rp rp ;n11 A2 1 2 1 A2 1 2

5-974 6*108 4*758 4*990 5*646 5*622 5*194 5*110

summing over R

*1 *2 .

<X, 02 G1
(p rp .p rp rp rp rp rp±^ ip ip lp 1̂| Xp

5*121 5*320 5*611 5*778 5*372 5*256 5*468 5*476

oumming over T

*1 *2

G1 G2 G1 g2
Rp R/j R^ ^2 iL1 1 2.

5*840 4*601 6*242 5*147 5*959 3*035 5*873 5*271
Six tables are formed by summing over tne lour vax’iaoles, x , 
R. and 1% two at a time.
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oUii'...iin̂ over £ m o  u bumming over F and h
XX1 ^2 G1 G2

X1 11•o20 9 * 922 21*372 Ti 10*493 11*079 21*372
IX'< 11*730 10*100 21*830 22 10*376 11*234 21*830

23*306 20*092 43*402 21*069 22•333 43*402

'summing over £ and £ bumming over G and h
g1 h *1 *2

1X1 1 1 - ^ 5  11-Si'll? 23*330 T1 10*732 10*840 21*372

xx2 9*634 10*418 20*032 T2 11*098 10*732 21*830

c/\ • 0o9 22 • 3p3 43*402 21-630 21•372 4;;.4C2

bumming over 0 cuid 2 bummin^ over h and 2

*1 *2 F 1 TP2
-X1 1 2*0b2 11*268 23* 330 G1 10*441 10*628 u1 * Ooa

a 9 *7^> 10*364 20* 032 d 11*389 10*944 * 021

21*830 21*372 43*402 2 1*o3C 21*372 43*-bC2

in order to facilitate the computation of tne v riO k.- s
U i m S oi o^uares, uiie following relationships are used:

]T(x - x)* = I 2x - b2 • • •

iM

y  (- - - 2  _ y u , 2) F-/ 1 II- (X • — X J — Z. 1 ____
1 1  U ± ; if

where 6 = sum of the individual observations
= sum of group observations 

fhe term b^/h is known as the "Correction due to the -ecil
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C j •
bince in this example, b = 43-402

and N = 32

the O^M^ is
(43-402)2 = 56*86667552

The bum of bquares for the main effect of factor F is 
calculated by squaring the F^ and F^ totals, summing the 
squares, dividing by 16 and subtracting the •

i.e. (21-8302 + 21*3722)/16 - 38*866679 = 0*002080
i'he bum of bquares for the other main effects are derived 

similarly:
For G, (21-0692 + 22.5352)/16 - 58*866675 =' 0*049928
For ri, (23-5502 + 20*0522)/16 - 58*866675 = 0*339900
For !T, (21*5722 + 21*8302)/16 - 58*866675 = 0*002080
The bum of bquares for the first-order interaction FG, 

wnich represents the extent to which the effect of F or G 
depends on the value of the other, is equal to the difference 
between the bum of bquares in the two-way Table for F and G 
and the sum of F and G ouuis of bquares.

i.e. (10*4412 + 10*6282 + 11*3892 + 10*9442)/8 -
38-866673 ” 0-002080 — 0-049928 = 0-012482

The bums of bquares corresponding to the other five first- 
order interactions are obtained similarly.

The bum of bquares for the second-order interaction FGR, 
which measures the extent of the interaction between any two
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oi' these factors depends on the level of the third is 
calculated as the difference between the burn of oauares for 
the values in the three-way fable for ‘T, G and 11 and the 
total of the mums of oquares corresponding to main effects of 
F, G and h and it, Fit and GR interactions.

i.e. (5*8402 + 6-2422 + 5*5952 + 5*6 732 + 4-6012 + 5*0 532
+ 5 -2712) - 58.866675 - 0-002080 - 0-049928 - 0-359900 -
0-012482 - 0«058654 - 0-002868 = 0-000760
ihe burns of bauares for the otter three second-order 

interactions are determined in a similar fashion.
rhe num. of oquares corresponding to the third-order 

interaction ihnf, which measures the extent any of the second- 
order interactions depends on the value of the fourth variable 
is calculated as the difference between the bum of bquares in 
the individual values in the bums of bquares corresponding to 
the main effects ana tne first and second-order interactions 
of the four factors .

:i , o, (2-8792 + 2• 2422 + 3-0952 + + 2-4o22 +
2 • o282 + 2*6482;/2 - 58-866675 - 0-002080 - 0-049928 -
0-339900 - 0-0020o0 - 0-000046 - 0-000760 - 0-000008 -
0.000776 - 0-000924 = 0-00421

In a factorial experiment in which duplicate tests are not 
performed, the bum of bquares of tne individual values 
corresponds to the fotal bum of bquares and the oiiii ol squares 
of the interaction I'tritf is used as an estimate oi tne 
exp eriment al error.
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In tnis Analysis, the lotal Sum of Squares is computed by 
squaring the 32 original test values, sunmiinu the squares and 
subtracting the

i.e. (1-41;? + 1.4642 + 1-0902 = 1-1522 + +
1-4272 + V4G12 + 1-V322 + 1 *3162) - 58-8666V3 = 0-49292
rhe j-vesidual Sum of Squares which corresponds to the 

experimental error is calculated as the difference oetween the 
rotai ourn of oquares and the sum of the Sums of oquares of tne 
r.ain effects and first, second and tnira-order interactions of 
one four- variables*

rhe ouicls of oquares derived for each of the components 
in tne .analysis are divided by the appropriate number of 
decrees of freedom to give the Iiean Sum of Squares or Varia- ce. 
rhe results of the analysis of Variance may be tabulated 
as:



oource of 
V ari ance decrees of 

freedom bum of 
bquares

hean out 
of oquares

X1' 1 0. 002060 0- 002080
Gr 1 0- 049926 0- 04332 8
11 1 0* 339900 0- 339900
1 1 0-002080 0-002080

Il'Gr 1 0-012482 0-012462
lit 1 0-038634 o* 058634
i’d 1 0-007022 0-007022
an 1 0-002688 0-002888
Gd 1 0-000263 0-000263
lii 1 0-000046 0-000046

fJxi 1 0-000008 0-000006
i? dr' 1 0•000760 0-000/60
r id 1 0 -000778 0 -000/76
aid 1 0 -000924 0 -ueGyah

fund 1 0 -000421 0 -000421

nesidual 16 0 -014687 0 -000316

dotal 31 0 -492923

m e  significance 01 the various main effects and in, erae i,io 
in tne analysis of Variance fable are tested by coiiioarin̂  t 
nesidual oum of oquares with the oums of oquares co 
to (a) tne third-order interactions (b) the second-order 
interactions (c) the first-order interactions a :n (d; bh 
main effects, in that order. Interactions or effects .-me
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significant if the Variance Ratio, F, defined as
Lean ooi/i of bquares of interaction . ^"■   ---- ...p---- 1~~ ■ ■■ -— ' v*v "' i----- is greater than the valueAiecui o -dii o i o q u a ies  jrtes idual

oi F given in mathematical tables^. The value of F 
significant at the 3/̂  level of probability with the 
appropriate degrees of freedom is 4-5*

It can be seen from the fable that the value of the F 
ratio for the interactions FGRT, FG-H, FGT, FRT, GR'i, OR, Ri* 
will oe less than 4*3 and nence these interactions are not 
significant. However, the interactions FG, FR and Fd will have 
an F value greater than 4*3, and therefore their interactions 
are significant at the 370 level of probability.

when an interaction is found to be significant, it is 
pointless to test the significance of the main effects involved 
in tne interaction as the effect of each factor then depends 
on tne value of the ocher factor.

Consequently, the analysis of Variance has indicated that 
the interactions FG, m  and Fi1 are significant.
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appendix VII 
ixe^ression analysis and Correlation.

iv.j ression
in tde analysis of experimental data, it is often

desirable to ascertain if a relationship exists between two
or more variates and to determine the nature and extent, if
any, of tnis relationship. This Appendix gives an outline
of the basic theory used in fitting a regression to a set
of experimental data and in determining the extent of the
relationship oetween t.-o variates. A more detailed

83 84-dr scussion is ^iven in literature •
I'he metnod used for fitting a straight line to 

experimental data is the iiethod of Least Squares. It is 
assumed that the value of the independent variate, x, cai be 
measured accurately ana that all ohe errors are in the 
measurement of the dependent variate, y. The meshod is 
assigned so that the oum of oquares of the vertical deviations 
form the line is a minimum and thus the e^ror in ^redictin^ one 
property from a Kncwiea^e of the other is minimised.

a

X.
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j.f is the ^..licted value of y, for a given vali• e , 
• •-a for 'l lineai' xaw:

Ŷ i = a. + bx^
v in ere a ana b are constants.
fiie  values of a and b are chosen such that the value of

n  2
r. = (I, - y.) is a minimum

i=1 1 1
n = number of observations in data
i = index

n i 2^ (a + bx - y.)  (iL.v.1)i=1 x
rhe minimum val-.e of E occurs when - 0 and = 0ocl 60

V. = 2 2 _  (a + bx. - y.) - 0 . ..pv.y.l:}b 1 1

U  “ 2 |f, xf a - Dxi - yf = 0
•‘roii equation (a .7• it follows that

an + nbx - ny = 0
n

io,ere x = n on of x ’s = x- , ; iron rfv o > »
i-1 1

n •. * C . t■ •.
. . a = y - bx
l‘ roii equation / »̂>j it r olio ws Gnat

n x. n_
nax + ]>” xn " ~ ^  = 0  . . . (^.V.r)

fP\ 1 i=1 1 1
oubstitutin^ for a in equation (n.> .p) and rearranging,

. ik:
t> = i n ______________. • . • >. ■ - • • . )n 2 -2 ̂  x. - nx

i=1 1
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XT'] (*j ~ - y)
b = —  _ p • • • •(a.7*7)2 _  (x. - x)i=1 1

The quantity b is called, the regression Coefficient of y upon 
x

.The precision of the regression equation depends on two 
factors:

(1) the number of observations
(2) the extent of the scatter about the regression,

%
The deviation of the observations from the regression 

line may be regarded as errors, mince the errors in the 
independent variate, x, are assumed to be negligble, the 
error about the regression is caused by the deviations of the 
observations from the regression line in the vertical direction, 
‘therefore, substituting the values of a and b in the expression
for E and rearranging, the following relationship is obtained:

n - 2 2 5_ - 2Sums of Squares = 2 1  (y* - y) - b 2 1  (x- - x)
i=1 1 i=1 1

• • * • ( A , ( , 8 )

‘This is equivalent to:
Total mums of Squares Sums of Squares

of y about mean of Errors i=1
P n 2The quantity b 2  (x- - x) is the component of the

i=1 1
total variation in y caused by the variations in x and is 
referred to as the Sum of oquares due to Regression. The 
regression is significant if the variance or Kean Square due to

P n  -  P+b (x. - x)
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r.cwresbion is significantly -.renter tiian the Jiean Square 
ĉo, ae^ression ^or error). dhe corresponding analysis 
oi /ariuiice table is _iven below:

iab I e jtx.'/ ♦ *1 
analysis of Variance of degression.

oource of 
Variation

degrees of 
freedom

Sum of oquares

1

cl

rue to ne0ression 

-ioout negression

1

n - 2

f t  *)*

i — 1 L ~ /

'j fotal n - 1
71

. E C r - ? )
L =  /

dhe arithmetical ^rocenure for conducting a regression 
analysis is now described for the derivation of the ecuntion:L' -*•

sc = a1 ^
which nay be expressed in tne form:

= a/l + ^
rhe values of h 1 nrd vi used in this example are tenon fromc
columns 1 m d  2 of rade 6.2 on pa^e 39* dhe analy si o 
is carried out on lOf^Q 10ld instead of Io^^q d  which is a 
negative quantity.
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l°o1C -X ios10
X y

2-4?VI 0- 6212
a* 3911 0* 7233
2* 6pp2 0-7910
2*72cyl 0-8370
^ * 7 x 3 o-9038
2* o373 o-9304
2 •o943 1•0437
2 • 9420 1-0113

X = •9427 y = 6*8c41
x = 2 •7428 y = 0*8603

xiie ax-itiiLuetic computations are simplified "by u.;in_ t.o.- 
oliovvrelaoionsiiipsi

n -%2
i=1

n

^Xp -  X /

i=1
- 2O i  " 'J J

n o r 1
x  ^  - f si=1 Li="

2

n 2
i=1

n

n
Li=1

n

n
i=1

( x± - x;(yi - y)

n ^ 
wow, x-

i=1 1

2iind, x

n r n
Z 1  - Xi=i 1 1 Li=i t

n r  n

n
2 *^7712 + 2*5S'n‘: +

./d

60 • 366038 
21-94272O
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- ?• • ^  (x-; ~ i=1 1
) :uiilarly ^ n

i=1 
n

-•2 ~ JJ

i=1
x.y.r i

n
x.

Li=1
n

y.
L 1  = '

n

• . ^ _ _• • A _  (x. - x,’(y. - y) 
i=1 1 1

• • b̂j

Now y
• • 0 * obOP 

whence Io^ q a^

cl>i

60-185260

0-180778

0-147911

2-4771 + 0-6212 + ^
0-7239 + .......+ ^
1-0115 
19-043116

21-9427 x 6«8c41 
8

18-881967

0-165149

0.163149/0-180778
0*902 

,*10 ^lô p,̂  axi + bx
lojj/iQ a^ + 0*302 
-1-6155

0-0244
the analysis was carried out on values of 10i<f, triec

value of a^ is 0-00244.

•3911 x 
•9420 x
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analysis of Variance Table

Source of Variance Degrees of 
Freedom

Sum of 
Squares

lie an Sum 
of Squares

hue to degression 1 0-1^6180 0-156180
Error (About degression) 6 0-006969 0-001162
Total 7 0-163149
as the lie an hum of bquares of the Error is very small 

compared with the mean Sum of bquares due to .degression, the 
regression is highly significant.

Correlation,
The Sum of Squares accounted for by regression is

o n pZ T  (x- - x) • The higher the value of this relation i=1 1
to the total Sum of Squares of y and the closer the relationship 
between the two variates. In the extreme case when the Sums 
of Squares are equal, all the points lie on a straight line.
On the other hand, when the regression Sum of Squares is zero, 
there is no linear relationship whatsoever between the variates 
although a more complex relationship might be obeyed by the 
data.

Thus when the ratio of the Sum of Squares due to 
regression over the total Sum of Squares is unity, a perfect 
relationship exists between the variates; when the ratio is 
zero, there is no linear relationship between the variates.
This ratio is therefore a measure of the correlation between
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the variates. its square root is called the Correlation 
ooei'iicient and is osualiy denoted by r.

b2 2 1  (x. - x)2
i.e. r = I i=1___________________ . ...(^./. 9)

n 2
. (Ji - y)'1 =  1

/ut>stitutin0 lor b ana rearranging, we get
n

(x̂  - x)(yi - y) 
r = i£l Z_ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ _ _ _   Ui.7.10)

n I n ^
2] (x± - x) (yq - y)i=1 1 i=1 1

The significance of r is tested by comparing the
computed value of r with critical values of r given in
mathematical tables.
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appendix VI11
destiny of .Difference among regression Coefficients.

In order to determine whether the coefficients of two or 
morG re0ressions differ significantly a regression combining 
all the data is derived on the hypothesis that the individual 
regression coefficients are identical.

If these coefficients are identical, the bum of bums of 
oquare due to Regression for each set of data will be the same 
as the our of oquares due to Regression in the combined 
regression. Hence the difference between the sum of the 
regression oums of ocuare for each set and the combined 
regression bum of oquares gives a criterion appropriate for 
an overall test of differences among the individual 
coefficients.

the method is illustrated by considering the expressions 
correlating rhe modified heat transfer coefficients of the 
beries 1 pellets with the air rate. these expressions, .hich 
are ^iven 011 pa^es bp and b7 , were:

for tne 1 in bed, h' = 0*139 c.1;eS 0 • "  7for tne 1*»3 in oed, h' = 0*230 0 u ....^.o.2;&
ana for the 2 in bed, h* = 0*163 0 J . ...(^.r.3j&

these correlations, which were derived by conducting a 
regression analysis on the logaritnmic val.-es of hV and o :.:ayo
be rewritten respectively as:
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iog^O k 1 - 0-75 H O Cl O G - 0*8584 • •••(.•.,.8.4)
1°0/JQ h f. = 0*67 lQ6lO G - 0*6392 .... 5a.O.r)
lOg^Q h\4̂ = 0*69 Or*oOO1—1 G — 0*7320 • » » • (7,.8.6)

where 0*73> 0*67 ^id 0 *67- are she regression coefficients.
from the values of h*. and G given in fable 6.>, from whichO

equation 0v.6.4) was derived, the following dims of oquares
;iic.y be commuted: 

n___
5ZZT (x. - x)i=1 1

2

n
(a - T)2i=1

n
(X: - x)(y. - y)

i=1
where x

0*907078

0*533145

0*67394-6

loi
ana

°10 
log h*10 nK

.similar quantities mav also be derives. for the other 
sets of vali.es. for she 1*3 in bed,

11

i “ 1 
11

(x± - x,

(v. - fjVw 1 v f

11
i=1

(X. - x)(y. - y)
i=1

for the 2 in bed,
n ->2
i=1
n
i=1

(xi - X;

(yj_ - y)2

0-544247

0-260451

0* 364553

0 .54424-7

0-296359
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n

U-; - x)(y. - y) 
i=1 1 1 0*377311

Combining the three sets of data, the corresponding bums of
oquares are: 

m n
(xi - X.)

0=1 i=1 7  J
m =

m n
S I  5 1  (y± -  y J  
0=1 1=1 0 J

m n
S I  H ( x .  - x )(y. - y •) =0=1 i=i d d d

Combined regression coefficient
h

1-995572

No. of sets of data

1-089955

1-416112

1*416112
1-995572
0-7096

bum of bquares due to
Combined Regressions 0*706 x 1-416112

1-004794
bum of Regression bum of

bquares for each set = 0*7430 x 0-673946 + 0-6704 x
0-364855 + 0-6933 x 0*477311

= 1-006882
Difference = 1-006822 — 1-004794 = 0-002028

The bums of bquares may be tabulated as follows:



.analysis of Variance for jesting Differences 
of ^egression Coefficients.

Source of Variance Degrees of 
Freedom

Sum of 
bquares

lie an ourn 
of oquares

Combined Regression 1 1*004794 1-004794
Difference of Regression 2 0-002028 0-001014
Combined Residual 82 0-083153 0-001014
lotai 85 1-089955

r, +.J. „ f. riean bum of bquares of Difference x,s one in o nean DUi£L 0f squares of Residual
1*0 is less than the significant value of 3*1 fon F at the x

o  l /

level of probability (, there is no differ once in the values , 
tne regression coefficients of the three heat transfer 
correlations.



-appendix IX  

H esuits  o f a Rotary Drying Test

Hun 15 : £tj G2 H^
Feed rate = 24*0 gm B.H.b./min = 3*17 It) B.D.u./h
Hold-up of barley in dryer = 0*829 lb

0*829 x 60. • experimental retention time =  —  = 15*7 min

P o s itio n  in  d ryer from feed end ( in ) 2*5 6*3 10*5 14-3 18*3 22*3 26*5 30*5 35-3
wt o f d ish  + sample 29*9310 23*1074 23*3143 27*9838 27-4232 21*9723 21*8134 21*3447 19-9693
wt o f d ish  + B .B.B. (gm) 18*8940 19-2733 19-0978 20*9432 21*1793 17*3022 17-6017 17-3112 16*167
wt o f d ish  (gm) 8*6337 8*8192 8*6340 8-6474 9*4340 9-6233 8*7373 8*1668 8*5671
wt o f water lo s t  (gm) 7*0370 6*8339 6*4136 7*0426 6*4136 4*4703 4-2117 4*0333 3-3328
wt o f B .H .d . (gm) 10-2603 10-4343 10-4647 12-1938 11*7433 8*8778 8-8444 9*1444 8*0496
m oisture content (gm water/gm B .D .o .) 0-686 0-634 0-613 0*373 0*332 0*303 0-476 0*441 0*417
d ry er load ing  (gm B .u .B . / in ) * 10-263 10-4333 10-4647 12*2938 11*7433 8*8778 8*8444 9*1444 8*0496
m a te r ia l v e lo c ity  ( in /m in ) 2*342 2*299 2-296 1*934 2*046 2*706 2-717 2*628 2*985
average m a te r ia l v e lo c ity  ( in /m in ) 2*359** 2*321 2*298 2-123 2*000 2*376 2*712 2*673 2*807
Time per sec tio n  (m in) 1*06 1*72 1*74 1*88 2*00 1*68 1*48 1*30 1*43 00•

T o ta l tim e (m in) _A * c & 2*78 4*32 6-40 8*40 10*08 11*36 13*06 14*49 16*3
* width of each sampling section « 1 inch
** calculated from velocity profile along dryer.


